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Abstract 
By 1870 a small agricultural and fur trading settlement had been 
established near the junction of the Red and Assinil:x>ine Rivers and Upper Fort 
Garry. For the next fifty years, as the city of Winnipeg became a major 
transp:>rtation centre in the West, the Forks was transformed by urban and 
industrial developnents that swept through the Canadian landscape in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The evolution of the Forks between 
1870 and 1923 occurred as Canada was transformed from a British colony to a 
m::xielll industrial nation. This rise to nationhood derived. from the demise of 
a dominant agrarian fur-trading econarcy- and the emergence of large scale 
industrial and manufacturing activity centred around railroad production and 
located prirraril y in large urban centres. Settlement and industrial growth in 
the West -were critical to Canadian economic developrent they began around the 
Forks after Confederation. Though the national significance of the site waned 
as the city of Winnipeg expanded after the 1880s, the Forks was a microcosm 
which reflected the widespread socio-economic changes penetrating all Canadian 
regions and localities at the tulll of the century . 
.After the creation of the CN system in 1923 1 the Forks continued to play 
a role as an industrial site and transportation centre within the urban 
enviroilTCeilt. With the administration offices in the Union Station and a 
luxurious hotel near Broadway and Main Street the area around the eastya:rds, 
once the nucleus of the fur trade 1 nOYl became one nerve centre of a vast 
transp:>rtation network that incluaed rail lines 1 express companies, ocean and 
airlines, "Which 'lhUuld soon extend far beyond the borders of Canada. The 
consolidation of 1923 thus provided the opportunity for the new- publicly owned 
corporation to compete in the twentieth century with other multi-nationals of 
its kind. 
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Preface 
The junction of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers, once known to local 
inhabitants as 'The Forks' , is now barely visible l::ehind the old factories and 
warehouses that inhabit the north side of the Red River in central Winnipeg. 
Other views can 1:::>e had from points on the east bank, or from the south side of 
the Assiniboine River. However, even from these choice positions the 
observer's attention is captured by the high buildings of the business 
district "Which loom high above the riverbank and the bridges that connect the 
inner city with the suburbs. Situated as discreetly as it is in the heart of 
metropolitan Winnipeg, it is difficult to imagine that for a very brief period 
not long ago the Forks was the centre of social and econanic activity in the 
Red River valley. · 
In the early nineteenth century the Forks functioned prirnaril y as part of 
the fur trade. The various forts "Which stood there served as meeting places 
for fur traders and as inland ports that were accessible by J:::oat on both the 
Red and Assiniboine River systems. The site had also l:::>ecorne important to the 
srrall population of Selkirk settlers "Who carried on small scale agriculture 
nearby. By the 1860s a group of free traders had constructed buildings close 
to the Hudson's Bay Company's (HBC) stone fort with the object of profiting 
from the fur trade. The Forks became the focus of attention on a national 
scale when in 1869 the transfer of the HBC Territory precipitated the Metis 
resistance and cuJminated in Manitoba.'s entry into Confederation. Upper Fort 
Garry was teri!fXJraril y made the seat of the new Provincial Gavernrnent, and it 
was not long after that the Federal Government established the site as one of 
many ports of immigration to the Canadian West. Within four years of 
achieving official Canadian status, the little comnercial village that had 
settled around Upper Fort Garry had grown into a small city. Set in this 
context, the Forks in the Post 1870 period can be defined as the site where 
significant immigration and urh:m: developnent first began to take shape v;est 
of the Canadian Shield. 
Except for the mid-l870s and early 1880s, the actual role of the site in 
irrmigration and urban growth is nore symbolic than anything else. The Forks 
was a locus of the urban envirornnent for a period of no :rrore than fifteen 
years. Its contribution to industrial develop:nent is similarly sy.rnl:::olic. 
After the arrival of the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) in the 1870s the Forks 
was transfo:rrned. into one of many industrial sites within the urban 
environment. This process of urban industrial growth began in the late 1880s 
'When the Mani to:ba government openly defied Federal authority and approved a 
charter for the Northern Pacific and Manitoba Railway (NPMR). The only rival 
to the CPR at the t.iire, the new company was the pre-cursor of many other 
railways and branch lines that opened the -west to settlement and economic 
develop:nent in the 1890s. Because the NPMR was able to build its yards, 
shops, and freight sheds at the junction of the Red and Assiniboine, the Forks 
has the distinction of being the home of the railway that broke the rronopo1 y 
of the CPR. This distinction is also largely sy.rnl:::olic - the CPR continued to 
thrive despite the carrpetition from the smaller line. The Forks continued to 
function as the home of the railway throughout the rerrainder of the nineteenth 
century and -well into the twentieth. Indeed, the arrelgarration of a series of 
bankrupt railways in 1923, the birth of the Canadian National Railways, 
confi:rrned. the industrial activity of . the Forks in the city. 
Between 1870 and 1923 the rural and carrmercial societies around the Forks 
-were transfonneci by urbanization and industrialization. In this respect the 
histo:ry of the site is not unique. With few notable variations it typifies 
the experiences of many other srrall cc:mmmities as they struggled to adapt to 
the emergence of industrial capitalism and urban growth in Canada. .Arguably, 
other sites within Winnipeg's boundaries are rrore appropriate examples of 
these broad themes. The Point Douglas area, for example, was the location of 
many of the city's early factories. It was also close to the massive CPR 
Yards, and to Winnipe::J' s large imnigrant neighbourhoods in the North End. 
Unfortunately, the best histo:r:ic sites (especially those in an urban 
environment) are not always available or practical for develop:nent. The 
acquisition of the land behind the CN Eastyards provided Parks Canada and ARC 
with space to interpret such themes as imnigration, urban develop:nent and 
industrial growth, though these could have been rrore appropriately developed 
on or near the CPR station. The definition of the Forks as a historic place, 
rather than as a site, and its symbolic significance in the Post 1870 period 
makes it irrperati ve to view the junction as a microcosm of many other themes 
in Canadian histo:ry. A study of the site and its evolution must therefore 
consider the wider influences of socio-economic developnent in Canada, in the 
West, and rrore p:rrticularl y in Winnipeg. This is the pu:qx:>se of the 
introductory chapter, which situates the Forks within the context of 
Confederation, the national policy and the spatial and economic gro;vth of 
Winnipeg. The next four chapters are devoted to the site itself. Chapter 2 
examines how metropolitan grow'""Jl transfonred. the site in the 1870s and 1880s 
with reference to early forms of trade and ccmnerce, the emergence of 
steamboat travel on the Red, the land transfer and the Riel resistance, the 
presence of the Federal gove:rnment at the Forks, and the decline of the HBC' s 
control over the junction. Chapter 3 describes the origins and expansion of 
the railway ya:a:ls and structures that -were situated at the junction of the 
1888. This chapter also shews how industrial growth transfonred. the socio-
economic structure of cities in Canada. Chapter 4 describes the experience of 
irrmigrants 'Who cane through the Forks on their way West in the 1870s and 1880s 
and accounts for the limited role played by the site later in the decade. 
Finally, Chapter 5, the epilogue, is a brief discussion of the evolution of 
the Eastyards after 1923. 
This study was originally intended to be a mixture of socio-economic and 
structural histo:cy. The vast arrount of source rraterial available and the 
scope of the investigation, not to mention the arrount of time available for 
research, has rrade detailed use of primary sources nearly irrpossible. Primary 
research on structures has been a low priority in light of Rodger Guinn's 
structural and land use history and Brad IDewen' s research on Upper Fort 
Garry. Secondary sources have been used to create a synthesis, and primary 
research has been undertaken to shed light on social and economic aspects of 
the site rather than to provide a well documented research rronograph on 
structures and land use as is nornall y the case for studies of this kind. 
CHAPI'ER 1: THE :NATIONAL POLICY, CONFEDERATION AND THE URBANIZATION 
OF WlliNIPffi 
The Canadian landscape underwent a thorough transfo:r:ma.tion :before 
Confecieration. New towns and cities sprang up in the Atlantic region, along 
the St. I.awrence ba.sin, and around the shores of the Great rakes when the 
first stages of a "WOrld wide industrial revolution took hold of North America 
in the 1850s and 1860s. Under the influence of changing economic and 
I,X)litical conditions, the construction of nmnerous canals and railways, and 
waves of irrmigration from western Europe, the growth of metro!,X)li tan 
communities accompanied. the emergence of a new industrial order and the 
erosion of colonialism in British North America. Changes in the physical 
features of the I,X)litical econ<J£r¥ (economic institutions, mechanisms of trade 
and production, and trans!,X)rtation systsns) were largely confined. to the area 
we now call central and eastern Canada - Ontario, Quebec, and the Atlantic 
Provinces. The screech of locarrotives on steel rails and the s:rroke of the 
factory had not yet penetrated. the distant Indian encarnpnents, mission houses, 
and fur trade forts dispersed. throughout HBC territory. 
Confederation made possible the push of settlements, industry and urban 
growth in regions -west of the Canadian Shield. After Manitoba. was brought 
into Confecieration the implementation of National Policy programs by the 
fecieral gave:r:nrrent accelerated. metropolitan developrent at Reci River. The 
process gathered. m::::m:mtum under the influence of the rnassi ve CPR construction 
projects in the 1880s and the enonrous irrmigrant carnp:rigns of the 1890s and 
1900s. These forces contributed to Winnipeg's role and identity as a 
distinctive trans!,X)rtation and distribution centre in a very diverse western 
region which through the NPMR charter, succeeded in expressing its defiance of 
the National Policy design. 
I. Urbanization in British North America 
Uiban Developnent at the fur trade settlements in the early nineteenth 
century, known as the mercantile era of developrent, laggeci behind that of the 
towns of the British North American provinces, but all shared similar origins. 
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Typical :North American towns -were established by irrperial France and Britain 
as military outp:Jsts and -were administered by troops who protected the 
interests of colonial trade. Such early cormnmities often functioned as 
entrepots which accmnulated staple resources f:rom the hinterland, then sent 
them to a metropolitan centre like Montreal or for shipnent overseas .1 The 
Forks functioned in this manner until 1870. 
Entrepots and towns had little control aver their regions and 
hinterlands, regardless of the small scale exploitation of natural resources 
or the economic interdependence of settlements in the colonial system. 
Montreal and Quebec -were exceptions, linked closely to each other by the 
waters of the St. lawrence and by their corrplementary function in the French 
fur trade, but :rrost towns in Upper and laver Canada and the northwest -were 
relati vel y isolated fran one another~ Because staples -were shipped to Britain 
or France in return for foodstuffs and manufactured goods, there -were few 
' 
opportunities to establish elaborate trading netw'Orks in nearby regions. This 
facet of developnent (or lack thereof) , hindered the creation of solid 
linkages between the Forks and .American settlements until the 1860s. 2 
The predominant characteristics of the typical :rne:rrcantile town was the 
role it played in the colonial system. At the end of the era circumstances in 
colonial Britain began to influence the transfo:r::mation of towns into 
metropolitan cities. In the midst of the industrial revolution in the 1840s 1 
Britain began to adopt policies of free trade and to "dismantle its old 
colonial system. "3 The "system of preferential tariffs on timber and grain 
that had shaped the Canadian econc::BlW was systerna.tically rerroved." British 
:North .American artisans and manufacturers, anxious about the consequences for 
dorrestic trade, petitioned the goverrunent for a protective strategy of 
industrial developnent that \oVOuld ensure the growth and Irnltual interdependence 
of British North .American towns. 4 To this end protective tariffs -were in 
place by 1849, and in the early 1850s campaigns for increases in tariff rates 
-were renewed with greater intensity. It was in this decade of dorrestic 
economic reorientation that railroad contractors, politicians, and businessmen 
-were able to accmnulate large sums of capital f:rorll their business transactions 
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in the railway and canal l:oams. Capital was invested in II locom:Jti ve 
manufacturing, rolling mills for rails, rolling stock construction, and other 
seconda:cy rnanufacturing. II 5 .An entire consumer goods industry was created to 
serve the needs of the early industrial econCJITlf. Such :fun.da:mental changes to 
the colonial econc:xey- 'WOuld have been impossible without the vast mrrnbers of 
immigrants who travelled to Canada's shore fiam Britain, then form.d labourers 
jobs on the canal and railroad construction gangs, and finally settled in the 
cities and towns of Ontario and Quebec when these projects -were completed. 
Capital fo:r:rration and the creation of a surplus unskilled labour market 
in the 1850s were the progenitors of urban and industrial growth in Canada. 
By the late 1860s the foundations of dra:rna.tic economic expansions -were laid in 
the St. Lawrence basin and on the eastern seaboa.Id, and although the west 
remained separated fran these developrents by the rock of the Canadian Shield, 
int.i.mate cc::mrercial relationships had begun to pull the Red River valley into 
the economic o:r::bit of the United States. However, the restructuring of the 
British North American colonial political econCJITlf "WOuld soon have tremendous 
consequences for the people living in the region of the Forks. 
II. The National Policy and the 'West 
Settlement and economic developrent in the West was an articulate 
strategy long before Confederation made possible the integration of Manitoba 
into the Canadian political econCJITlf. A National Policy for the develop:nent of 
industry, trade and cc::mrerce evolved in Canada between 1840 and 1867 from the 
combined activities of cc::mrercial and industrial entrepreneurs. 'When the 
government leaders of the Canadian Provinces de:ba.ted the merits of 
Confederation in the 1860s, rnany of their arguments -were put forward on behalf 
of merchants, financiers, and railway prOITDters who favoured specific long 
tenn strategies of national developrent. 6 Political leaders believed these 
strategies "WOuld protect British North American interests in the West from the 
pull of American manifest destiny. Confederation therefore emerged as an 
inst.rument for the achievement of economic goals as well as one that "WOuld 
bring political security. 
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Concerns about economic v.-ell-J:.eing were _I?articularl y acute during a 
severe financial crisis tbat hit the British North .American econareyr. During 
the railway l:x:xJrns of the 1850s, the provinces had incurred massive debts to 
English bankers, but the poor condition of rolling stock and the losses 
incurred in operation prompted reduction in the provincial deficits. 7 
Bankers, merchants, and financiers initially prom:::>ted a defensive strategy of 
national developnent, but a plrmge in the deficit J:.etween 1858 and 1863 did 
little to stave off the financial crisis. At the same, Upper Canadian 
industrialists lobbied for a policy tbat vvould solve the economic crisis by 
encouraging developnent through the protection of industry and manufacturing. 
By the late 1840s Upper Canadians were prorroting the growth of a self-
sufficient economic l::ase. Dismissing the v.-estem fur trade as a profitable 
ente:rprise, Robert Baldwlll Sullivan of Toronto speculated on how Canada might 
develop properly. 8 Self-sufficiency could evolve from a domestic market 
dependent on its own manufacturing and agriculture, he said, and the growth of 
towns vvould have :Em:nished a home rrarket for a large portion of the 
produce of the land, and have J:.ecame as they did in the early t.irres 
of English History, places in which the capital of the cormtry vvould 
have accumulated. However slow and difficult the accumulation might 
have J:.een, v.-e still should have the fruits of industry ready to J:.e 
expended in new ente:rprise. Capital "WOuld J:.e reproducing capital, 
and town and country acting and re-acting on each other 1 to the 
advantage of both. 9 
Industrialists and manufacturers relieved tbat a syste:n of tariffs would 
encourage industry. In 1849 a British-American League, favouring a protective 
tariff to encourage the developnent of manufacturing and industry, was foiined 
in Upper Canada, and when the depression threatened the fortunes of railway 
industrialists in the late 1850s, they too b=gan lobbying for protection.10 
The ·rrovernent gained popularity in 1858 when 'lbronto and Hamilton entrepreneurs 
fo:rmed the Association for the Protection of Canadian Industry ( APCI) , and the 
Montreal Board of Trade threw its support behind tariff protection. The .ACPI 
held the gCJVeiTIIrleilt' s colonial tariff policy responsible for the depression 
because it stifled economic develop:nent: 
5 
the present tariff teing based on erroneous principles, admitting as 
it does, at low rates of duty, the manufactures of other countries, 
that can te rrade by a class of labour now in Canada, unfitted for 
agricultural pursuits, and chm:ging high rates on articles that 
cannot te produced in the count:r:y, thereby preventing the developnent 
of the natural resources of the colony, as vvell as injuring Canada as 
a field of immigration.ll 
The efforts of the ACPI and the hundreds of propa.ganda pamphlets written 
by other tariff reforrrers in Hamilton and Toronto vvere .irrportant in pressuring 
the gover.nment,· as vvere the English banks, to levy the tariffs -which in 1859 
met the needs of many Canadian manufacturers. Once these were put in place, 
Canadian entrepreneurs agitated for rnore effective campaigns for immigrants 
who would bring capital to Canada. Alexander Somerville, a -writer for the 
Canadian Illustrated News su:rmarized the opinions of Canadian manufacturers: 
We want rnore manufacturers in textile fabrics, iron work, pottery, 
glassware, leather, etc. We have an abundance of raw material for 
all of these, and an extensive market as vvell, and only require the 
capital in order to can:mence their manufacture on a large scale. I.et 
us secure that and the labourers will follow it in abundance.12 
Other influential capitalists joined Somerville r s lobby for active state 
invol verrent in developing the econ<Jrey", while Isaac Buchanan, one of the 
founders of the ACPI, issued a call for federal union for the creation of 
domestic markets and for protection against annexation by the U.S .13 
British North .American gover.nments fostered programs for the prarotion of 
settlement and indust:r:y during the crisis both to attract the required labour 
and capital for the railway projects, and to respond to the outcries of 
Canadian capitalists. Encouraged by the high prices of agricultural exports 
and the availability of capital created by road and canal construction, 
leaders in Canada West embarked on a program -which involved the "expansion of 
the agricultural frontier within the province by the prarotion of immigration 
and by the adoption of an active settlement policy ... 14 In 1852 the provincial 
gover.nment created the Bureau of .Agriculture, an agency whose prirrary task was 
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to attract imnigrants from abroad. Through this apparatus the government was 
able to offer incentives to prospective settlers. Free tracts of land -were 
:rrade available and roads -were built into inaccessible areas. These early 
imnigration policies failed in their objectives to prarn:::>te settlement: in the 
late 1850s and early 1860s Canadian officials watched thousands of potential 
homesteads and labourers flock to the Arrerican mid--west. 
Most of these ca:rnp3.igns -were Undertaken for the purpose of attracting 
newcomers to Upper and IDwer Canada and to stem the tide of imnigration to the 
U.S. At the same time, however, the northwest was under investigation as a 
:possible source of colonization. In conjunction with British authorities, 
Canadian provincial gavemnents s:ponsored several programs to assess the 
feasibility of expanding beyond the Canadian Shield. Prompted by .American 
expansion and manifest destiny on the Pacific Coast, :rrany of these efforts 
-were sustained by the faith in railways to overcame challenging transportation 
problems. In 1857 the British-Canadian expedition of Palliser and Dawson -were 
sent -west and "charged with the examination of transportation" and the 
:potential for colonization.15 Aside :En::m the transportation problem, one of 
the :rrajor obstacles to settlement and economic developnent was the Hudson's 
Pay Carrpany' s presence in the region, but this cane under attack from select 
cc:mnittees appointed to discuss north-western colonization.16 
By 1860, expansion into the north-west cane to be rega:rded as an ambitious 
and cumbersome undertaking, but ironically the financial problems of the Grand 
Trunk Railway :rrade it appear rrore realistic. In Britain, E.W. Watkin, "a 
member of the British House of CCliTJDX)ns, accepted the task of salvaging the 
finances" of the railway for its British investors .17 Watkin outlined a 
proposal by which the Grand Trunk could obtain its financial rescue with 
increased operating costs. Watkin realized that the success of such a scheme 
was dependent on the construction of a railway to the Pacific, and he hinted 
that Britain might consider a union of the British North .American provinces if 
they agreed to the overall plan. The project, he argued, would result in the 
construction of an errpire integrating the unite::! eastern provinces with the 
·-
wheat-bearing prairies and the -west coast, thus direct access through to Asia; 
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This line [the Grand Trunk] both as regards its length, the character 
of its 'WOrk, and its alliances with thi.:r::d parties, is both too 
extensive and too expensive, for the Canada of today; and left, as it 
is, dep::m.dent rrainl y UfJOn the developnent of :POpulation and industry 
on its own line, and UfJOn the increase of the traffic of the west, it 
cannot -be E:X_I?eeted, for years to carne, to emancipate itself 
thoroughly from the load of obligations connected with it .... ['lhe way 
out], hCM"eVer, to :rrq mind, lies through the extension of railway 
CCll1lillJili.cation to the Pacific .... 
Try to realize, ... assuming physical obstacles overcome, a main 
through Railway, of -which the first thousand miles belong to the 
Grand Trunk Company, from the shores of the Atlantic to those of the 
Pacific, :rrade just within--as regards the nort:hwestern and unexplored 
district-the corn-grcwing ["Wheat] latitude. 'lhe result to this 
Empire would be beyond calculation; it -would be something, in fact, 
to distinguish the age itself; and the doing of it would make the . 
fortune of the Grand Trunk.18 
'lhe programs for economic developnent put fo:r:ward by eastern financiers, 
capitalists and politicians becarre part of the agenda of the Confederation 
Deba.tes of the mid 1860s. According to economist Vernon Fowk:e, these could be 
described as the "first of a series of debates on national policy. "19 Based 
on a concept of regionalism ""Which did not consider the regions to be 
equal r n20 the National Policy was generally II imperialistic in economic 
design, II and imperialistic towan::ls the west specifically • n21 'lhroughout its 
evolution creators of the National Policy envisioned in the west, "a new-
frontier, an area "Where carrmercial and financial activity could readily expand 
and "Where labour and capital might find profitable employment ... 22 'lhe 
fulfillment of this dream depended on a federal act of union that was 
necessaxy to transfom policy into practice using the instruments of tariff 
protection, railroad construction, and settlE!me!lt. Fearing the pull of the 
undeveloped frontier into the American orbit, :rrotivated by the need to keep 
pace with American economic expansion, and encouraged by the seemingly 
unlimited potential of the north west, Canada's leaders sought to connect the 
West with the central and eastern provinces. In the words of George Brown, 
I go for a union of the provinces because it will give a new- start to 
imnigration into our country.... 'lhere is hardly a political or 
financial or social problem suggested by this union that does not 
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find its l::est solution in a large influx of immigration .... And this 
question of immigration naturally brings me to the great subject of 
the North-West Territories. (Hear, Hear) The resolutions l::efore us 
recognize the irrmediate necessity of those great territories l::eing 
brought within the Confederation and opened up for settlement. 
If we wish our country to progress [as the United States] , we should 
not leave a single stone untm:ned to attract the tide of emigration 
in this direction; and I Jma;v no l::etter method of securing that 
result, than the gathering into one of these five provinces and 
presenting ourselves to the world in the advantageous light which, 
when united, we would occupy. 23 
As one member of the opposition reminded the government, the construction of a 
transcontinental railway was the catalyst to settlement and economic growth . 
.After the ccmpletion of 
the railroad to British Columbia, . . . the navvies and others who have 
l::een employed on these works will find employment on the road leading 
to the Pacific, and will ultimately becarre settlers in the great Red 
. try 24 Ri. ver conn • • • • -
Three carrp:>nents of the National Policy, immigration, settlement, and 
railway construction, had emerged as a strategy of national developnent 
l::etween 1850 and 1867. Tariffs would protect home industry, railways would 
encourage trade and settlement, and settlement would furnish labour, capital 1 
and the domestic :m:rrkets required for economic growth. At the time of 
Confederation, ho;vever, the National Policy as an instrument of the Federal 
government was still in its early stages of developnent. As well 1 economic 
and political circumstances placed limits on its implementation. In 1875, for 
example, when a depression hit Canadian manufacturing, demands_ for tariff 
increases were hea:r:d across Ontario and Quebec. 25 Frustrated by the failure 
of the federal government to adopt these policies, the manufacturers in 1875 
called for protection at meetings of the Dominion Board of Trade. Adam Brown 
of Hamilton argued that legislation was needed to protect "the capital already 
invested in manufactures' against the effects of the depression which was 
'mainly owing to the canpetition of American manufacturers, who make of Canada 
a slaughter :m:rrket for their surplus product. ' "26 The Board of trade resolved 
that the government should adopt a "true and patriotic policy for the Canadian 
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Governrrent" and a "thoroughly national carrmercial policy" that would enable "a 
new country to build itself up. n27 These sentiroents fell on the receptive 
ears of John A. Macdonald, then leader of the opposition Conservatives. 
Macdonald sup_J?:)rted the position of The Boaid of Trade in a resolution to the 
House of Corrm:::ms: · 
The welfare of Canada requires the adoption of a National Policy, 
-which, by a judicious read just::ment of the Tariff, will benefit and 
foster the agricultural, the mining, the manufacturing and other 
interests of the Dominion. 28 
Standing on the platfonn of protection in the 1878 election carrp:rign 
Macdonald's Conservatives brought MacKenzie's Liberals down to defeat and in 
the 1879 budget the victorious Conservatives derronstrated their cc:mnit::ment to 
the National Policy by raising the duties on imported agricultural and 
manufactured prcxiucts. Sir Leonard Tilley, the finance minister, suggested 
that the tariff adjustments pushed the Canadian econ<:Jrey in a new direction: 
the t.irre has arrived when we are to decide whether we will be sinpl y 
levers of wood and drawers of water; whether we will be sinply 
agriculturalists raising wheat, and lurnbe:rmen prcducing m:Jre lmnl::er 
than we can use, or [that] Great Britain and the United States will 
take from us at rerrnmerative prices. . . . we will impose a reasonable 
duty on their prc:ducts caning into this country, we will maintain for 
our agricultural and other prc:ductions largely the market of our qwn 
~~~~ 29 
.L.JUI.LLWW..On. 
Tilley's budget triggered a furious debate in which the Conservatives defended 
their belief that the tariff wall would m:Jti vate economic expansion. The 
Tories responded to charges that protection was designed to line the pockets 
of wealthy Canadian capitalists with well-informed reassurances from U.S. 
industry that the tariff would attract foreign capital and stimulate 
.innd.gration. To "secure the success of manufactures we must endeavour to 
encourage the manufacturers and capitalists of Great Britain and the United 
States to establish workshops in the Darninion. n30 Macdonald predicted that a 
finn industrial base would attract as IIBilY as 30, 000 skilled workers to 
Canacta.31 
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The irrpact of the National Policy tariff on the econCliT!Y was derronstrated 
in 1883 when the government intrcx:iuced higher duties on foreign irrp:>rts, a 
measure that effectively prohibited .American and British cOII!fEilies from 
competing with the sheltered Canadian finns. .Alternatively, the foreign 
cOII!fEilies beg-an to skirt around the tariff wall by :rroving their operations to 
Canada in the fonn of branch plants. 32 In the House of Carrmons, Sir Charles 
Tupprr proclaimed a victory for the goveJ:TJID2Ilt: "I can, II¥5elf, name one 
concern which is bringing in a million of British capital to establish an 
industry as a result of the National Policy. n33 
The triumph of the 'furies in the election of 1878 also enabled them to 
pursue the other objective of the National Policy, the intercolonial railway. 
Envisioned as a means of developing the north-west long before Confederation, 
the railway had been promised to the Western provinces of Manitoba and British 
Columbia in retun1. for their entry into federal union. However, the Pacific 
Scandal toppled Macdonald and the Conservatives from office in 1873 before the 
entire project could be undertaken. The depression of 1873 prevented the 
MacKenzie government from raising enough capital to attempt anything :rrore than 
the construction of the intercolonial as a series of public works projects. 34 
When the Conservatives returned to p::mer, renewal for plans for the rapid 
completion of the intercolonial was signable by passage of a resolution in the 
House of Carrmons in 1879 which made available a land grant of "one million 
acres of land, and all the minerals they contain ... for the pm:pose of 
constructing the Canadian Pacific Railway. n35 
Encouraged by surpluses from the tariff and an end to the depression of 1870s, 
a syndicate of financiers and railway capitalist was chosen to build the 
railway.36 
After the union of the provinces in 1867, the northwest territory became 
a prime target of the National Policy. Political jurisdiction and control 
over the region, a major obstacle to econa:nic develop:nent, was a prime 
objective of the federal governrrent because .American manifest destiny fueled 
rurrours of annexation of both Red River and British Columbia. Indeed, a 
---- -
. --~----...-::::::~_-_: ~~~~ 
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The Forks: Post 1870. 
Provincial Archives of Manitoba 
Political cartoon depicting Manitoba•s entry 
into Confederation at the time of the Red River 
upr1s1ng. Uncle Sam, who has annexationist plans 
for the Northwest, looks on as the innkeeper of 
the Hotel Canada beckons an uncertain Manitoba. 
1870 
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series of circumstances that were focussed on the Red. River settlement in the 
1860s proved to Canadian politicians that annexation was a threat that had to 
be taken seriously. In 1862 the Minnesota Legislature hinted to Washington 
that the U.S. should consider serving the northwest for trade, and after the 
Arrerican Civil War, St. Paul merchants supported. this idea in their arguments 
that the already healthy trade relationship could be enriched with the 
construction of a Red River-St. Paul railway that 'WOuld extend on a northerly 
route towan::is the Pacific coast. 37 'Ihe .American pronouncements for annexation 
ternp::>rarily died down "When Con£ed.eration became a reality but ree:nerged. 
quickly as a threat to Canadian objectives in 1869 "When the "idea of an 
intercolonial railway through Red River to the Pacific" was received. 38 Then, 
in autumn, the United States government opened a consulate at Red River to 
look after the. "American citizens with corrmercial interests at the 
settlement. ,39 Mean-while, successful negotiations between the Canadian 
govern:ment and the HBC resulted in the transfer of Rupertsland to the 
Dominion, an act "Which precipitated. the well-lmown metis up-rising of 1869-
1870 and led to the entry of the territory into Confederation under the 
Manitoba. Act. 40 'Ihe arrival of the Wolesel y expedition in August and of 
Lieutenant Governor Archibald in August established. Canada 1 s political and 
military presence in the region. 
'Ihe objectives of this political CClrrlfDnent of the National Policy were 
brought home to the local population of Metis and free traders i.rnrrediatel y 
upon Archibald's arrival. Soon~ he promised., "new routes of carmn.mication 
'WOuld connect the west with the eastem provinces, ,41 but even before these 
plans could be put into effect, a Dominion lands Policy was involved to 
preJ?C:lre the way for settlement. Colonel Wolesely"s troops were given grants 
of land of 168 acres each, "Which were sold to speculators. Settlement was 
also to be prcm:::>ted. through the Federal Govermnent 1 s irrmigration policy "Which 
was reinforced by an already extensive structure under the jurisdiction of the 
Minister of Agriculture. By the 1880s fed.eral government irrmigration shed.s at 
the Forks accarrm:x:iated neNCOIIIers from eastem Europe, but the problems of 
transportation prevented the m::rvernent of high volume of irrmigration into the 
region. 
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Archibald r s predictions "Were not fully realized until 1881 "When 
construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway linked Manitoba to the east. The 
completion of this instrument of the National Policy in the 1880s stimulated 
urban and industrial growth dramatically, precipitating a dynamic l::oon in real 
estate and building construction. As proponents of Confederation had 
predicted, railway construction left an economic base of technology, industry, 
labour and capital in its wake, integrating the nascent econorrw of the West 
into that of the national and international markets. The fulfillment of this 
objective of the national policy would not result in the developnent of the 
"Wheat econorrw or the massive influx of settlers for another ten years, but it 
shifted the traditional trading patterns off their north-south axis, creating 
a regionally disparate relationship betv;een east and west. Western fanners 
-were forced to bear high freight rates necessary to pay for the CPR' s 
operating costs, as well as the tariffs that protected eastern manufactured 
agricultural prcx:iucts and raised the prices of goods available from the United 
States. 
In the words of H.C. Pentland, the 
National Policy of 1879 was •.• to ensure that unprotected Westein 
"Wheat was carried by protected Canadian railroads and handled by 
protected Canadian traders, and that the supplies of the West should 
come fran protected manufacturers, in order that as much as possible 
of the gains to be made would be drawn to old Canada, and not to 
Britain or the United States. 42 
Combined "With the provision in the CPR contract for disallowances, these 
conditions fueled westein discontent "With the federal National Policy. 
III. The Urbanization and Industrialization of Winnipeg, 1970-1923 
In 1867 the federal goverrnnent was incapable of controlling westein 
developnent through tariffs, settlerrent and railways, and it was not until 
Manitoba was brought into Confederation that these mechanisms of the National 
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Policy could be brought into play. Though railroad construction and tariff 
protection would not became factors of developnent until the 1880s, fecieral 
government troops -were p::>steci at the Forks and institutions -were brought in to 
administer settlerren.t policy as soon as Canadian control was a certainty. 
Historians and economists have disputeci with justification "the notion of 
a rronoli thic wheat econo.rey- autornaticall y brought into being by the railway and 
the National Policy. n43 Indeeci, the early fecieral government's presence at 
the Forks only set in rrotion the beginnings of metropolitan growth at Red 
River. 'Ihe process would later gather m::::liilelltum under the influence of the 
rrassive CPR construction projects and these would contribute to Winnipeg's 
errergence as a rrajor city locateci in the midst of a very diverse -western. 
econc:xey- that increasingly became independent of National Policy designs. 
'Ihe critical years of metropolitan growth at Winnipeg occurreci between 
1870 and 1886. 'Ihese years are Jmown to urban historians as part of the early 
period of the carrmercial era of urban grc:wt:h in which the acquisition of 
control aver regional developnent to the federal government created a mere 
autonarous national political econo.rey-. 44 Closer trade connections and 
interdependent relationships developeci between towns, cities and their 
respective hinterland environrrents and facilitateci metrop::>li tan growth. In 
cities and towns of the period the process is discernible in p::>pulation growth 
and the creation of a demand for goods and services that can only be supplieci 
through the interwoven production and distribution networks of an urban 
infrastructure. 'Ihe character of metropolitan centers in the carnrnercial era 
is thus roundeci out by the appearance of sophisticateci financial institutions, 
of heavy industry 1 and of the construction of roads 1 housing, factories, 
offices and civic buildings - all of which -were the necessary foundations for 
an urbanizing society. 45 
At Winnipeg 1 p::>pulation growth began shortly after the end of the 
Riel Resistance and continueci m:xlerately throughout the remainder of the 
1870s. Population increases came rra.inly from immigration rather than natural 
increase. 46 The wave of optimism that swept through Winnipeg in 1871 and 
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1872, and induced the :rrovement to incoipJrate the city in 1873 attracted same 
settlers in the mid 1870s, and by 1875 the local population had risen by only 
about 600 persons, from 1,467 to 2,061. 47 'lhe expansion of trade and cam:nerce 
in the local carrmuni ty, the scarcity of homestead land in Ontario, and the 
implementation of federal government colonization programs made Winnipeg- a 
desirable location for settlers, but the construction of a railway line from 
Winnipeg- to Pembina made it accessible by linking Winnipeg- to the east via the 
.American railway network. 48 Consequently, the city's population rose to over 
4,000 by 1879.49 Throughout the :period the majority of Winnipeg's population, 
nearly 43 percent, came from Ontario, while a total of 21. 3 percent were born 
in Scotland, England, or Ireland,-and 4.6 :percent came from the United States. 
I.ess than 10 :percent were from eastern and western Europe.so 
An enonrous real estate and building lxx:m altered the small scale 
character of the Winnipeg- population. Construction of the Pembina line and 
the approach of the CPR drove up land values and attracted thousands of real 
estate agents, contractors, railway workers, and skilled and unskilled 
labourers. 51 In the autumn of 1880, as CPR construction crews advanced 
towards Winnipeg, contractors "began advertising in the Winnipeg daily 
newspapers for a thousand labourers. n52 A city "of less than nine thousand-
nost already engaged in small scale production - could not respond to this 
demand. n53 Workers poured into the city from Ontario, Quebec, Great Britain 
and the United States, follONed by skilled craftsmen and businessmen 'Who were 
eager to profit from high wages and plentiful business opportnnities that 
suddenly arose. 'lhough many of the travellers returned to their homes and 
families for the "Winter, the b::x::lffi caused Winnipeg's population to swell from 
6,245 in 1881 to 19,525 in 1886.54 
'lhe lxx:m transfonned penranently the occupational structure of Winnipeg's 
population. Fo:r:merly an important. part of the city's economic activity, 
agriculture became less significant as Winnipeg grew in the 1880s: the number 
of people classified in agricultural occupations in federal census figures 
declined from 1,145 in 1881 to 329 in 1886. .Another noticeable trend was the 
expansion of the cam:nercial sector, 'Which grew from 752 to 2,043, and 
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reflected Winnipeg's growth as a commercial city.55 As well, Winnipeg's 
working p:Jpclation grew in diversity with the emergence of the new industrial 
occupations associated with the construction of the Canadian Pacific and 
Perribina branch railways. 'Ib.ough as many as 600 artisans worked in the small 
shops that had predominated the prcx:iuction process in the 1870s, they -were 
joined by a ne;.;r workforce of skilled tradesmen and unskilled labourers who had 
learned their jobs in the factories and warehouses of industrial Toronto, 
Montreal, and Hamilton.56 Of the 1,341 ingustrial workers in Winnipeg in 
1886, approxi:rrately 1,000 worked in the CPR yards and shops.57 The growth of 
the cornmercial and industrial sectors of the population also created a demand 
for service occupations. The number of domestic workers rose from 595 to 
1 1 311, while the number of professionals increased from 316 to 792. 
Throughout the early 1880s the ethnic corcq;:osition of this population changed 
very little. In 1886 1 83 percent, many of whom carne from Ontario, were born 
in Britain, 6. 7 percent were born in Scandinavia and Iceland, 3. 0 percent -were 
French, 1. 6 percent were Indian and Metis 1 and the remainder were from 
countries in Western Europe.58 
The growth of Winnipeg's population created a host of new social, 
political and economic services that had to be provided for the residents in 
the metropolis. In order to fulfill these requi:rements 1 residents were forced 
to organize these activities in ways that would enable the feasible 
distribution of goods and services 1 and for the maintenance of law and order. 
An urban built environrrent was constructed to shelter the city's inhabitants 
and house its political and economic institutions. Growth also became 
possible through the use of new technolcgy1 whichy enabled the city to 
COIIq?lete economically with its rivals in nearby regions, to export and irrport 
its goods, to attract other people 1 and to m::x:iernize its light and heavy 
industries. Urban growth in these areas entailed the developnent of the 
structures and activities (such as factories and transportation systems) that 
-were necessary for the exploitation of the raw materials of the hinterland, 
the irrportation and growth of capital and industrial equipnent, and the 
developnent of domestic consumer and labour :rrarkets for consumption and 
prcduction. 
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A :n:overr~Emt to incorporate Winnipeg began in 1872 in response to the 
m::x:lest growth in population that had occurred. as a result of the first boom. 
Winnipeg's business leaders at this time lacked control aver local affairs. 
As a town Winnipeg lacked the mUnicipal by--la-ws and tax base that could be 
used to distribute "brn:den of rrnmicipal se:rvices" and to solve local 
carrmercial problems as a carrmunity. 59 A series of meetings called by-
Alexander Begg, whose pronouncements in favour of inco:rporation appeared in 
the Manitoba Gazette and Trade Review-, brought to light the need for rrn.micipal 
power to deal with "fire protection, rmmicipal works such as side.walks and 
streets, and the preparation and enforcernent of by-la-ws" that would "regulate 
roa.tters generally, so as to answer to the public gcxxi and not the ideas of 
individual parties ... 60 Amidst charges by Winnipeg citizens that the HBC and 
the Manitoba legislature opposed the rrovement, inco:rporation was achieved in 
November 1873. The Act of Incorporation, which was m::x:lelled on an Ontario 
system of authority, provided Winnipeg with the means to set up by-laws to 
govenl "nuisances, safety, sanitation, fire, police," and to collect taxes 
that were necessary for the construction of the physical infrastructure of the 
city (sidewalks, roads, bridges, sewers, hospitals, waterworks). 61 
local leaders, merchants and artisans envisioned in the 1870s a future in 
which railroad and river transport, wheat production, and industry and 
rranufacturing would flourish. Winnipeg, they believed, would soon became one 
of the North west. This spirit of boosterism was expressed by- Begg and Nursey 
in 1879: 
That Winnipeg is destined to be the great distributing and railway 
centre of the vast North-West is now no empty figure of speech, for 
it admits of no denial, it being all but an accomplished fact. If we 
have been prosperous in the past, no great am:mnt of prophecy is 
required to predict the era of nn.lltiplied prosperity that awaits us 
in the irrmadiate future. Winnipeg TID.lSt advance. l:rrq?ortance is 
thrust up.::m her by- the accident of her geographical position. Ten 
years fran now she will be ten times the size she is today. Her 
levees will be lined with steamboats; her river banks with elevators; 
industries and rranufacturers will spring up in her midst, and the 
shrill whistle of the loccm:otive, piloting the rich brn:den of cereal 
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prcx:lucts from the supporting vvest, will ring in the davm of the 
creation of a vvealthy and populous city, that the boldest enthusiasts 
until no;.;r have hardly had the audacity to contemplate. 52 
The realization of this dream was ne.de possible after incorporation because 
the authority and influence that was once held privately by individuals was 
no;.;r em1xxiied in a city council that was dominated by the cammercial interests 
of the city. One of the first actions of the municipal goveiTliiEilt, aside from 
the allocation of rronies for public "WOrks, was to secure the CPR route. In 
1874 the Federal government had announced plans to construct the 
transcontinental line through Selkirk because it was safer from flooding, and 
the city sent delegations of private and public officials to Ottawa to 
persuade the Federal goveiTliiEilt to re-route the railway. These early efforts 
failed but the city continued to agitate for the line while it .J?a.SSed 
resolutions to issue subsidies and grant loans and land to any companies that 
"WOuld construct a rail line through Winnipeg. The delegations and resolutions 
eventually led to the procurement of a railway from Pembina to Winnipeg in 
1878-79 and to the Federal govemrent' s decision to construct the CPR :rrainline 
and railway shops in Winnipeg. 63 
Political organization in Winnipeg resulted from the centralization of 
commercial power in a city council that could pr:arrote the interests of the 
city and which in the 1870s and early 1880s resulted in a readjustment to the 
specifics of the national policy design. A Canadian comnercial elite came to 
darn.:i.nate the affairs of Winnipeg in the early 1870s and to shape the growth of 
its institutions. The :rre.jority of this carnn:nmity vvere self-:rre.de men deficient 
by eastern standa:rds in social status or education, but driven by the 
conviction that hard work was the key to success on the frontier. 64 James H. 
Ashdown, for example, had came from Ontario in 1868 as a tinsmith, then set up 
his own hardware store in Winnipeg and was vvell established in the City by the 
1870s. 65 A popular guide book of Winnipeg applauded Winnipeg's businessmen as 
examples of "what can be accomplished in this new- country by truly energetic 
men ... 66 Others who came to Winnipeg in the 1870s vvere imbued with a similar 
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The Forks: Post 1870. 
Provincial Archives of Manitoba 
A real estate boom followed the HBCo. land 
transfer and the entry of Manitoba into 
Confederation. The boom contributed to 
population growth within the village of 
Winnipeg as settlers and landseekers came 
to Red River from central Canada. The 
village began to expand southward, integ-
rating the Forks and Upper Fort Garry, 
temporarily the seat of the provincial gov-
ernment, into the community. 
This is a view of Main Street, looking south 
from Notre Dame. Note Upper Fort Garry in the 
background and the unfinished buildings, products 





"for one year worked at his trade," then in 1875 "entered into business 
himself, put in a small stock of . jevveliy, • • • such as his limited means 
afforded, and the public require::i ... 67 What was .irrp:)rtant about people like 
.Andrew and Ashdown was their character - a mixture of enterprising vision, 
energy, and interest in being "public spirited citizens."68 During the boom 
of 1871-73, as Winnipeg "grew and prospered there sprang up among [this] 
business and professional group" an "unshakeable conviction of optimism ... 69 
'Ihese people believed "that the future of their ccmmmity was boundless, " that 
they had come to a place "where there had been no one but fur traders and 
Indians before, but which today numbered a thousand," and "might be expected 
to number tens or even hundreds of thousands tarrorrow ... 70 By the end of the 
boom this spirit of boos:terism affected the entire town and it became a 
leading force in pi'OUDting civic jncorporatiori and later the CPR route through 
Winriipeg. 
Metropolitan grc:wth was also appa:rent in the evolution economic 
institutions in the vicinity of the Forks. Until 1875, when the fur trade was 
the major business in Winnipeg, there was little need for elaborate financial 
institutions. On the whole, wealth was defined in terms of privately held 
property such as wholesale merchandise, land, tools, or small financial 
holdings. By the 1880s, hcmever, the real estate booms and carrmercial growth 
created the need for new institutions which could facilitate business 
transactions and larger scale invest:rrent. Such institutions had begun to grow 
slOW"ly in the early 1870s. After incorporation, local merchants dealt through 
agents or loan carrpanies and Canadian chartered banks that had been set up in 
Winnipeg, but in the 1880s, with the construction of the railway shops and the 
expansion of the econC!IT¥, financial institutions became a :rrore significant 
part of the urban infrastructure-. 71 According to :Naylor, the boom of 1881-
1883 "ushered in a real growth of private bankers" from Ontario and the 
mariti.Irl!as into Manitoba. 72 'Ihe nurriber of private banks in Winnipeg rose from 
0 to 21 by 1883.73 Industrial developrent was also sti.nrulated by National 
Policy initiatives. Immigration contributed to population growth and this 
expanded the d<:::nEs:tic markets, while railroad building provided incentives for 
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In the mid-1870s the predominant mode of 
transportation, aside from riverboat and 










The Forks: Post 1870. 
Western Canada Pictorial Index 
Served by barge_, riverboat and cart, the 
City of Winnipeg grew commercially and 
industrially in the late 1870s. Smoke 
billows from the small. factories located 
along the Red River in this scene of Winnipeg 
from St. Boniface. 
The Pacific Hotel, constructed in 1873 
is located in the extreme left of the picture, 










beginnings of industrial capitalism on the prairies, a facet of urban growth 
that transfonned the social structure of Winnipeg. llie dissolution of 
artisanal and handicraft production and the rise of factories contributed to 
the creation of two new and distinct classes: one of wage laJ:xmr and the other 
of capital. In response to a series of events associated with the factory 
system and its corollaries (lowar wages, loss of skill, loss of craft 
independence) the new industrial working class struck for better wages and 
working conditions and founded trades unions and trades councils. By the 
1890s they had ITB.de significant strides in fo:rrning their awn political 
parties.74 
llie arrival of the railway enabled Winnipeg to extend its influence 
further afield into the hinterland and to create imp::>rtant links with central 
and eastern Canada. In 1878, for example, when the Pembina line was 
completed, 35,000 bushels of wheat were exported to the Ogilvie Mills of 
Gcx:l.erich and Montreal, and when the CPR cane to Winnipeg Ogilvie built a mill 
at Point D:mglas. 75 Rail transportation had a similar impact on other 
industries as -well. During the boom, for example, the railway ITB.de possible 
the shiprent of whole streets of prefabricated buildings from the Truaxes 
Planning Mills in Ontario to Winnipeg. 76 llie railway was also a ITB.jor factor 
in attracting eastern. capital. Entrepreneurs from Ontario and Quebec invested 
in real estate and in the supportive industries that emerged with the CPR 
yards and shops. Even during the depression of the rnid-1880s capital 
investment increased from $700,755 in 1881 to $2,050,766 while the number of 
industrial establishments rose from 97 to 129. 77 fuese developrents in 
transportation did not diminish the imp::>rtance of the rivers to Winnipeg's 
economy: seven steam vessels and ten barges navigated the Red and Assiniboine 
in 1885-86.78 
llie boom of the 1880s and the completion of the CPR line at Winnipeg also 
transfo:rmed the city's physical appearance draiTB.tically. fue W.G. Fonseca ITB.p 
of 1884 depicted an urban rnetro~lis that stretched for miles north and -west 
of the Forks. fue city was a mixture of new and old. the street patte:r:ns 
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Arrival of the Countess of Dufferin _ 
.- ·-:; in 1877. The arrival of a branch line 
from Pembina in 1878 and the CPR in the 1880s 
prompted a dramatic building and real estate 
boom in Winnipeg between 1881 and 1883 which 
contributed to metropolitan growth. After the 
coming of. the railway the Forks would cease-
to be the principal local and regional port of 
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The CPR Yards 1 built in the 1880s 1 helped. 
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'Ihe Forks: Post 1870. 
Provincial Archives of ll.illll. toba 
This souve:nii:- publishe1 by the British 
Association shows how the spirit of 
l:ooste:r:ism was closely linke:i to the faith 
in the fOSi ti ve impact of railways on 
industry, trade and corrrrerce. 
1884. 


















The Forks: Post 1870. 
National Map Collection 
The emergence of the metropolis around 
the Forks in 1884 is indicated by the 
spatial growth of the City of Winnipeg. 
A vast transportation network has grown 
to supply the metropolis with goods and 
services. Note the persistence of river 
travel, the roads and bridges, and the 
domination of the CPR yards to the north 
of the Forks. 
This map appears in Artibise and Dahl, 
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the segregation of residential, CCli'mercial and industrial districts were 
evidence of t.1.e emergence of nineteenth century industrialization. 79 
The creation of a new urban infrastructure arormd the Forks changed the 
city's relationship with its hinterland. Within the city the emergence of new 
spatial and land use patte:ms were largely the products of two interrelated 
events, the construction of the- CPR and the real estate and building boom 
which follCJWErl. Fo:r:rrerly at the hub of the Red River settlement, the HBC 
properties at the Forks appeared to have shrunk to a small area l::x:>rdered by 
valuable residential lots. Light and rredium industries grew around Point 
D:Juglas and West along the CPR Yards "Which physically bisected the city and 
nOW' were the :rrost dc:minant of the features of the urban landscape. 80 
By the early 1880s Winnipeg had achieved n:etropolitan status, but in the 
aftenrath of the frenzied railway construction and real estate boom, the city 
which had become integrated into 'WOrld :rrarkets soon formd itself in the grip 
of a 'WOrld wide depression. Winnipeg recovered briefly in the late 1880s, 
only to be plunged into another economic crisis in the 1890s. Low wheat 
prices and a scarcity of capital in Ne;v York and I.Dndon :rroney markets 
discouraged large-scale industrial growth early in the decade, although the 
construction of the railway shops of the Canadian Pacific and Northe:r:n Pacific 
and Manitoba helped to create a mare diversified economic base, along with the 
demands of the growing population for locally :rranufactured goods. I.arge-scale 
invesi::Jrent and capital accumulation in industry and :rranufacturing were limited 
also by a series of other economic and geographic factors, including the high 
cost of electric ~, railway tariffs on :rranufactured goods, the distance 
from rrarkets of raw rraterials, and the distance from highly populated 
industrial consumer :rrarkets. Consequently, economic recovery at mid-decade 
resulted in :mxierate increases in production, but in no rrajor transfonnation 
in the economy. Invesi::Jrent between 1891 and 1901 rose from approximately 3.1 
million dollars to 4. 6 million, the value of production and invesi::Jrent rose 
from 3 .1 million to 4. 6 million and 5. 6 million to 8. 6 million dollars 
respectively. 81 
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However gradual economic gra;vth was during this period, there were three 
perceptible trends which in the 1900s -would contributed to the rapid ex_pansion 
of the local econaey-. First was a very subtle shi£t, especially after 1895, 
towards greater catJfEtitiveness and economic security in business. .After the 
depression, which forced :rrany family fi:r:ms and partnerships into bankruptcy, 
businesses began to search for protection, either in the fonn of limited 
liability companies, mergers, or combines. This trends was apparent by the 
late 1890s. Although production and investment in Winnipeg industries 
increased slightly, the number of industrial establishments declined by about 
two-thirds, from 307 to 103. This was due in large part to the number of 
bankruptcies, but the popularity _of the large-sized carrpany would became rrore 
pronounced in the 1900s.82 
A second trend, one that had begun with City Council's efforts to attract 
the CPR to Winnipeg, was the atteo:pt to have branch plants locate in the city. 
The Northern, Pacific and Manitoba. had also been lured to Winnipeg in the 
1880s, and in the 1890s, City Council offered to help other companies set up 
factories. In 1894, for example, Council atterrpted, but failed to induce 
McConnick to build an agricultural .implement factory in the city, but 
financial institutions began to establish their offices locally. This growth 
occurred on a very srrall scale, but would accelerate after 1900.83 
Finally, the rrost obvious developrent in the 1890s was emergence of 
Winnipeg as the centre of the grain trade. Recovery from the depression of 
the 1890s producai a high derrand for 'Wheat on foreign and domestic markets. 
Favourable -wea.ther allowed fanners to reap high yields, and the lowering off 
freight rates under the Craw's Nest Pass agreement of 1897 provided them with 
cheaper transportation with which to bring crOps to market. 84 As a result of 
the vollliilE! of grain production and distribution in the late 1890s, "Winnipeg's 
domination over the Western grain trade was confi:rrned and strengthened. "85 
Winnipeg's econaey- entered a period of rapid growth and developnent after 
1900. 'Ihe wheat econa:ey- expandai as settlers noved from Europe onto the 
prairies and as branch rail lines -were built to serve rerrote areas of the 
west. Wheat acreage increasai from 1.4 million to 2.8 million in 1912 and 
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overali yields rose from 13 million bushels to 58.4. 86 Exp:m.sion of the "Wheat 
economy, combined with the arrival of thousands of skilled and unskilled 
laJ:::ourers :t:onnd for work on western farms and in prairie towns and cities, 
contributed to two d.rama.tic building booms between 1900 and 1912. The first 
occurred from 1902 to 1906 "When the value of construction rose suddenly from 
1.4 :million in 1900 to over 12.6 million dollars in 1906. At the zenith of 
the second lxx:m in 1912, construction had risen to 20.5 million. 87 The 
erection of huge privately owned offices and warehouses, railway shops, public 
works, and residential districts in these years was a reflection of the .irnfact 
of the grain economy on urban develop:nent. 
The years between 1900 and 1912 was a critical :period in tenns of capital 
fonnation in the local econcxey-. 'lbtal capital investment increased from aJ:::out 
4.6 million in 1901 to 25.8 million dollars in 1911,88 "While property 
assessrrents rose from 27 million to over 247 million. 89 Throughout the early 
-
1900s JIDst of this property and capital became concentrated in the hands of 
large producers, creating a widening gulf between the large and small finn. 
This was the case in the building industry, for example, "Where small cCliilp3Ilies 
survived on jobbing contracts, repairing old buildings or working for larger 
employers on huge projects, "While large cCl.IT![Xlllies produced grain elevators, 
factories, expensive public buildings, and privately owned skyscrapers.90 
Many of these cCliilp3Ilies were able to set up branches of their businesses 
in Western towns and cities. At the same time, in recognition of Winnipeg's 
domination over the regional "Wheat econcxey-, foreign finns from the United 
States, Britain, and eastern canada established branches in Winnipeg.91 This 
was fp:rrt of a growing £national trend. In 1900 British investment in Canada 
totalled approxirrately 10,00 dollars, but by 1912, the figure had increased to 
JIDre than 200,000.92 The Winnipeg Telearam, a local daily ndwspa:per, reported 
on the .irnfact of this investment ~m Winnipeg and the west in 1910: 
This year has seen a great tide of English capital flCMing into 
Western Canada. Millions u:pon millions have been invested by English 
financiers and capitalists in various concerns in western Canada. In 
Winnipeg alone, the a.rrount . of English IIDney sunk in real estate is 
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astonishing. The west has seen a continued stream of weal thy and 
titled visitors fran the Horreland this year all of 'Wham have gone 
bade apostles of the West. 9 3 
Most British capital was invested in Canadian railways and real estate, but 
.A:rrerican investrrent took the fonn of bvranch plants - by 1909, 100 .A:rrerican 
branch plants had been established in Winnipeg. 94 
capital accumulation and the vast increases in production between 1900 
and 1912 were .ircp::lssible without a large and diverse labour market. 
Encouraged by employers and by federal gove:r::nrrent programs, thousands of 
inmigrants carne through Winnipeg during this period, often stopping for a few 
rronths or staying pe:rm:mently in Winnipeg to find jobs in railway yards and 
local factories. · A total of 255,187 inmigrants arrived in Winnipeg between 
1899 and 1903, before the massive boarns.95 By 1906 inmigration accounted for 
the grONth of Winnipeg's population by 113 percent, followed by another 
dramatic growth spurt of 50 percent between 1906 and 1911.96 The 
redistribution of this market into new occupations created by demands of the 
urbanization and industrialization of the local econc:.xrw was reflected in 
Winnipeg's occupational structure: in the 1900s rrost 'WOrkers were employed in 
manufacturing, transportation, or trade related activities. 97 
Throughout the 1890s and 1900s the built envirornnent became separated 
into specialized units organized according to land use and poll tical and 
economic activity. 98 A cam:rercial nucleus, located around the intersection of 
Portage Avenue and Main Street, became the administrative centre of productive 
life in the city, and the headquarters of the western grain trade in the 
1900s. The district was l::xJrdered by the Eastyards in south, and the econC~Iey 
expanded, the area began to encroach upon the attractive residential property 
along Broadway Avenue. It was in this general vicinity 'Where Winnipeg's rrajor 
financial and real estate institutions, the offices of the city's grain 
traders, 'Wholesale warehouses, retail stores, and various other buildings 
vmich distributed agricultural irrplerrents and supplies were located. The 
inner city thus functioned as a point frc:m vmich goods and services were 
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distributed. The prerequisites for prcxiuction, lal:::our and capital, were also 
distributed from this central area. Money was b::::>rrowed and purchased. in the 
banks and loan CCli1'1fEilies, while :rrost of the local lal:::our force resided here 
te:nporarily before finding work and residents in adjacent districts. 
Winnipeg's light and heavy industries v;ere located in clusters around the 
ccmrercial core. The largest of these, Point Douglas, was dominated. by lmnber 
mills, paint factories, bedding factories, and the Vulcan Iron Works, one of 
the three major railway contract shops. Further west, other such industries 
were established along the CPR yards, while smaller gannent factories, 
dairies, cigar makers, wagon and carriage works, and agricultural implement 
manufacturers set up their shops west of City Hall, on the outskirts of the 
inner city. A similar pattern., though on a li!llch smaller scale, existed to the 
south of the core at the Forks and near the Fort Rouge Yards, 'Where there were 
paint manufacturers, breweries, and an asphalt plant. 99 Middle and working-
class housing was located near the industrial districts and usually could be 
found interspersed am::mg the factories and warehouses. Such residential 
patte:r:ns had been established in the 1880s and 1890s in the absence of 
adequate urban transportation, 'When workers settled as close to their jobs as 
possible. 100 
The growth of regional and urban transportation networks facilitated the 
rrovernent of capital, lal:::our, natural resources, and prcxiucts to and from the 
city. Regional systems expanded E:onsiderably in the 1900s. Increased volumes 
of raw materials, staples, and finished prcxiucts were shipped through the 
te:rminals of the elal:::orate railway systems of the CPR, the Canadian Northem, 
and the Grand Trunk Pacific Railways. .All brought thousands of irrmigrants, 
the major source of skilled and unskilled lal:::our, through Winnipeg in this 
period. Srraller CCli1'1fEilies, like the Midland Railway, joined. the larger finns 
in building spur lines into Winnipeg's warehouse districts and industrial 
areas.101 Despite the domination of the Fort Rouge shops, Eastyards, and CPR 
Yards over the urban landscape, the rivers also played an important role in 
the regional transportation system after 1900. Having been corrpleted in 1910, 
the St. .Andrews I.Dcks allowed. riverboats to navigate the Red River to lake 
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Winni:peg. The cargoes of wcxxi, stone, and other rraterials increased from 
about 8,000 tons .L."'l 1910 to a.lm:::>st 100,00.0 tons in 1912.102 
The improverrent of tra.rlsp)rtation within the city limits contributed to 
increased prcxiuction and distribution of local goods and services. Nearly 
$800 was spent each year on public works during the boom of 1904-1906 .103 
After 1900, bicycles were a rrajor .irnproverrent in transport, so TIUich so that 
employers in the building industry -were insisting that they be used by workers 
to travel between jobs.l04 Winni:peg's street railw-ay system grew drarratically 
between 1900 and 1914. Construction oflines arormd the CPR and the Fort Rouge 
shops cormected working class neighbourhoods with the rest of the city and 
reduced walking distance to v;ork. The number of passengers carried on the 
street railway increased from 3.5 million in 1900 to a.lm:::>st 60 million in 
1913.105 The gro;vth of urban tra.rlsp)rt was a significant factor in prorroting 
the developnent of suburban neighbourhoods like Crescentwood, Fort Rouge, St. 
Janes, El.rrwood., and St. Boniface.l06 
Within the broad context of Canadian history, the years between 1913 and 
19 23 have been viewed. as one stage in the developnent of a national industrial 
economy. . These years of economic 1 international, and social crisis 
contributed irrmensel y to the urban industrial expansion and consolidation that 
had begun as early as 1896 and ended with the transfonna.tion of Canada into a 
m::xiern industrial state in 1930. The war effort stimulated the concentration 
of capital in large £inns and in many cases, accelerated the adoption of 
advanced technology, "While the regulation of industry by business and 
gaver::rnnent opened up nsv avenues for corporate gro;vt:h. As these developnents 
unfolded, industrial expansion flourished in certain regions, although, it 
stagnated in others. By the 1920~, the centralization of capital and industry 
around large cities like Montreal would contribute to the de-industrialization 
of the Atlantic provinces. In the west, Winni:peg began to close its 
domination aver the wheat econCJI"ey" and its status as the rrajor western 
metropolitan centre to Calgary and Edm:Jnton. 
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The recession of 1913 was triggered by the outbreak of war in the BalkaTlS 
in 1913.107 According to J3e1lan, this "gave rise to panic and foreJ:x:xiing in 
the capitals of Europe; stock :markets reflected the political tension" , and, 
as a result "security prices tumbled, new lending declined sha.I:ply, and 
central banks, notably the Bank of England, raised discount rates to the 
highest in tvvo decades. n108 canada rapidly l:ecarne unfavourable territory for 
foreign investors, especially in light of the :rrassive federal and provincial 
bond guarantees that rrade possible the expansion of such lines as the Grand 
Trunk and canadian Northe:rn at total costs that were nmch higher than the 
original estirrates. The reluctance of British financiers to invest in 
canadian industry was 
enhanced by the report of a ca:rmittee appointed to investigate 
irregularities in the construction of the National Transcontinental 
Railway, which revealed startling evidence of fraud, negligence and 
inoarnpetence. 109 
The security of capital on foreign :markets forced Winnipeg business and 
gavernrre:nt into restraint. Spending on public projects was reduced, creating 
less demand for building construction and rraterials and less business for 
local wholesalers and retailers. Consumers were forced to pay higher prices 
and rents and rrany suffered from starvation. large companies were affected to 
a lesser degree. Though the reduCtion of goods and services meant less 
business for rranufacturers and transportation companies, they could practice 
fiscal restraint by ordering layoffs to cut overhead costs. 
J3ecause the recession rrainly affected industries related to construction, 
and because this was primarily related to "the distributed conditions 
prevailing in the london money :markets, "110 it was not a trauma. tic blow to big 
business in Winnipeg or in the rest of Canada. The recession, in J3ellan's 
words, "took the fonn ... of a reduction in the rate of expansion" in the 
econarrg, "rather than an absolute decline ... 111 On a national scale, this was 
evident in a reduction in the wave of industrial rrergers in canada during the 
l:::oam years: the total number of rrergers droppe::l from twenty-two in 1910 to 
three in 1914.112 This dc:mnward trend and the recession itself had little 
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irrpact on the ability of large carp:mies to accu:rrn.llate and consolidate their 
holdings. Though the value of prcx:lucts increase:i m:xiestl y in Winnipeg 
manufacturing finns between 1911 and 1915, capital invest:rrent nearly treble:i, 
from $25.8 million to $73.3 million.ll3 
"When the war broke out in 1914, there -were signs of economic recovery. 
Lower bank rates in Britain early in the year -were promising for industries 
hoping to borrow- capital on foreign m:mey :rrarkets. Any optimism arising from 
such trends -were shortli ved. British capital was siphone:i into d~stic war 
prcx:luction leaving no surplus available for invest:rrent in Canada. Soon the 
war th:i:::"eatene:i the political econClriW of the entire national and the 
:Eun.c:ianentals of national developrent. In the past, through the outlines of 
the national policy, the state had played an active role in prorroting and 
protecting urban, rural, and industrial expansion. The war suddenly put an 
end t.o rapid d~stic economic grONth because economic energy was di verte:i to 
military nee:is. The federal goveiiliiEilt was forced by the war effort to 
encourage private industry to fulfill these nee:is, but at the same time, the 
old methods it had used to stimulate grONth, imnigration and railroad 
prcx:luction, na,:r became liabilities. The rate of ilrmigration fell drastically 
after the war began, and there was growing fear of the mill tancy of the 
Canadian working class: the new transcontinental railway systems became an 
international anbarrassment in financial circles. Having adopted new methods, 
private industry recovered due to wartime prcx:luction in certain regions. 
Prosperity in central Canada and stagnation in the west revived old debates 
about regional disparities. "What was important about consolidation and 
expansion during these years, was not only the rate of growth, but also the 
manner in "Which private industry strengthened itself through re-organization, 
and the way in "Which corporate solutions wer applied by gavemnent to urban 
industrial problems and vice versa. 
Mobilization for war involved a well co-ordinated effort between business 
and govermnent so that personnel, nn.mitions, fc:x::rl and clothing could be moved 
efficiently frcm hinterland to metropolis. The resources can then be shipped 
to their final destination. In canada, the firing up of the war machine was 
facilitated by mechanisms of the National Policy (the tariff and regulative 
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legislation) which traditionally brought the goals of business and govemnent 
together. Fonnerly a :rreans of attaining econanic security and cc::xtpetitiveness 
in peacetime 1 efficiency through regulation now became essential for the -war 
effort1 and private business increasingly turned to the governrnent for 
support. 
The -war created a huge demand for staple products and, in a sense, 
legitimized !'l..ational policy objectives in the v.-est. Fowke writes, for 
example 1 
It became evident 1 as the crlsls of the war became :rrore clearly 
defined1 that the econcmic developnent of the West in the tradition 
of the national policy was not contradicto:ry to the requirements of 
the ne;.;r situation but was 1 on the contra:ry, of the ut::rrost positive 
importance to it ,114 
For a short time, -western farriErs- and grain traders enjoyed a high demand for 
wheat. Under no:r:rral conditions 1 in times of peace, gove.r:nrrent and business 
relied on the market to control prices, but a series of exorbitant increases, 
combined with a drop in supply, p.:r:orrpted allied governments to institute price 
fixing policies. In 1917, "an O:rder ·in Council established the Board of Grain 
Supervisors, an agency of the federal govemnent, and endowed it with :rronopoly 
control over Canadian wheat ... 115 Price fixing policies -were i.Irplernented in 
the narre of the war effort in other industries as -wen.116 
Villile Canada rrobilized for war, residents in Winnipeg and other cities 
suffered from high rates of inflation and a rise in the cost of living. In 
m:my ways, the war prolonged the recession that had began in 1913. Capital 
was still scarce, construction had ceased. 
The City's streets becaroe thronged with unemployed, chiefly men who 
had hitherto been employed on railway construction, and general 
construction in Winnipeg and throughout the West. Upon discharge 
from their jobs 1 all remained in or headed for WinniPfl-7 the 
metropolis and labour distributing centre for Western Canada .1 
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Against the background of federal regulato:r:y policies, and inspired by a 
vibrant labour :rJ:DVEmeilt, m:my of Winni:peg's workers came to see profitee--ring 
industrialists at the source of their problans. This was one reason for the 
growing unrest that culminated in the 1919 General Strike in Winnipeg (the 
others will be discussed along with the specifics of the strike in a different 
context) . By 1919, thousands of workers retm:ned to Winni:peg to find 
unerrployrnent, inflation, and rising costs. Business faced the unwelcome 
prospect of a post-war depression. When the strike began in Winnipeg in May 
1919, and quickly spread to other urban centres, business associations had 
already fonned to discuss strategies of econanic reconstruction. '!he strike 
posed a terrifying threat, especially against the background of the Recession 
revolution, to the resumption of normal econanic life. '!he federal gavermnent 
intervention in the conflict represented arrong other things, an alliance of 
local business and fed.eral ~ - the solution to social prob1ans through 
corporatist decisions and nechanism developed during World War I .118 
The recession of 1913, the First World War, and the post-war depression 
.irrpeded urban expansion across Canada. Financial stringency made it difficult 
for cities to acquire loans to support the elaborate public works and 
beautification projects that had eharacterized the pre-war boom. 
'!he i.rnpact of the conditions of the 1913-1923 period on urban growth in 
Winni:peg can be seen by CCJJII.PCITing Hathaway's Guide and Birds Eye map of 1911 
with that prepared by Stovel in · 19 21. Stovel' s map depicts an urban 
infrastructure and sprawling metropolis that was the product of the boom 
period. '!he population of the city had increased m:xieratel y from just over 
136,000 in 1911 to about 179,000 in 1921.119 In the midst of the war, the 
population actually declined by as much as 25,000 when Winni:peg men and 'W01IIel1. 
joined the anned forces.120 Expansion of the city's suburbs was stultified by 
slow population growth, as well as by a decline in property values outside the 
core. For the nost part, the scarcity of capital meant that public works (a 
new City Hall planned for 1913) had to be post]?oned, although several projects 
like the legislative Buildings, the aqueduct to Shoal Iak:e, and the Iaw Courts 
Building continued throughout the recession and the war years .121 
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The domination of cor_poratism over civic l::x:x:>sterism had a significant 
impact on the urban envirorrrnent. Weste:m "nnmicipal elites and gavernrnents 
lost lTll.lch of their power, exuberance and innovati veness and eventually -were 
forced to adopt p:::>licies of retrenchment. "122 After the St. Andre;vs locks 
-were built, the railway 1x:x::m of the 1910s made river traffic relatively 
ineffective. After 1914, Winnipeg "had becc:xre a railway city and its rivers, 
the sole natural adorrrrnent of the prairie city, -were left in slattern neglect" 
by local businessmen.l23 The "earlier enthusiasm for a great inland 
navigation system was completely lost by 1914 ... 124 In the 1920s, one member 
of the cc:mnercial elite la:rrented the lack of public spirited citizenship and 
leadership in Winnipeg's business cc:mnunity: 
Winnipeg lacks leadership. It is [in 1925] in that state of its 
developrent when those old stalwarts who put Winnipeg on the map and 
took :part in its great developnent which cuJminated in 1912, have 
either retired to a -well-earned rest or settled in same other :part of 
the v;orld . 
. . . During the last ten years it has been inlpossible for the younger 
men to carne fo:rwa:rd and take their places; thus Winnipeg has been 
passing through a critical period in her history when she ve:ry much 
lacked leadership, and in this connection, I v;ould like to say that 
one of the difficulties of the Winnipeg Board of Trade has been to 
obtain the support of the younger business men of the city the bulk 
of wham are to be found in various Service Clubs. . . . (These men] 
neglect the larger sphere of prarroting the carnrnercial and business 
piOsperity of the city; and that is the primary function of the Board 
of Trade. In fact, the. Board of Trade is the only bcxiy whose first 
business is to look after the city's carrrnercial piOgress. I 
sc:xret.ines think the various :rranbers of our Service Clubs fail to 
realize how inlportant it is to the city that they get behind the 
Winnipeg Board of Trade if Winni:ifl is to maintain its suprerracy and 
grow- industrially as it should.l 
These qualities, which once characterized the civic l::ooster, -were missing in a 
nEM core of urban leaders who sought cor_porate piOgress through foreign trade 
or through linkages with federal and provincial gavernrnents. The erosion of 
local autona.rcy was typified by the efforts of Winnipeg to have the federal 
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goverrrrrent ('which had taken over the Canadian NorLhern) to nove the head 
office of the railway from Toronto to Winnipeg in 1917. 
Corporatism in an international context contributed to the removal from 
Winnipeg's domination over its western hinterland. ImpraveriP....nts in 
transportation na.de it possible for cities to compete with each other for 
trade, corrmerce, and industry just as ca:npanies within in city competed for 
profits. Once the Panama Canal o:r;:ened up a ne.N route for grain shipnents in 
1914, Vancouver "emerged as a rrajor competitor for grain and merchandise 
traffic. "126 At the same time- freight rate reductions from Vancouver to 
inland destination allowed it to compete with Winnipeg for Alberta and 
Saskatchewan bound traffic,127 "'Where hitherto Winnipeg jobbers had enjoyed a 
freight rate advantage. "128 The growth of autorrobile transport rrade rural 
areas less de:r;:endent on the urban metropolis: 
The increased use of autorrobiles enabled fanrers to shop in larger 
centres; loss of pa.tronage by small town merchants to city stores as 
well as to the nail oroer houses forced rrany into bankruptcy r thereby 
in turn imfosing pressure on the Winnipeg 'Wholesale houses 'Which had 
given them credit and relied upon their pa.tronage .129 
Taken together with the financial crisis during the war, all these 
developnents had serious ilrplications for the survival of independent railway 
carnp:mies in the west. 
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rnAPI'ER 2: WINNIP:&; AND THE JUNCI'ION: A MEI'ROPOLIS IN THE MAKIN:;, 1870-1886 
Cities, and particularly the great metropolitan cities of 
mxiern tilres, so far as they can be regarded as the product 
of wit and design rather than the effect of natural forces 1 
are, with all their complexities and arti£icialities, :m:m's 
most imposing creation, the :rrost prodigious of human 
artifacts. We IID1St conceive of our cities, therefore, not 
merely as centers of population, but as workshops of 
. civilization, and, at the sa:rre time, as the natural habitat 
of civilized man. 
Robert Park 1 
Confronted with this notion, a bold and farsighted visitor arrl Vlllg at 
the Forks in the early 1870s might have thought the Red River settlement an 
appropriate place for the g:rowth of civilization. Vestiges of the fur trade 
and rural life still dcxnina.ted the landscape. The buildings of the original 
Selkirk settlers -were located at Point D:mglas. The stone walls and round 
turrets of Upper Fort Ga.r.r:y lcx::m::rl above the flat horizon near the Forks, at 
the center of a s:mall built envirornnent that sustained the various 
agricultural and ccmnercial activities of the fur trade. But 1 between these 
tvvo settlements 1 the s:mall wooden buildings of the village of Winnipeg 
corrprised a newer built envirornnent that was fashioned by the free traders for 
their own ccmnercial and financial needs. In the 1870s and 1880s, under the 
auspices of the National Policy and the intercolonial railway 1 this village 
grew rapidly into a city that absorbed the Forks and redefined its role in the 
local econc:xey. 
I. Before the Metropolis 
Land ownership was of critical importance in shaping urban and industrial 
growth in sparsely populated localities like the Forks. In eastern Canada 
developnent followed on the heels of expanding towns and of private property 
relationships that -were created within them and around their hinterland: 
these -were the foundations of trade and ccmrerce that 1 together with the 
influences of British colonial contact1 laid the basis for an industrial 
capitalist econc:xey. In the West, before the metropolis ca:rre into being at the 
Forks, the vast territory in the northwest was tenuously controlled by the 
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HOC, whose fur trade was dependent on thousands of miles of unpopulated land 
abundant with fur bearing a.:n..imals. Granted and held under a royal charter, 
the HBC' s econanic role in the North-West had been established as a rnonopol y. 
A series of fur trade forts located at various strategic points along the 
rivers that errptied into Hudson Bay -were evidence of its presence in a dorrain 
that was inhabited only by nomadic indian tribes. These forts also functioned 
as para-military outposts, because, in the absence of governmental 
institutions and state control, the protection of BBC rights in the territo:ry 
was its own concer::n. The company frequently used frontier justice to repel 
transgressing competitors and to discipline its own· servants. 
The HOC was unable to maintain control of the entirety of the north~st 
territo:ry. HBC land rights had been established under Indian treaties and 
-were defined in British corporate law as "clear titles". Indians and Metis 
-were able to control valuable portions of hunting and fishing territo:ry 
l:ecause land could be acquired "in cornrron" - by possession if it was left 
vacant or unattended. 2 One economist has aptly described the relationship 
l:::etwae:n the HOC and non-HBC personnel as one in -which the carrpany' s posts -were 
" islands arrong. . . tribal hunting ranges" and pockets of European settlements. 3 
The HOC had 
established tentative and fragmenta:ry claims to property in 
land within the pickets about its posts, to fenced and 
planted fields around them, and to )?Clstures in the carrpany' s 
"horse-guards" . The fields -were often trampled, horses on 
occasion stolen fmn the horse-gua.rds, and a post left 
empty, tom down by people who had no notion of exclusive 
and pe:r:m:ment property rights in land or the other gifts of 
the Great Spirit. 4 · 
In the north~st "outsiders ... could gain access to ... lands by friendship 
or by force" and "use the riChes that they offered ... s Metis, Indians, 
travellers, and missionaries "could and did pitch their camps or build their 
cabins wherever they saw fit outside the range of raids by hostile groups ... 6 
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'Ihe practice of holding land in cc:mron was not the only challenge to HBC 
authority in the northwest. At the turn of the nineteenth century river lots 
~ granted to the Selkir::k settlers for agriculture, and as early as "the 
19 20s private trade began between- Red River and .American fur trade posts "When 
settlers and Indians began ignoring HBC fur trading rights and St. Paul on the 
Mississippi to handle the Red River Trade 1 " 7 and by the "end of the 1840's 
this transport system was carrying furs valued at about $20,000 annually ... a 
'Ihe .American Fur Company was follooed by other U.S. trading ca:npanies "Which 
sprang up at Pembina and the North-South connection became stronger as 
.American railway lines began to stretch further -west across the continent. In 
the late 1850s wagons and Red River carts na.de regular trips from Fort Garry 
to St. Paul. 9 'Ihe route had becCl!III9 so practical that even the HBC used it to 
ship supplies to its forts and trading posts in the interior. 'Ihe increase of 
trade in the 1850s inspired St. Paul merchants to sponsor the construction of 
a steamboat to navigate the Red and Saskatchewan River systems. 'Ihe arrival 
of this l:x::E.t, the S. S. .Anson Northup, ushered in a new era of trade "When it 
arrived at Red River in :May, 1859. Throughout the 1860s products such as 
cast-iron stoves and agricultural machinery were shipped from the United 
States to the settlement by l:x::E.t and cart, and with the increase in trade carne 
an influx of .American free traders .10 
Groups of .American and Canadian free traders settled near Upper Fort 
Garry at the Forks. Portions of the original Selkir::k settlers river lots had 
been "sold and sul:x:li vided arrong settlers descendants or newcomers, " and by the 
1860s some of these landholders, "such as .AGB Bannatyne and Herrry McKermy, 
used their holdings for business pursuits ... 11 Others like E.L. Barber, Andrew 
McDe:rnot, and John C. Schultz "dealt solely in land from a revenue point of 
view. "12 'Ihe Canadian group, "aggressive Ontarians "Who had seen the methods 
of speculation in the Bcx:m of 1857," intended to "apply the methods to the 
north-western. frontier of the 1860s, .. 13 and ~ hostile to both the HBC and 
the system of carrm::m ownership that had traditionally governed property rights 
in the North-West. By the 1860s, Canadian settlers at Red River had begun to 
institute new fonns of ownership based on squatter's right, rather than on 
carrm:)n occup:mcy.14 'Ihe Nor'Wester, for exarrple, argued that this fonn of 
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1he Forks: Post 1870. 
Provincial Archives of Manitoba 
This painting of Fort Garry by W.F. Lynn 
illustrates the role of the Red River carts 
and the importance of river travel in the 
period before the metropolis. Early trade and 
commerce in the area, including the village of 
Winnipeg, took place primarily at the Forks. 
Though the photograph of the painting is dated 
1875, it is more likely that the depiction is 
of the Forks prior to 1872, since the immigrant· 
sheds are not illustrated. This photograph also 







land tenure was "precisely the same with the new corner as it was with the 
Hudson 1 s Ea.y Carrrp:m.y - you hold as :much as you occupy and no more. "15 While 
the pronouncerren.ts of the Canadian at Red River were irritating to the HBC, 
they were also perceived by Indians and Metis as a threat to their land and 
treaty rights. Rt:mDurs that the Canadians intended to drive out the Indians 
the Metis raised fears that .immigration and a land boom would destroy an 
entire way of life.16 
Unwanted carpetition, .immigration, settlerren.t, and agriculture posed a 
threat to the fur trade and to the indigenous peoples who worked as freighters 
and tripren for the HBC, or who depended solely on hunting and fishing for 
their sustenance. The rise of industry and the growth of towns and cities 
would destroy the· wilderness and ham the fur trade, yet this scenario gave 
inspiration to the speeches of the prop:ments of -western econc::mic developrent 
in central Canada. 
Acquisition of HBC territory in the northwest was essential if 
Confederation -west of the Canadian Shield was to become a reality. 
Accm:dingly, the Canadian government began to discuss with Britain the 
possibilities of procuring land held under the royal charter issued to the 
HOC. 
.Arrong the indigenous peoples of Red River, news of an impending land 
transfer was greeted with anxiety, and n.rrrours that Indian and Metis 
landholdings were in jeopardy seemed to be justified by the arrival of 
Canadian gove:rnn:Eilt surveyors in 1869 .17 In October of that year, the Metis, 
led by I.Duis Riel, tu:m.ed away the survey party at St. Vital, then crossed the 
Assi.nil::xJine River near the Forks and captured Upper Fort Garry. Opposition to 
the resistance of the Metis came from William McDougall, the appointed 
lieutenant-governor of the North-West Territories, who proclaimed the transfer 
of HOC terri tory of Rupert 1 s Land to Canada and the beginning of his 
governorship. When it was learned that the transfer had not taken place, the 
Canadians at Red River attempted, but failed to wrest power from Riel. The 
struggle between the Canadians and the Metis at Red River continued throughout 
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The Forks: Post 1870. 
Provincial .Archives of Manitoba 
Suivey p:rrty on Main Street. The 
appearance of survey .. parties around 
Winnipeg after 1870 · exerrplifie:i the 
significance of real estate in a changi_ng 
econanic infrastructure, one in "Which 
native and :rretis land claims· wo.xe rem::wed 














The Forks: Post 1870. 
Provincial Archives of Manitoba 
In the aftermath of the land transfer and 
Manitoba's entry into Confederation, many 
Indians and Metis were displaced from their 
lands around the Red River settlement. 
cl881. 




the w:inter of 1869-1870, while negotiations -went on bet.v."Ben the Hudson's Bay 
Ca:npany, the Fecieral Government, and the Metis, and culminateci dra:rraticall y in 
the killing of Thc:m::1s Scott in March 1870. In May, the Manitoba Act gave the 
Red River territory provincial status under Confecieration. Henceforth, the 
region would be subject to federal and provincial law: the federal gove:r:nrnent 
acquired control over "public lands and natural :resources" which -were 
distributeci in units to the Metis and retaineci for railway and settlement land 
grants. The arrival of the troops of the wolseley expedition in the sumner of 
1870 asserteci fecieral military control of the region.18 
The Riel resistance of 1869-70 was a turning point in the history of the 
Red River settlement. The occupa.tion of the Fort testified to its inportance 
in the area as "the real seat of administration of both the District of 
Assiniboia" 19 and the HBC. What was important from the view of metropolitan 
growth was that it brought Manitoba into Confecieration and the National Policy 
to the West. As soon as Manitoba's provincial status was assured, a political 
and legal institutional infrastructure was establisheci close to the Forks to 
the benefit of the inhabitants nearby, and it contributed to the ma.turation of 
a cormercial town econOJ:"ey" primarily through the redistribution of -land. 
Fecleral and provincial laws -were designecl to rerrove the Metis and Indians from 
their holdings, so that real estate could be ma.de available for settlement and 
railway grants.20 The old system of carmon lands and territorial rights gave 
way to the preciarninance of real estate and fluctuating land values. The land 
speculators around Fort Garry in the 1860s had to contend with the HBC and 
with the logic of carmon ownership, but the entry of Manitoba into 
Confederation ma.de the sale of land a legitiJ:rate business. The land around 
the Forks and the village of Winrl4-peg became a carrm:xlity. 
The suddenness of this transfo:rrnation, and the llrpa.ct it had on 
metropolitan growth can be seen in the evolution of the built environment at 
the Forks and the town of _Winnipeg _at the time of the Riel resistance. In 
1870 the Forks was still at the heart of the Red River settlement because of 
the HBC's old economic role in the Red River Valley. Since 1858, when "the 
extension of the -western railhead to the Mississippi revolutionized the 
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i.rrlfortation of gcx:ds to the Nort.h-"'West, .. 21 Fort Gar1:y had functioned. as an 
ent:repot for the HOC fur trade. - In the aftennath of the HBC land transfer, 
Upper Fort Gar1:y acquired a new role as the seat of the provincial governrrent. 
'l'he Fort served as headquarters for the military population stationed. at the 
settlement. .As :rrany as 300 troops of the Wolseley Expedition were stationed 
briefly at the Fort in the sumner of 1870, then were replaced. by Ontario 
militia until 1872 when the OsbJme barracks were built.22 These troops 
purchased. their gcx:ds and services in Winnipeg, a settlement of approxirratel y 
100 hotel owners, saloonkeepers, millers, general storekeepers, post office 
clerks, and road overseers who had established thernsel ves as close as possible 
to the locus of trade in the area, the HOC store.23 The HBC flats at this 
time still functioned. as a place where Indian and white trading parties camped 
briefly to trade at the Fort and at Winnipeg. 
One of the nost striking features of the Red River settlement in the 
early 1870s was the domination of the natural aver the built environment. 
Photographs, paintings and naps of the period depict a rural frontier where 
Upper Fort Gar1:y and the village of Winnipeg appear as islands of civilization 
on the open prairie landscape. Settlement had not produced. :rra jor alterations 
to the physical features of the area. A system of dirt roads connected 
Winnipeg and Fort Gar1:y to traditional overland routes but these did not 
disrupt the creeks that drained. from the Red.. In addition, because of the 
relatively s:rrall population and the HOC reserves, a good deal of land lay 
vacant around the Forks and between Winnipeg and the rivers. 24 
II. Early Metropolitan Fonnation 
In the early 1870s the village off Winnipeg was located. about one mile 
northwest of the Forks. A resident described village infrastructure at the 
time of the Riel resistance: 
-
we had no bank, no insurance office, no la-wyers, only one 
doctor, no City Council, only one policeman, no taxes-
nothing but freed.am and, though lacking several other - so 
called. - advantages of civilization, we were, to say the 
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least of it, tolerably virtuous and unmistakably happy. Mr. 
Janes Mulligan, one of our largest property holders at the 
present time in the city was the last policeman under 
Hudson's Pay Ccxrpany sway .... The Jail and Court House at the 
time was a small log building just outside the wall of Fort 
Garry, and was far fran being a very secure place of 
confinement for prisoners. There was one church, a very 
srrall one, "Holy Trinity, " which then consisted~ of what is 
now the srrall wing of the old ahmdoned church. 2:> 
The bank in the Red River Settlement was the HBC, which "received m:mey on 
deposit and issued notes in dena:ninations of one shilling, one pound, and five 
pound ... 26 By 1871, the emergence of nEW financial institutions was already 
underway, 'When two members of the· Wolseley expedition, W . .Alloway and H. 
Charrpion began dealing in Metis scrip, then in tax certificates, and later 
"pioneered the srrall loan business in Winnipeg. "27 In a social context 
transfornation was evident in the emergence of nEW institutions in Winnipeg 
which reflected the presence of Ontarian cultural traditions and the arrival 
of the military: in December 1870, for example, "the first perfornance of the 
Ontario Rifles, Musical and Dramatic Association was given" in the town. 28 
The Riel Resistance inadvertently stimulated the growth of this srrall 
population. Many soldiers of the Wolseley Expedition left Upper Fort Garry in 
late 1870 and returned to Ontario with stories of a western frontier that was 
waiting to be settled. Others chose to settle on fanns near Red River. 29 In 
Ontario, prospective settlers 'Who were encouraged to travel west, were also 
reassured by the pranise ·of an intercontinental railway and the establishment 
of Canadian law and o:r::der at the settlement. In 1871 and 1872 hundreds of 
people poured into Red River fran Ontario, while others trickled in from 
Quebec, the Maritimes, the United States, and Great Britain.30 Many of the 
people 'Who cane to Winnipeg in these early years were land seekers who had 
witnessed the westward expansion of .American railroads and were further 
encouraged by the r:x:mi.nion Railway .Act of 1872, which, if .implemented, -would 
cause land values at Red River to soar. 31 Even the HBC made preparations to 
put sarre of its land near the Forks up for auction. 32 As a result of this 
l:x:x::m, the population of Winnipeg grew fran a village of 100 to a town of 1,467 
between 1870 and 1872.33 In 1870 Upper Fort Garry and Winnipeg had existed as 
i 
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separate entities, but by 1872 they had already begun to :merge as same of the 
townspeople illegally took up residence on HBC land near the Forks. 34 
During the early 1870s, Winnipeg's population was a reflection of the 
pre-industrial and carnmercial character of the frontier econOIT!Y. At the time 
of the real estate boom of 1871-1872 residents of the town were engaged 
priirB.ril y in cam:nercial or agricultural occupations 1 although same small 
handicraft prcx:lucers also existed. A map of Winnipeg in 1872 depicted 
buildings cwned by free traders in furs 1 storekeepers 1 saloonkeepers, post 
office clerks, hotel owners, agricultural :llnplernent dealers, newspaper 
publishers, ferrymen, and blacksmiths. 'Ihe HBC errployed no rrore than fifteen 
servants. Others who worked in its store and warehouse were hired from the 
Red River settlernent.35 In addition, many of the real estate agents who came 
during the boom remained permanently. As the city expanded in the mid-1870s, 
other merchants, business:rren, real estate agents, small-scale manufacturers, 
and bankers set up businesses in Winnipeg. Skilled artisans fonnd errployrnent 
in local carriage works, flour and saw mills, li ve:r:y stables, blacksmith 
shops, and breweries that had spring up by late in the decade. 36 A small but 
essential number of professionals provided legal and medical services for the 
city. Many of these people brought few resources with them, in the fonn of 
crafts:rren's tool kits, limited personal wealth, or s:llnply the knc:wledge and 
energy that was often required to set up small business. 
'Ihe organization of the built envirornnent also reflected the pre-
dominance of natural landfoiiiiS aver the community. Winnipeg was a cluster of 
73 buildings in 1872 :rrost of which were cam:nercial, residential, and artisanal 
establish:rrEnts, (unsegregated by their function in the to;.m) located near the 
town's main road. The only industrial buildings were located closer to the 
banks of the Red River. The irrp:>rtance of the. river to this commmi ty was 
evident from the vigorous trading activity that carried on throughout the 
1870s. Steamboats and barges regularly docked at landings along the banks to 
unload cargoes of foodstuffs and other supplies or to secure log booms near 
Winnipeg's sawmills. Begg and Nursey carrmented on the appearanCe of the river 
in Winnipeg's early years: 
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1he Forks: Post 1870. 
National Map Collection 
Before the metropolis the Forks is at the 
center of the Red River settlement, while 
the village of Winnipeg has grown as a trading 
settlement on the edge of the HBCo. 's land. 
This map appears in Artibise and Dahl, Winnipeg 
in Maps/Winnipeg oar les cartes, p.12. 
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the banks of the river, opposite the city, usually presente:i 
a lively appearance during the su:rnrrer months, on account of 
the numerous flat-J:oatrnen who carried on a trade with the 
housekeepers and others of the town. Indeed the river had a 
very celestial sort of appearance from the fact that a 
number of floatin~ stores, which, Chinese-like, did business 
at the levee .... 3 
'Ihe passage of the Manitoba. Act in 1870 brought the Forks and the village 
of Winnipeg into the sphere of an errerging industrial state. Not only was the 
Forks made the temporary seat of prov:incial gCJVeil1TIIeil.t, it was also chosen by 
federal authorities as the site for its institutions such as the JJcmi.nion 
I:rrmigrant Sheds. Construction of these facilities in 1871-1872 were physical 
evidence of National Policy priorities at Red River; they were among the first 
of the state owned institutions in the area. .As such they gave credence to 
official predictions that Western settlement and trade and carrmerce VJOuld 
spring up around the Forks. In a more concrete fashion, the I:rrmigrant Sheds 
became a focus for an early town planning :rroverrent, while their actual 
construction created a demand for an artisanal labour force. 
Most immigrants to Manitoba. a:rri ved by steamboat at Fort Garry until the 
completion of the first railways in Winnipeg during the late 1870s and early 
1880s. The Forks became a major disernbarkation :point for travellers 
throughout this J?Erriod by virtue of the importance of the HBC and Fort Garry 
at Red River in the years preceding the Inco:q:oration of Winnipeg. The boom 
of 1870-1872 created a demand for :better facilities. At the time newcomers to 
Winnipeg "Were able to find accCliTliTOdation either in carrmercially owned 
establishrrents such as local hotels or in the small immigration hall set up in 
the ''Iheatre Royal'. 38 In 1871, Ottawa authorities were rnade aware of the 
need for more adequate accCliTliTOdations. In his annual report for 1871, G. 
McMicken outlined a proposal for the construction of an immigration shed near 
Fort Garry: 
In view of the expected immigration this year, and which 
will most prol::Ebl y set in early, I 'WOUld recamrnen.d that a 
48 
building l::e erected. in the neighbourhood of Fort Garry for 
the reception of families of the settlers on their arrival; 
at present there is no accorrm::x:lation or shelter of any kind 
which they can procure. The building might l::e in length 150 
feet and in width 30 feet. This divided. into thirty 
carrpart:Inents would afford terrporary accarnrocdation for at 
least thirty families at a ti.ne. There should also l::e ten 
or rrore cooking stoves provided. and placed. in terrporcrry 
sheds contiguous to the building. Families should have 
pennission to occupy the spa.ce or carrpart:Inent allotted. to 
them for a certain ti.ne, to l::e defined.; this sufficient to 
afford the head of the family an opportuniW to select and 
detennine upon his location for settlerrent. 3 
McMicken' s choice was opposed. by the corrmercial interests in Winnipeg who 
wanted. the sheds located. closer to the village. 40 In Spring 1872, R.A. Davis 
and John No:rquay drafted letters to the Depart:rrent of Public Worlcs in protest, 
but McMicken, "a sympa.thizer for the interests of the Hudson's Bay Carnpany"41 
defended. his choice by arguing that the "parties who objected. [to the choice] 
are laughed. at. n42 
In March 1872, plans were drawn for the inmigration sheds and the 
Imnigration Branch received funds of $9,000 through order in council for the 
project. 43 In July, "ternp::mu:y sheds", probably the cooking facilities 
mentioned. in McMicken's report of 1871, were completed. at a cost of $600.44 
The main building was constructed. in August for $2,945 by John H. Bell. 
Except for its exact diinensions (it measured. 180' x 121' rather than 30' x 
150'), the building closely resembled. that described by McMicken a year 
earlier. There were 30 carnpartments for families, each measuring 10' x 12'. 45 
.According to the architects specifications, it is clear that the Imnigration 
Branch intended. to have a -well constructed. facility, which was a reflection of 
the goverrunent's attitude tcwards the value of making a lasting impression on 
newcorners to the northwest. The structure was to l::e constructed. "in the l::est 
manner" and with the finest of :rraterials. The superstructure was of undressed 
tirnl::er with shingled. roofs (see appendix for further details) . Because the 
region was inaccessible to immigration in the winter, ·no provisions were :rrade 
for anything other than earthen floors. 46 The cooking houses were equipped 
with brick chiJiineys and tin flues. Water closets were also constructed. 
49 
nearby. The finished. shecls were described as follows in the Manitoba Gazette 
and Trade Review: 
This shed., situated. at the junction of the Reel and 
Assiniboine Rivers has been completed. and is a good 
substantial looking building, containing a number of rooms 
having separate entrances, and just ca:nfortable enough for a 
ternpora.cy residence without giving any inducement for a 
prolonged. stay, as is often the case in sane instances. The 
cook houses are detached. from the main building, so that 
there is no danger from- fire. The interior of the shed. is 
nicely 'Whi tewashecl and the outside is painted. a stone 
colour. The whole design is good and the arrangement as 
perfect as possible.47 
In autumn, 1872, the Immigration Branch authorized. construction of another 
shed.. According to Rodger Guinn, "there is little info:rnation on the design 
or specifications of the second shed.," but "one might assmne that it was 
probably similar to the first one ... 48 A conternpora.cy described the shecls in 
1876 as being located. "near the :rrouth of the Assiniboine" and comprising "two 
separate ranges, capable of accc::mrodating four or five hundred persons ... 49 
John Parr's 1874 'Plan of the City of Winnipeg,' hc:mever, depicts only one 
long rectangular structure (labelled. 'emigrant shecls') at the Forks, east of 
the HBC warehouse. 50 
Changes at the Forks in the early 1870s -were also the product of a broad 
strategy undertaken by the HBC to protect its ccmrercial trade. Under 
increasing competitive pressure in the northwest and as a result of the 
decline of the fur trade :rronopoly in central Canada, the HBC had begun to 
m:xlernize by centralizing and streamlining its operations as early as the 
1850s and 1860s. The land transfer intensified. the need. to adapt to the 
changes in ccmrerce, transportation, and private property. 
Re-organization of the HBC' s corporate structure has a dramatic effect on 
its economic activities at the Forks in the 1870s. During the early and rnid-
1870s the Ca:npany began to expand its retail trade. The retail store at Upper 
Fort Garry was renovated. in 1871,51 and later other retail buildings were 
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The steamer •International • docked.at the 
HBCo.s warehouse; which was built in 1872 
in order to accommodate the increase in river 
traffic along the Red during the early 1870s. 
This photograph also appears in Guinn, 11The 
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confinned the HBC's identity in Winnipeg as a "branch operation and an 
important agent for distribution ... 52 A warehouse was built southeast of the 
Fort on the HBC' s vacant reserve land to accC!IIIIIOdate the steamboat traffic on 
the Red River before local Custans agents prcm::>ted construction of a warehouse 
in the town of Winnipeg: 
'Ihe erection of the warehouse on the levee at Fort Garry, 
was a necessity for our own transport business apart fram 
the profit arising there fram on outside work. Had we not 
put these buildings up the Custans House authorities would 
have induced other parties to do so opposite Winnipeg "Where 
we would have been obliged to enter our goods there at heavy 
cash disburserrent for storage and expense of teaming, 
besides which all the steamboat and other business would 
have been carried half a mile away fram us and left the fort 
in an isolated position Where it would have been useless to 
continue carrying on any sort of general business. 53 
In 1877-78 the warehouse was m:JVed north ayvay fram the river to avoid 
flooding. Apart fram being a symbol of HBC adaptation to change in the 
regional econCJII¥, the construction of the warehouse exemplified the role of 
the Fo:r:ks at Winnipeg and Upper Fort Garry. 'Ihe warehouse established the 
Forks as an irnportant distribution point for the cornrm:rnity, since most goods 
-were transported down the Red, unloaded at the levee and then transported to 
the town. The Red and Assiniboine Rivers were the most important 
transportation routes in the 1870s, and this fonn of transportation became a 
key factor in modernizing the Company. The costs of conventional means of 
shipping provisions to the interior and of extracting furs increased in the 
mid-nineteenth century. Voyageurs began to dern:md higher prices, desertion 
and losses of outfits became more CCliTBIDn. After the maiden voyage of the 
Anson Northup in 1859 and its purchase shortly thereafter, the HBC began to 
build ri verlxJats caJ?Clble of navigating the interior river systems. With its 
"policy of maintaining a controlling interest in rival transportation 
concerns" the Company was able to secure a monopoly over river transport on 
the Red River until 1878.54 This added to its unpopularity among citizens of 
Winnipeg in the 1870s because the steamboats docked at Fort Ga.:rry, forcing 
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local merchants to travel several miles to pick up their goods. On May 10, 
1872 the first lJoat of the season_arrived at Winnipeg: 
The arrival of the first J::oat was ••• looked. upon as an event, 
because with it, generally, came a revival of business, and 
a happy deliverance from the winter nonths ... all the boats 
landed. freight and passen<~ers at Fort Garry, much to the 
annoyance of the merchants. 5 
The appearance of the Selkirk, at St. Paul riverlJoat in 1872 resulted. in a 
drop in freight rates and the a:rralganation of the HBC and Hull, Briggs and 
Co., the owner of the Selkirk, in the Red River Transportation Company.56 
Despite the rate red.uction, many merchants believed that the St. Paul/HBC 
nonopoly of steamtoat traffic deprived Winnipeg of trade and commerce: 
Probably the greatest drawba.ck to the commerce of that 
region has been - and indeed continues to be - the high cost 
of transportation to and from it. This high cost has been 
rrainly caused. by the st~t nonopoly upon the Red. River. 
This stearril:::oat canpany bas the sole transport of goods and 
passengers between Fort Garry and Moorehead, the point where 
the Northern. Pacific Railway crosses the Red. River; and its 
rates of freight have been such as to enable it to declare 
last year a dividend of eighty per cent 1 1.1J?On its stock. 
Being a St. Paul organization, the CClJI!PCill.Y arranged. this 
tariff to discr.iminate in favour of that city 1 which drove 
Winnipeg merchants to purchase heavy goods in St. Paul. 57 
All cc:mplaints against the Red. River Transportation cx::u:rpany aside, it was 
under this nonopol y that local merchants expanded. and m:xiernized. their 
businesses before the arrival of the railway. Winnipeg's first fire engines, 
printing presses 1 factory equipnent, and dry goods shipnents -were all made 
l::oa.t and unloaded. in front of the HBC warehouse at the Forks. I.ocal traffic 
used. a ferry crossing at Upper Fort Garry on the Assini.boine and at St. 
Boniface on the Red River until bridges -were built on Main St. and on Broadway 
Avenue. One of the ferries was described as "a curious looking contrivance, 
half wharf, one third Scc:Fil, and tile remainder raft ... 58 The fe:rry had 
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a capacity for carrying two teams and twenty or thirty 
passengers at each trip, and its m:xle of propulsion is 
according to the ancient law of the utilization of cw:::rents. 
A wire rope is stretched. across the river, and the 'scCM' is 
fastened. to this by means off ropes and novable wheels. It 
is controlled. by two hands - one fore and the other aft. 
'When the men want to cross they push into the cw:::rent and 
the ropes and :rrovable wheels do the rest, as the notion is 
directed in a straight line between the opposing forces, and 
the [ferry] reaches the wharf opposite to that fran which 
she, starts, without any apparent effort.59 
River travel enabled. Winnipeg to expand its hegE!IDny over the hinterland 
before the a:r:rival of the railway. Resource extraction, such as lmnbering, 
for exarrple, was dependent on water routes; timber was shipped from Rat 
Portage (Kenora) to the mills of Winnipeg; :rrost of which "Were located. at Point 
D:::>uglas. The banks of the Red. River "Were lined. with log booms. The scene was 
Imlch different at the Forks because it was :rrore important for its place in the 
Wheat econaey. In a sense, this role was an outgrowth of traditional 
agricultural life before Confe:ieration. Early paintings by W. Frank Lynne and 
others offer depictions of windmills locate:i to the west of upper Fort Garry. 
Introduce:i to the Re:i River Colony by Lord Selkirk in the early 1800s, 
windmills supplie:i enough flour for the HBC to "discontinue importing flour 
from England by way of the Hudson Ba.y. ,60 
In 1876, the HBC constructe:i a grist mill at the Forks, east of the 
warehouse. The mill was described as being "57-1/2 x 37-1/2 feet, and 60 feet 
in height to the peak of the roof. "61 Like the early windmills it use:i 
millstones to grind the Wheat, but it was powered by a steam plant. The 
engine house was 
is 38 x 44, and the engine of 250 horse I_XJNer. The main 
driving Wheel is 12 feet in diarreter and 38 - inch face. It 
has four run of stones, and is fitted up with all the m:xlen1. 
improvements. Without exception ... this was the finest mill 
anywhere West of St. Paul. Its capacity for grinding is 
1,350 bushels every 24 hours, which is pretty gocxi for a 
young place like Winnipeg. 62 
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The mill was lease::l to J .H. Mclane, one of the infarrous flat-boatmen who had 
navigate::l the Re::l River several years earlier. 63 Visitors to the mill -when it 
was operating must have had the experience of seeing "the miller, a man 
appearing from time to time out of the -white, whiiring interior," with "his 
clothes all -white, and covered in a thick coat of flour dust. n64 His face and 
skin would have been "cake::l with the crusty accumulation" of working in the 
mill - "everywhere was the dust .... "65 In a historical article on mills in 
Western. Canada, the Manitoba. Free Press referred to the HBC mill as the 
"direct outgrowth from the old sweep mill" of the 1830s and the "first mill of 
the Western. plains, " the "one -whose turning stones for many years supplie::l the 
flour of all the vast territory of the HBC. n66 .According to contemporaries it 
"held a leading position among the city's industrial institutions" from "the 
very start." 67 As note::l earlier, in the early 1880s the steam generate::l in 
the plant was use::l as the :power source for Winnipeg's first lighting system. 
In January 1883, the Daily Tirres reporte::l that the 
partial failure of the electric light last evening is 
attribute::l to the breaking of the valve of the stearrpump 
use::l to pump water into the steam boiler of the engine at 
the Hodson's Ba.y mill. 68 
Alterations were nade to the mill in the early 1880s, -when the HBC took over 
operations from Mclane. Storehouses were adde::l and a spur line from the CPR 
main line "allawerl the mill to corrpete :rrore affecti vel y with Ogilvie's ne;v 
mill at Point Ibuglas."69 By this time, however, the teclmology of the mill 
was outm:x:ie::l by rollers and purifiers. 
The operations of the mill exarg;:>lifie::l the HBC's changing attitudes 
towards its commercial activities in the nort.hv;est. Fur trade revenues "Were 
supplemante::l in the 1870s with expande::l retail, manufacturing, and real estate 
revenues. In 1863, officials in Ep.gland began to secure greater control over 
capital accumulation by revoking the Deed Poll of 1834, the legal ba.se of the 
old partnerships, and by introducing a ne;v Deed Poll in 1871. Under the 
latter agreement CCJIIP3Ily shares were redistribute::l to traders, factors and 
chief factors, as were the returns from fur trade revenues. land revenues, 
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which were not discussed. in the new- Deed Poll, were becoming rrore ilnportant 
during the period because of the anticipated. railway. By the late 11 1870s and 
1880s the Company's principal gove:mors ... grappled. with the problem of 
disp:Jsing of vast quantities of land as a rrodern business corp::>ration. II 70 The 
mill was intended. to add to the HBC' s Il'lCID.ufacturing operations and to attract 
attention to the Forks and along Broadway Avenue under the ter:ms of the land 
transfer. In anticipation of the inflated. values that would be caused. by 
railways and settlement, D:mald A. Smith wrote to Iondon in 1871, and argued. 
that the Reserve be surveyed as soon as possible to prevent the village of 
Wirmipeg from gaining any geographic advantage. "The effect of delay," he 
wrote 1 "might be materially to decrease the value of the property 1 by causing 
people to erect buildings to the north. "71 A Survey of the reserve was 
ccxnpleted. a year later. At the Saii:l\9 time that these events were occurring at 
the Forks, the federal government in Ottawa "Wee'l.t ahead with plans for the 
Transcontinental railway by chartering Sir Hugh Allan's syndicate (which 
included Smith on its board) and by passing the Pacific Railway Act in 1872.72 
Before the Pacific Scandal destroyed these plans, however, the Company was 
able to sell 85 lots at auctions in the S1.lJII["(ll9r of 1872.73 
The HBC atterrpted. to exert its influence over develop!Eilt at Red. River 
during the boom. Generous land grants were made available to provincial and 
federal authorities to build government facilities on or near the Forks. 74 In 
1872 a cottage developrent was built west of Upper Fort Garry on reserve land, 
as a very paying speculation in themselves, while being 
built above Fort Garry on the land purchased by the 
Trade ... they tended to counteract the strenuous efforts made 
by the people of Wirmipeg to keep the rising tCNm away from 
Fort Garry and increase the value of the Company's 
land .... 75 
The land transfer and the surveys fueled. local :rrerchants' invective 
against the Hudson's Bay Company 'rronopolists. ' Relations between Wirmipeg 
merchants and the HBC worsened. in 1872 and 1873 during the incorporation 
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after the . incorporation of 
The HBC cottages _are in the 
The wa:r:ehouse is in the 
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provincial legislature, of sta l l i ng the bill. 7 6 By empowering the Winnipeg 
merchants "With the means to levy taxes and pron:ote trade and corrmerce, 
Incorporation inhibited the HBC 1 S control over develop:nent at Red River. In 
1875 the Carrpany and the City _of Winnipeg became embroiled in a dispute 
regan:ling jurisdiction over the Portage Road, a traditional trade route that 
bisected a portion of the HOC's Reserve. The Company maintained that Broadway 
was the main east-west thoroughfare in the city but a legal decision was 
brought dawn in favour of Winnipeg. . This action shifted the main road south 
toWards the city and eventually contributed to the develop:nent of a corrmercial 
core around Portage and Main rather than at Main and Broadway. 
The decision of 1875, coupled 'With the collapse of the boom and a 
recession in the 1870s resulted in a slump in sales of HOC real estate. With 
the reneNal of economic prosperity and the railway connections established in 
the 1880s, the Company began aggressive campaigns to increase the value of its 
land. The HOC financed construction of the Broadway and Assiniboine bridges 
in 1880 through the Red River and Assiniboine Bridge Carrpany. 77 These 
increased traffic from St. Boniface and Fort Rouge through the Forks and 
facilitated transportation to Winnipeg, thus increasing land values. After 
the construction of the Broadway Bridge, a large block of the Reserve was sold 
around the Fort and it was al::andoned in 1882.78 According to Brydges: 
The Fort Garry property was never supposed to be of Imlch 
value owing to its great distance from the business centre. 
It is only at its south end 200 feet from the Assiniboine, 
-where it was divided into lots there were hardly any 
enquiries rrade about them until :Mr. [Sedley] Blanchard said 
to me that he "WOuld make me an offer for the -whole block on 
behalf of sarre parties -whcm he was acting. 79 
The boom ended in 1882-1883. A serious flood in the spring of 1882, -which 
sul::merged a portion of the HOC land at the Forks and washed away the Broadway 
Bridge, devalued HBC land at the Forks and at Fort Garry. 80 
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Advertisement for sale of HBCo. land, 1878. 
In anticipation of the completion of the 
transcontinental CPR line, the HBCo; sought 
to profit from the demand for real estate. 
The HBCd. also attempted to sell its property 





III. 'Ihe Forks and the MetroPJlis 
On May 10, 1887 two of the early historians of the HBC, Charles N. Bell 
and Robert Miller Christy walked down to the riverb:mk at the Forks. 'Ihere 
they formd the remains of Fort Gaiiy, Fort Gibraltar, and "What Christy 
believed was old Fort Rouge. At the site of Fort Gaiiy "an old wooden 
building at least 3/4 of the site .. has gone into the river," and traces of 
burnt wood chips, old cellars, chinking :rrortar, iron and tinware, and burnt 
l::earns were found nearby. 81 As the city expanded, these old forts, relics of 
the fur trade, slowly slipped into the river. 'Iheir condition in the 1880s 
was symrolic of the passing of an old o:r:der and the emergence of a new socio-
economic structure, but this did not involve the decay of the HBC. 'Ihroughout 
the 1870s and 1880s the Ccmpany had attempted to adapt to the forces of 
:rrode:mization by changing its co:q:orate structure, by allying itself with 
Ottawa's national policy, and by trying to attract urban and industrial 
developrent at the Forks. 
'Ihe changes and improvements that were made to the HBC' s property at the 
Forks between 1870 and 1880 were consistent with the Company's evolving 
co:q:orate policy. Many of these were a.imsd at serving a prcminent place for 
the HBC in the expanding urban enviroiliiEilt and were made possible by 
connections with the federal govemnent. Ele:nents of the National Policy 
which had in the past threatened the Company's hegemony in the north-west, now 
became valuable assets to its local operations at the Forks. 
In the late 1870s for exarrple, the federal gove:r::nment once again began to 
put in place the railway corrponent of the National Policy. In the surrmer of 
1875 "the first installment of Mackenzie's celebrated steel rails" for the 
inter-continental arrived on the Cheyenne82 and two years later the Selkirk 
brought the first locorrotive: 
On Tuesday, 9th October, the first locorrotive ever brought 
into Manitoba arrived at Winnipeg, and great crov;ds of the 
citizens wo._nt down to witness the event. The steamer 
Selkirk, with a barge containing the locorrotive and a number 
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of flat cars, was handscxrely decorate:i with Union Jacks, 
Stars and Strir::es, banners, etc. Steam was up on the 
locarrotive, and what with its shrill 'Whistling, and that of 
the stearrer, the ringing of bells, and the mill 'Whistles 
joining in the chorus, there was a r::erfect babel of noise. 
A lady, Miss Racine, kept tolling the bell of the steamer, 
and was cheered lustily by the crow::i. The Selkirk touched 
at No. 6 warehouse, and then stearred down to the landing 
below Point D:Juglas, where a track was laid, on 'Which they 
ran the engine and cars, and thus was landed the first 
locorroti ve ever brought to this Province. 83 
With the railway making its inpact felt across the West, officials such as 
Bcydges, Smith, and Hargrave realized the limitations of the steamboat and 
foresaw to the Hudson's Pa.y company a future in railroads. 84 Between 1877 and 
1878 for example, Grah.ame becane involved in a scheme to acquire the St. Paul 
and Pacific Railway85 
The union of national policy and HBC objectives at the Forks involved a 
coalition of merchant and industrial. capital. D:Jnald A. Smith, who served as 
SUperintendent, governor and Chief Carrmissioner bad extensive connections with 
the federal gavernrrent in Ottawa. In 1869 he bad been sent by Macdonald to 
Red River to negotiate with Riel on behalf of the HBC. 'Iwo years later, the 
Macdonald government sought his aid in launching the CPR. According to 
Naylor, "Smith's presence was expected to ensure close co-operation with the 
HBC in the rna.tter of land sales" and "esr::ecially to serve its influence am:mg 
l.Dndon bankers in rrarketing Pacific railway securities. "86 The Pacific 
Scandal ruined the possibilities of a railway in the early 1870s and toppled 
the Conservative govern:rrent. Smith retired as Land Corrmissioner in 1879 but 
emerged again in the 1880s as a director of the HBC and representative of its 
interests in the CPR syndicate. His successor, C.J. Bcydges, also bad 
experience with railways. A personal friend of Macdonald, he bad been 
involved in the Great Western. and Grand Tnmk railways 1 as Cc:mnissioner of the 
Intercolonial, and General Superintendent of Government Railways. It was on 
Macdonald's advice that the Hudson's Pa.y company appointed Brydges Land 
Corrmissioner in 1879. These relationships between the federal government and 
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HBC officials would have far-reaching .implications for Company pro:perties at 
the Fo:r:ks . 
The HBC also competed for participation in other national policy 
projects. In 1878 the city of Winnipeg attempted to have the CPR :rnainline 
through Wirmipeg by authorizing and . financing the construction of the IDuise 
Bridge at Point Douglas. DJnald Smith and J .H. McTavish failed to obtain a 
provincial charter to construct their ONil bridge at the Forks to connect with 
the Pembina Branch of the CPR. 87 Before the CCliTiflCllly finally received a 
charter in 1880, C.J. Brydges had taken control as land Commissioner. Based 
on the belief that Upper Fort Garry was "a harbinger of the fur trade ... old 
and dilapidated, poorly situated" and inadequate for the HBC's retail trade he 
argued that Upper Fort Garry be disrrantled, that a bridge be constructed at 
Broadway, and that Main Street be straightened. 88 At the same t.i:rre twenty 
acres of land were offered by the Carnpany as a location for a railway 
station. 89 None of these tactics succeeded in persuading the federal 
goveD1IIEilt to route the CPR through the Fo:r:ks T though Brydges r recarrmendations 
regarding the Upper Fort and Main Street were implemented in the early 1880s. 
The impact of HBC' s corporate policy and the National Policy on the Fo:r:ks 
is visible on a series of maps produced between 1870 and 1886. 'Ihe depiction 
of the Forks in 1872, corrq;>iled by W.G. Ingersoll, shows the prominence of 
Upper Fort Garry in the corrmonity. 90 'Ihe antagonistic relationship between 
the town and the Fort is represented by the rmgraded main road that appears to 
link the HBC tenuously with Winnipeg. · 'Ihe limits of the Company's Reserve 
lands were Schultz Street "Which extended fio:m the Main Road to the river, and 
Felly Street, v;est of the Road. The structures depicted on the Reserve 
reflect the transitional nature of the HBC and the Fo:r:ks in this early period. 
'Ihe presence of the federal govem:rnent and its .implementation of the National 
Policy is revealed by the irrmigration sheds southeast of the Fort. 'Ihe HBC 
warehouse that was constructed to accorrm:x:1ate the CCliTiflClily' s growing retail 
trade is located across the Main Road, east of the Fort, but the Indian 
enca:rnpne:nt on the Reserve is a reminder of the persistence of the fur trade, 
and is possibly a representation of the squatters who inhabited portions of 
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the Reserve 'When the Ca:npany was preparing its survey. Two ferry landings 
gave traders on the east bank of the Red and the south lEnk of the Assiniboine 
access to the Upper Fort and the to;.m. 91 Two paintings of the Forks by W. 
Frank Lyrm, 'Which depict fur traders against. the background of the HBC Fort, 
steamer, and warehouse, capture the clash of nevv and old at the junction in 
the early l870s.92 These paintings and the map fail to show the danger that 
the reserve lands faced from flooding each year. During the spring of 1882, 
for example, the flood waters swept over the Forks. 'Ihe HBC flats: 
... vvere flooded this :rrorning, alm:Jst up to Main Street, and 
'Where only yesterday stood ·a nurriber of shanties and tents, 
'Which were inhabited for the :rrost part by Icelanders and 
[Metis] , to-day ware to be seen the unfortunate beings in 
boats endeavouring to fish out their household effects, 
'While here and there could be seen tables, chairs, etc. 
floating around a:rrong logs, barrels, and other floatable 
material 'Which had 1::::een brought up from the river lEnks by 
the flood. .All business in ;the flour and saw mills has to 
be suspended, and 'While every precaution has been taken 
towards preventing the water from injuring the flour, grain, 
etc. , at McMillan's mills, still the damage to machinery and 
building here as wall as to other mills will be very 
heavy.93 
'Ihe violence of such flooding may have :rroti vated the re:roval of one of 
Winnipeg's first hospitals from the northeasteiil section of the flats in the 
mid 1870s. 
'Ihe effects of the HOC's land surveys is seen in John Parr's 'Plan of the 
City of Winnipeg and its Vicinity. ,94 Broadway and Garry figure prominently 
in a grid pa.tteiil of streets and lots on the Reserve. both Streets follow 
approxirrate routes used by traders to the Red and Assiniboine ferries. 'Ihe 
Portage Road 'Which became the subject of the legal battle between the city and 
the HBC is disrupted in favour of Broadway. 'Ihe land around the Forks is 
vacant except for the Fort, the warehouse and the Immigrant Sheds. 9 5 
'Ihe Bird' s Eye Views of Winnipeg in 1880 and 1884 document the 









fhe Forks: Post 1870. 
National Map Collection 
Winnipeg and the Forks at the time of 
incorporation. 
This map also appears in Artibise and Dahl, 








manufacturing and administrative functions.96 Though the land at the Forks 
had been surveyed and offered for sale, Imlch of it Ie!IB.i.ned vacant. In 1884 
two bridges traversed the Red and Assiniboine near the old ferry crossings. 
Formerly the nucleus of an agricultural and emerging carnmercial 
PJpulation, the Forks in 1886 became less important as a place of work and 
residence. Upper Fort Garry had housed hundreds of troops who came to quell 
the resistance of the Metis in the 1870s, but as Winnipeg grew during mid-
decade, its significance as the locus of population declined. By the 1880s, 
only a small PJrtion of Winnipeg's entire population settled at the Forks. 
The site of Winnipeg's first gnetto, the Forks was the home of transient 
workers, a red light district, and of the city's rrost destitute. 97 
In the early 1880s several residential neighl:ourhoods began to emerge 
around the Forks. North of :Broadway a cluster of shacks and shanties 
inhabited by im:nigrants and other poverty-stricken residents is visible in an 
early photograph taken from St. Boniface.98 During the boom seasonal 
labourers such as carpenters and ma.sons set up tents on the unsold HBC lots to 
avoid paying high rents charged by local hotels and boarding houses. 99 South 
of this area, along the riverbank, were located the residences of Thorras 
Scott, a senator, A. I.andrie, a lalx>urer, and J.J. Johnston, a contractor and 
builder.100 In the early stages of the boom Winnipeg neighl:ourhoods had not 
yet become separated by class. A similar unsegregated pattern existed 
elsewhere on land near the Forks that were sold by the HBC .101 Residences 
were located close to local industries. The Jarvis and Berridge lumber yard 
was situated between Scott's residence and the im:nigrant sheds. West of the 
sheds 1 Henderson's Directories listed the residences of two engineers, a 
miller, a fireman, and a stone dresser .102 By 1884, professionals and 
artisans noved CMa.y from the district, leaving skilled and unskilled 
lalx>urers, and by 1886 city and HBC officials succeeded in evicting shanty-
dwellers from the Forks.103 
An urban-industrial infrastructure was in place around the Forks by 1886.' 








The Forks: Post 1870. 
Provincial Archives of Manitoba 
Prior to the boom of 1881-1883, •squatters• 
constructed flimsy shanties on the unsold 
HBCo. property near the Forks. During the 
boom transient workers and artisans inhabited 
the area in makeshift huts and tents. 
This photograph also appears in Guinn, 11The Red-













The Forks: Post 1870. 
Provincial Archives of Manitoba 
The Forks against a metropolitan background 
in 1880, showing the importance of river 
travel even after the arrival of the railway. 
Th~~ photograph, with the caption 'Prete a 
apportement a Hudson's Bay', is also located 




that would soon assert its prc:minence as a major transp::>rtation and 
distribution centre in the "West. The HBC attempted to adapt to the new era 
that emerged in the 1870s and 1880s. Urban-industrial growth and the efforts 
of the HBC transfonned the Forks fran the centre of the cc:mmmity in the early 
1870s to urban real estate that p::>ssessed residential and industrial potential 
in the 1880s. The Forks "WOuld continue to change in the late 1880s and in the 
1890s, as the HBC persistently sought to m::xiernize its operations. 
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Chapter 3: THE JUNCI'ION .AND THE RAILWAY ERA, 1886-1923 
The Forks had evolved into a quasi industrial site by the rnid-1880s. It 
was no longer the entrepot of the West 1 but part of the metropolis of 
Winnipeg, and its fo:r:rrer status as a port on the nort.hv.ieste:rn. frontier was now 
overtaken by the busy rrarshalling ya.n:is and shops of the CPR, west of Point 
Douglas. Ho;.o.:ever 1 largely due to the efforts of HBC officials who wanted 
their company to keep pace with the changing econo.rey- of the West, the Forks 
rerrained a significant urban location on which s:rrall-scale m:mufacturing and 
transportation industry was prominent between 1886 and 1923. Officials such 
as C. J. Brydges, the HBC land cc:mnissioner, understood the importance of 
railways in stimulating economic developrent and attempted to dispose of HBC 
real estate to prospective rival companies of the CPR. 'Ihe location of a 
te:rroinal at the Forks, he said in 1886 1 after discussions with the directors 
of the Northern. Pacific Railway 1 would "make a wonderful difference to our end 
of the town ... 1 When the Northern Paci£ic and Manitoba Railway was chartered 
and construction began at the junction two :years later, the Forks became the 
focus of the entire West. Once Ie<]aided as the soulless fur trade rronopoly, 
the HBC now provided land for the railroad that broke the rronopoly of the CPR, 
and made possible the construction of the NPMR yards at the Forks in 1888 and 
1889. 
Construction of the N.P.M.R. ya.n:is in the late 1880s represented more 
than the victory of Manito:ba. over the federally sponsored railway and a 
challenge to the national policy. Between 1886 and 1900 1 Winnipeg experienced 
its first industrial revolution in which m:mufacturing and transportation 
facilities expanded to meet the demands of the growing wheat econo.rey-. At the 
same time the urban infrastructUre continued to change. 'Ihe Forks entered 
this important phase of developrent when land was made available for the new 
branch line. '!hereafter 1 economic developrent and industrial activity at the 
Forks were a reflection of transfonrations that occurred elsewhere in the city 
throughout the 1890s. 
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I. The Challenge to the CPR Monowly 
The transfo:r:rration of the Forks into an industrial site in the late 1880s 
and early 1890s was the product of -westeiil discontent with privileges for 
easteiil capital and CPR shipping policies. In 1883 the CPR established its 
first freight rates for -westeiil traffic. Poor harvests and declining prices 
during the rnid-1880s turned many fa:rners against 'What they believed were 
ruinous rates for their cargoes. Protection of the CPR rronopol y against 
competition through federal disallowances increased bitteiiless against the 
railway. Not only were alternative railways forbidden to offer cheaper 
services, but the CPR also possessed control over grain handling facilities 
such as elevators~ In the mid 1880s the company refused to accept shipnents 
of grain from srrall, flat storage facilities on the grounds that they were not 
fully equipped with the cleaning eguipnent necessary to handle wheat that was 
danaged by frost. Many -westeiil fa:rners claimed. that this policy favoured the 
large expensive grain elevators owned by such easteiil capitalists as William 
Ogilvie. Further complaints arose over Ogilvie's practice of falsifying 'Wheat 
grades in order to reduce prices. 2 The freight rates imposed by the CPR also 
had a negative effect on Winnipeg -wholesaling. The 1883 rate schedules made 
it possible for easteiil 'Wholesalers to ship goods directly to Portage la 
Prairie, Brandon, and Regina at lcmer rates than if their goods travelled 
through Winnipeg. .According to L.onald Ke:rr, the CPR rates thus "discriminated 
against Winnipeg as a centre of distribution and gave easteiil 'Wholesalers a 
distinct advantage in the trade of the -wester.n. hinterland. n3 By 1884, the 
Winnipeg Board of Trade argued that the situation was "one of the rrost 
troubleSome affecting n:ercantile intereStS I n4 and the "following year in anger 
and frustration Winnipeg 'Wholesalers threatened to import their goods via 
American railways and steamboats on the Red River if the CPR did not change 
its schedule of rates. n5 These efforts succeeded in persuading the CPR to 
reduce its rates by fifteen Per cent; however, the new schedule now 
discriminated against -westeiil towns, and the CPR's reputation as a rronopoly 
that was destructive to the interests of the -westeiil fanner rerrained intact. 6 
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c. J. Brydges played a prominent role in these years of discontent, both 
as a critic of the CPR, and as a person 'Who 'WOrked to provide a viable 
alternative to the CPR m:::mopoly. J!...s early as 1880 he had predicted that the 
CPR v;ould be forced to charge high rates to support its operating costs, and 
in 1883 he atterrpted to obtain a charter for a branch line, the Great North-
Western Railway of Canada. By 1886 he had became a vocal critic of the CPR 
freight policies and had participated as a member of the Boa:r:d of Trade in the 
rrovernent to force the CPR to lCJV."Br its freight rates. At this time the 
provincial governrrent had begun to challenge the federal disallowances which 
protected the CPR m::::mopoly, 'While Brydges took the opportrmi ty to make a 
profit on vacant land at the Forks. 7 
By 1886 -western opposition to the CPR and federal disallowances had 
forced Manitoba.'s Conservative premier, John Norquay, to oppose the federal 
'Ibries in Ottawa. A branch line, the Red River Valley Railway, was chartered 
as a public 'WOrk in 1887 to link Winnipeg with the u.s. border. C.J. Brydges 
irrrnediatel y contacted the Board of Directors of the HBC to suggest that land 
at the Forks be made available for the Red River Valley Railway yards and 
tenninals. Brydges argued that the land could be granted "on easy tenns" and 
that 
even if the initial price of the proposed railway land might 
seem same sacrifice, the l:enefits in improving the general 
econc:x-ey- and Winnipeg's central position, and in raising the 
value of other Company lands v;ould warrant it. 8 
Sensing a bitter federal-provincial dispute over the issue of disallowances 
Hudson's Bay Company officials rerrained lukewa:r:m to Brydges' proposals. 9 
Meamvhile, provincial authorities cla..in:a:l that because the Red River 
Valley Railway was a public v.urk, it was .inmune to disallowance legislation. 
Construction of the line progressed through the early summer of 1887, but in 
mid-July the federal government disallowed the railway. The Manitoba. 
govemrent ran into financial difficulties with the project and was forced to 








The Forks: Post 1870. 
Provincial Archives of Manitoba 
A new era ~t the Forks began in the late 
1880s when the provincial government issued 
charters first to the RRVR, then to the NPMR, 
in defiance of federal disallowance legislation. 
Motivated by high freight rates in a period of 
economic depression, the charters broke the 
CPR monopoly and promised an end to hard times 






necessary funds, which was due to John A . .:Macdonald's influence among I.Dndon 
bankers, led to the p:Jstp:mement of construction on the Red River Valley 
Railway and to the defeat of No:rquay in the Provincial elections of 1888 .10 
By spring 1888 the CPR required further federal monetary grants for the 
railway and was willing to yield on the issue of disallCMa.Ilces and the CPR 
monopoly clause. In April the .:Manitoba government was infonned that the 
disallowance of the Red River Valley would be rerroved. The provincial 
govemment then opened negotiations with prospective railroad companies from 
the U.S. In September 1888 a charter was granted to the Northern Pacific and 
.:Manitoba Railroad, a camp::my that was fanned by the President of the Northern 
Pacific to connect the American railway's branch lines with the NP and M line 
at the .:Manitoba-U.S. border.11 On October 4, 1888 the Red River Valley line, 
""Which is now within days of its completion, was ... banded over to the newly 
organized co. (NP&M) ... 12 
With the track nearly laid the railway still required land for its 
tenninal facilities. C. J. Brydges continued to prom:Jte HBC land at the Forks 
for this purpose. In the spring of 1888 when the federal govemment revoked 
disallowance of the RRVR, Brydges infonned the provincial government of the 
Company's willingness to provide a "grant for right of way and station grounds 
on the HBC' s land between .:Main Street and Red River ... 13 Later in the year he 
infonned the Northern Pacific of available land "suitable for yard purposes, 
shop grounds, etc., comprising about 24 acres. "14 By September B:cydges was 
able to announce to the I.Dndon officers of the HBC that he had concluded an 
agreement with the NP.MR to sell 
a narrow crescent-shaped piece of land that ran along the 
north bank of the .Assiniboine, to its junction with the Red, 
and then along the wast bank of the Red as far as the foot 
of Water Street and, fran that p:Jint, a 150 foot wide strip 
of land along the northern limit of Water Street to .:Main 
Street.15 
In a letter to his superior, William Arinit, Brydges described the proposed 









The Forks: Post 1870. 
Hudson's Bay Company Archives 
The Forks on the eve of the railway era. 
This plan of HBCo. property shows the 
proposed land sale for the NPMR. 
This plan appears in Guinn, "The Red-Assiniboine 
Junction," p. 341. 
1887-1888. 
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Premier Greenway drives the hearse that 
carries the CPR m::m.opoly, whose passing is 
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We give them the land between Christie Street, from the 
Assi.n.i.J:x>ine river to the Red River, and 150 feet from 
Christie Street and the river, which if granted, will give 
them 3 or 4 acres in addition. If not granted they will 
have to nm across those streets. They are to allow the 
Hudson Bay or other railways not in direct antagonism with 
them the use of the station grounds on fair or arbitration 
tenns. The track to the mill is to be preserved. Our land 
between Christie Street and the river is the least valuable 
part of the flats. we reserve all the available building 
sites. My ex.pectations as to the value of the new property 
are being realized. I have already sold on the anticipation 
of the location of the station, lots to the value of $10,000 
- 3 :rronths ago they -were positively unsalable. I shall not 
sell any :rrore, until -work is actually ccmnenced ...... 16 
This agreement was nullified by the HBC directors in October, who apparently 
worried about future conflicts between the provincial and the federal 
gavemrents and Biydges was Wcrr:Iled in October not to press forward with the 
land sale. Negotiations between the Cc:liTpEl.Ily and the Northern Pacific 
continued from 1888 to 1890 "When an agreement resulted in the sale of river 
lots to the railway. The HBC retainect its land near the Broadway Bridge. The 
Cc:liTpEl.Ily also kept same of its property around the mill.17 
Construction of the railway facilities was underway as soon as the 
initial sale of land was made by Brydges. On 21 September 1888, he info.:r:med 
.Annit that a "grading canp has been placed on the flats yeste:r:day. u18 The 
ground was to "be raised about 4 feet to agree with the level on the south 
side of the river. " Grading on the south bank of the Assiniboine "will be 
completed to the river tarrorrow night, II and the "piling for the temporary 
bridge will be completed 11 in two -weeks .19 The 11pe:r:m:ment bridge, which will 
be at the exact :rrouth of the ]:issiniboine river will be built during the 
winter ... 20 Tracks on "our flats will be laid in about a fortnight and by that 
time station buildings will be under way ... 21 Two -weeks later, Biydges 
reported that the 
temporary bridge across the .Assiniboine is ccmpleted, and 
the tracklaying on our side will be gone on with at once. 
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The grading is all done - ties are all on the ground - and I 
expect to see the locomotive from li!Y office windCM before 
Saturday night. 22 
The NPMR intended to "proceed at once with the construction of buildings. "23 
and to build a station at the colll.er of Main and Water Streets. According to 
Brydges, the NPMR 
will have their passenger waiting rooms, ticket offices etc. 
on the colll.er ... with a covered way dawn to the trains, which 
will be parallel to Water Street. At its lc:mer end will be 
the freight sheds, and their yard, roundhouse and workshops 
will be between Christie Street and the river.24 
In mid-Novernl:er Brydges noted the existence of the station on Water Street, 
"the trains not going beyond Wesley Street and reaching back to Broadway. "25 
A building, possibly a terrq;:orary two stall engine house was "being erected 
starting on the east side of Wesley Street and running towa:rds the River. n26 
The NPMR had made a great ..deal of progress in the fall of 1888. The 
carnpany had built "the necessary stations and section houses, water tanks, 
etc." on its rail line, and constructed a "truss draw bridge, 400 feet long 
over the Assiniboine. ,27 The construction of 1888 changed the physical 
appearance of the Forks drarna.tically, but it was also significant in te:rms of 
changing m:x:les of transportation. Brydges argued that the "navigation of our 
rivers is a thing of the past ... 28 By the "spring there will be three railways 
in operation alongside the Red River .... The railroads take all the traffic and 
steamers cannot live. "29 
In the spring of 1889 -work began on the NPMR hotel and on its shops. At 
the colll.er of Main and Water, workers laid the foundation for a seven-storey 
hotel, the building 'Which housed on the second floor the NPMR' s depot 1 
baggage, express, customs, conductors, dispatchers, and train masters offices. 
An "inmigrants' waiting roam" was also located on this floor. Two storeys 
were occupied by "higher officials and internal departments. "30 The hotel was 









The Forks: Post 1870. 
Provincial Archives of Manitoba 
Front view of the NPMR Manitoba Hotel with 
the HBCo. mill visible in the right background. 
This photograph appears in Guinn, 11Th8 Red-









The Forks: Post 1870. 
Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature 
ViEM of the fi:eight sheds built for the· 
NPMR in 1889, dem::>lished in 1984. The 
Federal . Building (left) is located at the 
site of the Manitoba. Hotel and NP.MR 
offices. 
1984. 
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Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature 
Credit: Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature 
Photo: Rob Barrow 
Interior of Eastyards freight sheds, 
demolished in 1984. 
1984. 





















The Forks: Post 1870. 
F.J. Haynes Foundation Collection 
~1ontana Historical Society, Helena, 
Mqntana· 
Rear view of a portion of the NPMR yards, 
office building, and station in 1895. 
This photograph appears in Guinn, "The Red-
Assiniboine Junction," p. 343. 
c1895. 
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St. Boniface, --on the banks of the Re:l 
River near the Broadway Bridge, with the 
flats in the l::ack:grormd shortly after 
construction of the NPMR :ya._-rd facilities. 
'Ih.e tall structure in the l::ack:ground 






with 15,000 cubic yards of gravel that v;ere transported "daily from the pit on 
the Portage extension. u31 Fast of the HBC mill the railway company 
constructed its shops, which according to the Free Press, consisted of a 
ten stall ronndhouse, repair car shop and a blacksmith shop, 
all solid brick and connected with each other under the same 
roof; also water tanks, coal sheds, oil house and other 
small buildings .... 32 _ 
Of all the buildings the ronndhouse was the nost important to the railway 
because it was here that the locCliiDtives v;ere serviced. In the winter, for 
example, 
Cold air seems to have a faculty of doing darrage, even 
inside a glowing firebox [causing leaky steam tubes] .... The 
leaking tubes put out the fire, or reduce its vehemence so 
that the steam cannot be maintained ·at driving pressure. 
The stricken engine coughs herself into impotence, and the 
train stalls. Only in a roundhouse during weather that 
begets such a casualty is there hope of resurrection for the 
dead iron horse. 33 
The shops at the Forks in the late 1880s v;ere a scaled down version of 
maintenance and repair facilities required on other railways such as the CPR. 
The roundhouse, for example, was a semi -circular brick building with windows 
on the outside. From the roof, which slanted down towa:r:ds the outside, 
protruded large srrokestacks. The inside wall had 'MXX:ien doors which faced a 
large ronnd turntable that was located approxirratel y 40 feet from the wall. 
Part of the roundhouse was connected by doonvays to the repair shops. The 
ronndhouse was equipped with large pits, one for each of the ten stalls, which 
were used by skilled ma.chinists, labourers and other repainnen for the daily 
maintenance of the NPMR' s nine engines. IDeated in the ronndhouse v;ere two 
ma.chinists' benches and various tools, as well as washout pumps and nozzles 
that v;ere used for cleaning. 34 'When a train was ready to leave the yards an 
engineer and firerran ma.de their way to the roundhouse where they took over 
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The Forks: Post 1870. 
Unknown 
Plan of the shops and round house built by 
the NPMR in 1888-1889 and purchased by the 
Canadian Northern ir'i 1901. 
This plan appears in Guinn, "An Historical 
Assessment of Four Structures," p. 13. 
1902. 








The Forks: Post 1870. 
National Map Collection 
Birds-Eye View of Winnipeg depicts the 
Forks shortly a.ft<::>--r the NPMR establishe:i 
its yards on the HOC flats. 





horse-travel. n35 Once the engine wa.s fired up it -would be rolled onto the 
turntable and positioned on a track leading to the assigned train. 
Other portions of the NPMR shops were dedicated to the heavy repair and 
:rraintenance of the company's rolling stock. The blacksmith's shop, located on 
the southeast part of the building 1 contained a boiler in the centre of the 
rcx::m, anvils, forges and sledge ha:rrmers, chisels, and punches that were used 
to make parts that were worn out or had been damaged. 1trry of its 500 freight 
or passenger cars that rEqUired major re_Fairs were fixed in the car or engine 
repair shops adjacent to the blacksmith's shop. When the NPMR yards opened in 
1889, less than 150 helpers and apprentices were errployed in the shops. 36 
Construction of the NPMR yards in 1888 and 1889 transfonned. the Forks 
into an industrial site within the city. The railway and its facilities 
dominated a crescent-shaped area extending frcm Main on Water to the railway 
bridge near the BBC mill. The land owned by the HBC was bisected by the 
freight yards and sheds. In 1893 the land bordered by Main, broadway, and 
Christie Streets was leased by the HBC for the construction of a park. A 
two-storey grand stand was erected by the HBC near its mill. This area, 
together with the point on the south bank of the Assiniboine, 'Which was 
connected to the Forks by the NPMR railway bridge, became a haven for the 
city's homeless in the mid 1890s.37 
The dispute with the federal governrrent over disallowances, the 
chartering of the NPMR, and the construction of the railway yards at the Forks 
coincided with the beginning of "Vlinnipeg's first industrial revolution.· The 
essential resources necessax:y for this revolution were brought to Winnipeg 
during the 1xx:m of 1881-1882 in the fom of teclmology, labour, capital, and 
efficient new methods of transport, but the depression of mid-decade prevented 
many entrepreneurs from freeing capital that was locked up in real estate to 
invest in large scale industry and manufacturing. This situation began to 
change when Winnipeg emerged frcm the depression after 1886. Capital 
investment increased from $2,050,766 in 1886 to $3,124,367 in 1891 'While the 
number of industrial establishments rose frcm 129 to 307. Employers continued 
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to rro:l.ernize their plants with ma.chinecy: aver $1,000,000 was investe::i in 
ma.chines and tools, "While less than half that arrount was investe::i in 
buildings. 38 The Winnipeg Board of Trade rrounte::i aggressive carrpaigns to 
prorrote indust.Iy and to attract skille::i and unskille::i lalxJur to -work in local 
shops and factories. Bei:'ween 1881 and 1891 the number of errployees -working in 
Winnipeg, according to the Census, rose from 950 to 2,359.39 Winnipeg was hit 
by another depression in 1893-1894 but, despite this, capital investment and 
production increase::i m:xl.erately from 1891 to 1901: capital investment rose 
from $3,124,367 to $4,673,214, 'While the value of gocxis produce::i increase::i 
from $5,611,240 to $8,616,248.40 
Several subtle trends vvere characteristic of Winnipeg's industrial 
revolution from 1886 to 1900. First, renewed industrial activity (railways, 
agricultural implements, lumber products, etc.) grew from the urban 
infrastructure that emerge::i :between 1870 and 1886. One ma.jor feature of this 
era of industrial growth was a change in the structure of productive activity, 
rather than in a :rrassi ve expansion of indust.Iy and factory production. The 
depression of 1893-1894 and the panic of 1897 threatene::i ma.ny corrq:;>anies with 
serious losses and, in ma.ny cases, with bankruptcy. This situation 
intensifie::i c:orrp:!tition and eventually contribute::i to the sep:rration of s:rrall 
and large companies and, consequently, to a wave of consolidations and mergers 
in the early 1900s, as employers searche::i for rrore efficient means of 
.rerraining competitive. Businessmen who were involved in activities that 
required s:rrall arrounts of fixe::i capital and depende::i heavily on lalxJur, as in 
building construction, for exarrple, could defend themselves either by scaling 
down production or by :rroving into a new field of investment altogether. This 
was not the case for railway companies, for wham profits depende::i up:m a 
vibrant econCliT§T that kept millions of dollars -worth of rolling stock shipping 
goods across the continent in return for the freight rates that vvere necessary 
to sustain operating costs. 
As a result of the depresse::i econorey, the 1890s were a difficult decade 
for the NPMR. Unlike the CPR, 'Which was ma.intaine::i by fe::ieral subsidies and 
grants, the NPMR was a prime exarrple of one of a branch of an international 
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corporation. Initially1 bet.we=>--.Il 1888 and 1889 the company laid 301 miles of 
track and grain elevators and other facilities at certain :pJints along the 
line. 41 Between 1893 and 1896 1 when "not a mile of new track was laid in 
-western Canada 1 " the NP.MR ran into financial difficulties. 42 First, the 
Northern Pacifier its parent campany1 v;ent into receivership in 1893 and 
stocks plurrmeted. 'Ihen a year later 1 the Pullnlan strike in the U.S. exploded 
into an international dispute when members of the .American Railway Union 
walked off their jobs in the CPR shops 1 and the 'WOJ:kers at the NP.MR v;ere 
canvassed for their support. :Before.the strike was over at the yards near the 
end of July 1 company officials announced that the shops would be closed nntil 
September 1. 43 To fend off bankruptcy 1 the NP.MR was forced to continue and 
even expand its services r while utilizing its existing rolling stock on the 
lines built in the 1880s. Gross values of shipping increased from $160,332.27 
to $199 1 524.81 between 1890 and 1895 1 yet the value of the company's rolling 
stock and other property depreciated fran about five million to four million 
dollars. 44 After 1895 the company's operating expenses overcame its gross 
earnings: in 1896 net earnings totalled $2,937 .21, a year later the company 
lost $77 1 534.79.45 'Ihe NPMR v;ent into receivership in 1897 and the Northern 
Pacific sought buyers for the troubled branch line. 
In addition to the errergence of an industrially organized econo.rt¥, the 
late 1880s and the 1890s saw the developnent of Winnipeg as a metro:pJlitan 
centre of the wheat econo.rt¥. Despite the low prices during the depression 
years and an aver supply of grain on· the international markets the grain trade 
expanded. Winnipeg, according to Ruben !3ellan, 
became the undisputed headquarters of the Western grain 
trade. Practically from its outset the m:xiern wheat econo.rt¥ 
adopted the type of grain handling and marketing 
organization that had been developed in the United States, 
characterized by numerous small elevators at connt:ry :pJints 
which received fa.:rner's grain, to be loaded on to freight 
cars which v;ere sent on to a central :pJint for grading and 
marketing ... large finns located in the strategic centre 
d.aminated the trade through their ownership of chains 
(lines) of country elevators, which fed grain into their 
respective marketing organizations. 46 
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The Forks: Post 1870. 
National Map Collection 
Detail of •McPhillips Map of Winnipeg• 
show the changes to the Forks after the 
construction of the NPMR yards and shops. 
The HBCo. Mill is still intact and in use. 
Three bridges connect the Forks with new 
neighbourhoods adjacent to the city. 
This map appears in Guinn, 11The Red-Assiniboine 
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F:ront view of the Manitoba Hotel and 
office/te:r:minal canplex in 1897. By this 
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Grain was loaded in conntry to;.ms, trans:pJrted to Winni:peg, then shipped 
to the Lakehead. The ex;p:msion of the wheat econarrw is reflected in output in 
Manitoba between 1883 and 1900. The nmnber of bushels harvested rose from 5.5 
million in 1883 to 31.7 million in 1895, and fell shru::ply to less than 15 
million in 1895 before recovering in the late 1890s. 47 .After the recovery, 
"Winni:peg' s domination over the Western. grain trade was confinned and 
strengthened," as companies from eastern Canada and from the United States 
began to establish branch offices in the city. 48 In the late 1890s the Grain 
Carrmi ttee of the Winnipeg Board of Trade had begnn lobbying Ottawa to pass 
legislation that allowed western rather than eastern officials to inspect and 
grade grain. 49 
At the Forks, the HBC continued its milling operations. By 1890, nine 
buildings were located on the site. The three and a half storey mill with its 
adjacent feed storage shed were joined by walkways to two elevators and a 
pov;er house. Three warehouses were located nearby and the buildings were 
serviced with railroad sidings that connected them to the CPR lines at Point 
Douglas. the cluster of these buildings, which appeared in a photograph in an 
1891 Souvenir of Winnipeg booklet, was valued at $108,276.12 in 1890.50 
As one of the sources of trans:pJrtation, the NP.MR also played a role in 
the wheat econarrw. Though a much smaller carrpany than the CPR, the NPMR 
offered lower freight rate sched~es which were welcomed by Manitoba fanners 
along lines from Winnipeg to Souris 1 Portage Ia Prairie 1 and Morris. On these 
lines, the company nade regular shipnents of firewcxxi, lumber, livestock, 
flour, grain, and nanufactured goods. Grain shipnents were the company's 
najor source of income by 1900 and the NPMR naintained an elevator capacity of 
over 1. 5 million bushels, second in Manitoba to the CPR whose capacity was 
more than 17 million. 51 The railway also reaped benefits from imnigration in 
the late 1890s. Revenues from passenger traffic between 1890 and 1900 rose 
from 37.4 million to 97 million. Other activities, such as mail and express 
freight, were relatively insignificant in canparison with heavy freight 
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cargoes and passenger traffic, and the NPMR hotel, which was destroyed by fire 
in 1889, op=-..xated at a loss in the 1890s. 52 
The NPMR was an important factor in opening up Winnipeg-'s hinterland and 
in offering competitive freight rates, but it did not solve all the problems 
of prairie fa:rners. The company was limited by its size during bumper crop 
years and grain had to be left in storage over the winter on same occasions 
because cargoes could not be transported east to the lakehead. 53 As the 
NP.MR's financial situation worsened in the late 1890s and company officials 
expressed a willingness to sell its facilities, the line gradually fell out of 
favour. In 1897, the President of the NPMR attempted to bring the company out 
of debt by expanding the line to Duluth, Minnesota, but he failed to came to 
an agreement with the Manitoba goverrrrrent.54 
Although the NPMR challenged the CPR rrono:poly, it had little effect on 
the .irnplerre:ntation of the national p:Jlicy in the west. By 1900 the CPR had 
obtained control of the m::werrent of goods throughout the west. After the NPMR 
was chartered, rates had fallen ·slightly and the CPR had established 
regulation agreements for rates in certain areas, but this did not shatter the 
public perception of the CPR as a hungry rronopoly. Weste:m fanners despised 
CPR policies which they believed were responsible for the slow movement of 
wheat to :rrarket. As FCMke explains, because of the "mid-continental location 
of the wheat grcw.ing areas" and the severe winters, rapid transfer of crops 
was essential for the accumulation of rural capita1.55 The "fanner's need for 
maximum cash receipts, as soon as possible after harvest and threshing" 
created "demands for transfer and storage facilities at local p:Jints," as well 
as for "rolling stock and locarrotive power to rush grain to the lakehead ... 56 
In the early and mid-1880s fanners brought their grain to independent handlers 
who operated makeshift flat storage facilities, or to the rrore expensive 
elevator facilities owned by large finns such as Ogilvie and the HBC. It was 
practical, therefore, for fanners located near the southe:m outskirts of the 
city to bring grain to the HBC's two elevators at the Forks in the 1880s, or 
to choose a:rrong other independently owned storage facilities near rail lines. 
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1880s and early 1890s railway canpanies be9an constructing their own elevators 
and to force many of the srraller operators out of business. 57 .Animosity was 
directed first at the large co:q;:;orations, who were accused in 1898 of fanning 
syndicates, then at the CPR, whose direc"'-l-Ors -were accused of fanning a 
combination with the syndicates against srrall operators. James Douglas, the 
MP for Assiniboia Fast, infonned the House of CC11lliDns that there -were 
a number of elevators in full operation, and an 
understanding has been reached between the Canadian Pacific 
Railway and the elevator syndicate that all. .. flat 
warehouses must pass out of existence; so that in the 
province of Manitoba and a portion of the North-West 
Territories, the business has been wholly absorbed by the 
elevator syndicate. 58 
In 1899 a Royal. Carrmission on the Shiprent and Transportation of Grain 
discovered that although many tenninal points had rrore than one elevator or 
storage facility, there "have been combinations of elevator owners into large 
companies, " and this "has resulted in fewer and larger elevator-owning 
co:q;:;orations, which naturally tends to further decrease COII"q?etition.59 
II. 'lhe Canadian Northern Years 
Amidst a background of economic hardships in the rural West, the 
emergence of the Canadian Northern· Railway signified to many fanners and 
businesses an alternative to the CPR :m::m.opoly, and to the ineffective and 
bankrupt NPMR. At the tum of the century the Canadian Northern appeared as a 
fledgling railroad in a world of trusts, combines, and corruption in business 
and government. In reality, the Canadian Northern was a child of the union of 
private enterprise and the federal government. Like its Canadian predecessor, 
the CPR, it was the product of the gaver::nment's ne;v rail initiatives, which, 
in the 1890s and 1900s were intended to implement the National Policy by 
extending rail services to all corners of the north-western region of Canada. 
Depression and financial crises in the 1890s took its toll on federal 
railway policies. 'lhe CPR, like other railways of the period, suffered 
financially in the early part of the decade, placing further financial burdens 
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on the fe:ieral govenment, and when the Canadian econorcy- recovered after 1896, 
railway cc:mpanies discovered. that the fe:ieral gavernrrent had adopte:i a new 
policy tc::wa.rds the financing and construction of major transportation 
projects. The lines of the CPR had :teen financed in the 1880s with cash 
subsidies and land grants, but by the 1890s available land was becoming scarce 
while hostility to subsidies rose in Ottawa. In Sir Fdrrnmd Osler 1 s words, 
these 
railway subsidies ... are a main source of corruption in 
elections, such as we are nCMT having 8XJ?OSed. It is from 
such subsidies that the :rroney is supplied to :pay the men who 
have :been engage:i in ballot box stuffing and the election 
frauds which we hear so much about. These men are not 
carrmitting these criires for nothing. They are :paid with the 
:rroney of the people. 60 
In 1899 the fe:ieral govenment officially changed its policy of cash subsidies 
and force:i new lines to seek other financial sources in foreign :rroney markets 
or from provincial gover.r:u:rents. Railway construction was encouraged through 
complex federal-provincial arrangements "Which involved. deferred subsidies or 
provincial bond guarantees. 
It was against this backgronnd of changing federal policy that the 
Canadian Northern. Railway errerged as a competitor to the CPR with the blessing 
of the federal gover.r:u:rent. From 1895 to 1897 the provincial gavernrrent · issue:i 
bond guarantees to William MacKenzie and D::mald Mann for the construction of 
branch lines in Manitoba. At the same t.irre the provincial gover.r:u:rent 
approached the Northern. Pacific Railroad to expand Manitoba Is services 
eastwa.Id to the lakehead with the construction of a Manitoea-Duluth line to 
bring the line out of its financial troubles. Cliffo:rd Sifton, the fe:ieral 
Minister of the Interior, was opposed to this plan and Uiged Premier Greenway 
to finance Mann and MacKenzie. By 1898, after the Manitoba-Northern. Pacific 
deal had fallen through, the Canadian Northern. Railway was fanned in an 
arralgarration of two MacKenzie and Mann branch lines. A federal charter for 
the new line was issued in 1899 and the new railway was forbidden from 
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A plan of the yards at the· Forks after the 
Canadian Northern takeover and before the 
joint terminals agreement and construction 
of Union Station. Alterations were made to 
the NPMR shops and a second roundhouse was 
added. · 
This plan appears in Guinn, 11The Red-Assiniboine 




Northern Pacific and Manitoba and the appropriation of its facilities at the 
Forks by the Canadian Northern. 
The acquisition of the NPMR by the Canadian Northern Railway transfonned 
the Canadian Northern into a major western railway capable of competing with 
the CPR. Prior to the takeover, roth the Canadian Northern and the NPMR 
operations in the west v;ere dwarfed by the volurre of investment, traffic 1 and 
rolling stock of the CPR. In 1900 the CPR issued 65 million dollars worth of 
corrm:m stock, its rna jor source of capital, "While in the same year the capital 
of the smaller rivals did not exceed 20 million. 61 The small size of the 
Canadian Northern was further expressed by its operating strategy. In or:der 
to avoid the crippling operating expenditures that beset the CPR, MacKenzie 
and Mann depended upon low rates to secure business, low construction costs, 
obsolete and second hand rolling stock, and infreguent service. 62 The 
Canadian Northern thus "failed to meet imnediate needs. Grain was often piled 
alongside prairie branch lines in the fall, awaiting ooxcars 'Which would take 
it east. n63 
With the transfer of NPMR rolling stock and shop facilities, the Canadian 
Northern also acquired additional mileage to procure new business, as well as 
the assets with which to expand and .improve its own equipnent and facilities. 
As early as February 1901, William MacKenzie told the Free Press of his 
carrrpmy' s plans to establish Winnipeg as the central terminus of the Canadian 
Northern system. He indicated at the tine that the NP.MR facilities v;ere 
inadequate for a m:x:lern twentieth century railway and that "radical changes" 
would have to be made so that all new rolling stock could be built in 
Winnipeg. 64 
Irnprove:ments to the eastyards facilities were first on the agenda of the 
Canadian Northern's extensive process of m:x:lernization. In 1902, a year after 
the purchase of the Northern Pacific and Manitoba, drawings were made of 
existing eastya:r:ds buildings such as the enginehouse and rou:hdhouse. In his 
study of the Red-Assiniboine junction, Rodger Guinn argued that few 
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A Canadian Northern train at ·a grain elevator. 
Much of the rolling stock of the Canadian 
Northern was old and outmoded, having been 
purchased second-hand from other ra i 1·ways. 
This enabled the Canadian Northern to compete 
with the CPR in the 1890s and early 1900s by 








was base:l on a comparative analysis of 1895 and 1908 plans of the terminal and 
ya:r:d. However, the 1906 fire insurance plans of the area depict ma.jor 
alterations, :rrost of which were undertaken in the boom years between 1903 and 
1906.65 
The 1906 fire insurance plans depict rrajor alterations to the structure 
and function of the old Northern Pacific and Manitoba roundhouse and 
enginehouse carrplex. The shunting of cars and other such ya:r:d activities was 
now taken over by locc:m::>ti ves statione:l in the new roundhouse, while the older 
building was converte:l to rraintenance and re:pair of rolling stock. An 
addition was constructe:l onto the southern extension of the car shops and 
several sheds and small buildings were constructe:l around the blacksmith shop. 
The old engine house was now use:l as rrachine shops, while the roundhouse was 
use:l as an erecting shop for engines and as a boiler shop. Daily rraintenance 
of locc;m:)ti ves was undertaken in the new roundhouse. 66 
In 1907, a correspondent of the Free Press visite:l the ya:r:ds, and his 
re:port survives as an eyewitness' view of the :rrodifie:l buildings and the 
diverse activity that went on inside. The new roundhouse, locate:l north of 
the original NPMR shops and roundhouse, employed 98 workers "engage:l in the 
care of the locc;m:)ti ves as they are brought in from the road. "67 The men vvere 
of various occupations and skills; there were fitters, fitters' helpers, 
l:::oiler:IIBkers and helpers, washout men, hostlers, wipers, and carpenters. All 
were employed "for the purpose of re:pairing cabs ... 68 The roundhouse was 
9:lUipped with a heating system that "pennits the engines being quickly thavved 
out ... in the coldest weather of the winter," by means of a "powerful fan" 
which blaste:l hot air "from beneath the engine ... 69 The system was also use:l 
to heat the building for the workers. 
The old roundhouse was di vide:l into two sections, an erecting shop and a 
l:::oiler shop. Carrprising one thiid of the northeast end of the structure the 
l:::oiler shop was the place where 
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roundhouses at the Forks during the 
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'Ihe Fo:r::ks: Post 1870. 
'West<=>....:m Canada Pictorial Index 
'Ihe roundhouse, ya:r:ds, and turntable at 
Rivers, Manitore under construction gives 
an idea of how the scene at the Eastyaids 
must have looked during construction of 
the Canadian NOrthern roundhouse. 
c. 1913. 
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Construction of a Grand Trunk Pacific 
roundhouse at Rivers,. Manitoba. 
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The Forks: Post 1870. 
Western Canada Pictorial Index 
Credit: Glenbow Alberta Collection, 
Western Canadian Pictorial Index. 
The arrival of the fjrst Mennonites at , 
Winnipeg, July 31, 1874 on the 'Ihternational~ 
shows the HBCo. warehouse and one of the 
immigrant sheds (upper right). Until the 
railway era, immigrants were forced to travel 
to the West overland by coach and cart or 
on river routes by boat. 
Another touched up version of the same 
photograph appears in Guinn, 11The Red-
Assiniboine Junction," p.284. 




called into life in this progressive city, as well 
as in sarre other towns within this Province, have 
now opened a field for a class of immigrants - the 
lal:x:mrer and mechanic - for ..mom, up to the present 
year, there was no roam .... The advantage gained by 
railroad traD.Sp)rt was most striking, from the fact 
that ..mere in fo:r:mer years the immigrant had to 
spend "Weeks under great hardships in reaching 
certain localities, he can now acccmplish in so 
many days in comfort, and greater facilities will 
yet be given to the immigrant when once the 
Government open the head land office in Winnipeg, 
..mere eve_ry immigrant in search of land can, 
before leaving the city, receive all necessary 
info:r:nation respecting the harrestead lands in all 
other land office districts within the Province 
and territory. 29 
By the early 1880s the immigration sheds at the Forks were in 
deteriorating condition and the federal government accordingly made plans to 
construct ne;v buildings nearer to the CPR facilities in North Winnipeg. In 
March 1882 the question carne up in the House of Co.rnrrons and the government 
argued that "we are now making arrangements for the accarm:::dation of these 
.immigrants." The object at that tirre was "not only to repair the old sheds 
but to build ne;v ones. n30 Several "Weeks later the govennnent report-ed that 
there was "a ne;v shed now almost ccmpleted at Winnipeg, and an old one is 
being repaired ... 31 In addition to this work, "Winnipeg is erecting two sheds 
at the expense of the city ... 32 The ne;v buildings were located close to the 
CPR yards, on West Fonseca Avenue, east of Princess Street near the Brown and 
Rutherford lumber mill. 33 In 1880 as many as 1,164 people received temporary 
shelter at the Forks, but by the end of the boom, ..men the totals rose to over 
4, 000, the ne;v shed.s became the main facility. In .August 1883, the Daily Sun 
reported that due to the poor condition of the buildings at the Forks, a 
nmnber of families were forced to leave before the facilities were to be torn 
down for firewood.34 In 1887 the sheds on Fonseca Avenue "were partially 
destroyed by fire," and the "remaining portion was unfit for hu:rren habitation, 
leaving a 'want of proper accc:mrod.ation' for the .immigrants. "35 A ne;v 
building was later constructed at Higgins Avenue and Maple Street in 1891.36 
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After the arrival of the CPR in Winni:peg and the construction of its 
huge marshalling yards through the north end of the city in the 1880s, 
dominion gavernrnent irrmigration facilities also gravitated northward. The 
only exception was the D.:::lminion · Lands Office, which remained on the south 
portion of Main Street until the 1900s "When IX:lmi.nion Lands became increasingly 
involved in rural settlement campaigns. By the time that the HBC was ready to 
sell blocks of its land on the flats for the newly chartered NPMR, the Forks 
had been abandoned as a feasible tenrrinus for immigrants arriving by 
riverboat. These developnents PI?Ceded a shift in federal imnigration policy 
in the early and mid-1890s. In 1892 the Depart:rrent of the Interior took over 
jurisdiction of the Irrmigration Branch from the Depart:rrent of Agriculture. 
Two years later, Clifford Sifton, a former Attorney-General in the Tharras 
Greenway administration, was appointed as head of the Depart:rrent of the 
Interior, where he began an aggressive campaign to attract .irrmigration to th~ 
Canadian west. For Sifton this involved restructuring the bureaucracy and 
streamlining policy: 
What Sitton did acccxrplish was to set up an 
organization for the administration of a policy 
which took him about seven years to ccxrplete. 
At home medical inspection was irrproved and 
detention and quarantinebuildings were 
erected at seaports. In the West, imnigration 
sheds were erected at distribution points, and 
immigration agents were appointed to supervise 
the processes of settlement. In the years 
preceding and irrmediatel y following his 
taking over the Ministry-of the Interior, 
inflows of immigrants were small. But the 
combination of advertising, bonuses to steamship 
agents, ... and personal representatives -working 
in various foreign areas began to attract 
increasing flows of the classes in which the 
minister had the strongest interest. 37 
More publicity and propaganda advertising the "last, best west' appeared at 
international fairs and exhibitions and in foreign cities than ever before. 38 
As well, the Depa.rt::ment became :rrore actively involved in using the railway 
companies to encourage settlement. The Depa.rt:ment secured free passes and cut 
rates for passengers from Canadian and Arrerican companies - small railway 
Front cover of pamphlet prepared by t~~- Manitoba 







The Forks: Post 1870. 
Western Canada Pictorial Index 
Credit: Provincial Archives of Manitoba 
Cover of a pamphlet prepared by the Manitoba 
Department of Agriculture and Immigration. 
Pamphlets and advertisements such.as these 
were an important part of the campaigns which 
attracted thousands of immigrants to the West. 
1892. 
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companies such as the Canadian Northe:m and Grand Trunk Pacific exchanged free 
passenger rates for long tem loans that -were used to build new branch lines . 
The construction of the NPMR facilities at the Forks in 1888 and 1889 re-
established the area as a terminus for immigration, albeit on a scale much 
s:rraller than that of the CPR. The NPMR built an immigrant reception area in 
its hotel, though no immigrant sheds -were available. Of its seven passenger 
coaches, three wo....re designated as 'second class and emigrant cars' in 1890. 
Two more were added to the fleet in 1895, but no rolling stock statistics were 
available for 1900.39 The .Armual Report of the Depa.rbnent of Railways and 
Canals, from "Which these figures were taken, did not report the nurriber of 
immigrants carried over the NPMR, heJitJeVer, the nurriber of first, second, and 
'emigrant' class passengers increased from 26,668 in 1890 to 93,197 in 1900.40 
·--
The Canadian Northern and Grand Trunk Pacific also played an active part in 
transporting immigrants to the v;est, especially since unskilled labour was 
essential to the construction of branch lines. Between 1900 and 1910, for 
exarrple, the nurriber of passengers carried on the Canadian Northein increased 
from 24,564 to 1,268,296.41 Until the construction of Union Station in 1909, 
neither company possessed officers to process or buildings to accam:nodate 
immigrant travellers. Presumably, they made their way to the sheds at Point 
D::>uglas or the boarding houses on Main Street upon their arrival. 
The aim of immigration, and indeed of the National Policy itself, was to 
attract people from foreign countries and have them settle on -westein 
homesteads as agriculturalists. Prairie agriculture, heJitJeVer, was only one 
aspect of economic developnent - transportation and manufacturing v;ere squally 
irnp:>rtant to the growth of the wheat econCJrr¥, and they too required Brrq?le 
surpluses of immigrant labour for expansion. It was one of the ironies of the 
National Policy that capital and labour chosen by the federal goverrunent for 
prairie agriculture was often lured into "WeStern cities during the rise of 
UI:banization and industrialization after 1870. For the Briton or European who 
had came to Winnipeg in search of the 'last, best west, ' the reality of 
immigration involv-ed more than adaptation to the strangeness of a new and 
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Credit: CPR Saskatchewan Archives, 
Western Canada Pictorial Index. 
Interior of a colonist's car, cl908. · The 
advent of the railway made possible the 
transportation of thousands of immigrants 
to the West between the 1880s and the 1900s. 
cl908. 
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need to function within a host society that was itself experiencing profound 
changes caused by the emergence of iridustrial capitalism in the city. 
II. leaving Home 
The people "Who came to the West via the Forks in the 1870s and early 
1800s left home for rrany different reasons. The migrations of several 
thousand Icelanders in the mid-1870s began after the eruption of Mount Hecla 
in 1873 "buried miles of pasture beneath a flood of lava and a drift of 
ash ... 42 In 1873 and 1874 entire colonies of Mennonites left Russia when the 
lrrg?erial Government revoked "their exemption from milita.J:::y service," a 
privilege that had fonnerly been respected as part of their pacifist religious 
beliefs. 43 In the early 1880s, hundreds of Russian Jews, escaping from the 
pogroms , were sent to the northwest by the Canadian gover.n:ment for 
colonization and settlement. 44 Britons, Arrericans, and eastern Canadians came 
either to fann, to find ernployment in a growing city, or to take advantage of 
new opportunities in the trade and cc::mrerce of the West: 
"Why have I came to Canada? Well, that is easy. 
· To get work. I haven't earned a permy since 
Chrisi:m::is. I have walked twenty miles a day 
looking for a job. For every :r;:osition that is 
open there are hundreds of applicants. They 
actually have to call out the :r;:olice. I had 
been in one :r;:osition twenty-eight years looking 
after the stud of a wealthy man. The governor 
died. The stables --were sold. Every man of us 
was discharged; same there forty years, too. 
It was tough, I can tell you. I have been 
looking for work ever since. There is none to 
be had. There are hundreds of thousands out of 
employment. Conditions are awful. It's TIW 
opinion England is going down hill - that England 
has had her day. Ever_yi:x:x:Iy is talking Canada. 
You hear Canada every place. There are 
advertisements in every railroad station, in 
every post-office . 
.. Do you think I can get work? I have l:x::oked to 
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I don't care "What it is. All I want is work, 
and the right to make a living. 45 
Despite the promises of free lands and the .irrq;:>ression of unlimited 
opportunities, the der;arture from one's homeland was a traumatic experience. 
'Ihe situation was :perhaps more difficult for the European emigrant who looked 
forwcrrd with apprehension to tl!e uncertainties of the long journey to an 
unknown land, with its strange language and customs, than for the British 
emigrant artisan who was used to "tramping' in search of work. Many hardships 
had to be overcome even before leaving Europe. The emigrant's "journey was a 
pilgrim's progress. n46 They "ran. a gauntlet of Prussian border police/ 
fraudulent moneychangers, greedy steamship agents and careless dock 
workers. n4 7 Same "lost cash and baggage before erribarking at Hamburg. n48 
Before boarding the huge passenger ships that would leave from Hamburg, 
BrE:men, Trieste or Liverpool, they waited in "line-ups for medical inspection, 
vaccination certificates, [and] baggage fumigation. n49 Then they were herded 
into accc:mrodations which featured "bunks that lined the walls of the lower-
deck donni tories" and 11 long tables dcwn the centre of these spaces 11 which 
"served as eating and public areas. ~~so 
'Ihe journey across the Atlantic from Europe was completed in about tv;el ve 
days. After the ship docked at one of several ports, including Montreal, 
Quebec City, Halifax, or Ne;v York, the people were once again shuffled through 
line-ups by medical and irrmigration authorities: 
Fortunately, perhaps, the inmigrant does not 
need to take the initiative; but finds himself 
carried along with the c:rovrl. Managanent there 
IIUlSt be, s~ere, and reason, doubtless, for 
all these tedious examinations, but he has no 
very clear idea as to the "h<JW"' and "why' of all 
that takes place during the long hours that 
elapse after his baggage. .And "What an assortment 
of boxes and bundles 1 No vvonder that sane pieces 
go astray! 
First comes the medical examination. Then all 
IIUlSt pass through the "cattle pen' - a series of 
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iron-ba.J:re:i roams and pa.ssage ways. They must 
go in single file, and each pass before various 
officials who question them as to their 
nationality and destination, and the amount of 
ItDney they have in their J?OSSession. All this 
is very necessary, but it is a W2aJ:.Yr anxious 
tirce. No one can tell what will come next. 
:Many fear they will be stopped. Sc:me are turned 
back - one taken and the others left. Now, there 
is the custans examination. At last tickets are 
arranged for, baggage transferre::i, and the 
irrmigrants find themselves bundled i.-·1to a 
colonist car.51 
Then began a difficult overland journey to Winnipeg. The first leg was 
usually by rail on the Grand Trunk to Southern Ontario. In the early 1870s 
the inmigrant would have travelled along the Da.wson Road, a trip that included 
"311 miles of [inland water] navigation interrupted by eight J?Ortages"52 
between lake of the Woods and Fort Garry. On at least one occasion the 
"inferior management of the Da.wson Route contractors" was a source of "severe 
losses to the new settlers, " who vvere "compelled to wait fran three to five 
weeks for their baggage, after enduring a ItDst trying journey which averaged 
twenty-two days. "53 When the Dawson Route was closed the trip could be made 
mainly by l:x:lat and rail. In .April 1882, for exarrple, "ItDre than 240 [Jewish] 
refugees" left Quebec and Montreal on the "lake HlLron; .54 They "travelled by 
rail to Windsor, Ontario, then by l:x:lat to Duluth, Minnesota, and from there by 
rail to Winnipeg ... a six-day journey. "55 Until the CPR made it J?OSSible to 
travel from Port .Arthur by rail to Winnipeg, the Duluth trip caused 
considerable hardships for travellers. Irrmigrants found the route extremely 
slow: the "steamers stop at all the .Arrerican J?Orts situated along the line, 
which causes the voyage to last-sornetirres nearly twelve or fifteen days. "56 
This was especially a problem in the spring when steamboats could become 
frozen in the ice. In 1876 a party of settlers accampanied by Lalirne 
"remained for eleven days fifteo-...n miles from Duluth, nippe:l by the ice, 
without being able to go :ba.ckwa:rds or fo:rwards." Famine "threatened on board, 
and we endured much privation ... 57 Even when railway travel made 
transportation speedier and ItDre efficient, irrmigrants vvere faced with: 
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another new experience - not altogether a 
pleasant one either, since they are not 
accustorred to cooking and sleeping in such 
small quarters. Same have not rrE.de proper 
provlslon. .After several days, all -were 
glad to get off the train at one of the 
large distributing points. 58 
The overall journey to Winnipeg from Europe could last from four to six weeks 
or rrore, ending an ordeal that -was both frightening and exhausting. The 
experience -was later described by a Ukrainian poet, Ivan Franko: 
If in same rail-way station you should spy 
Like herrings in a keg, tightly packed, a crov;d, 
Wc:men so gaunt and pale you -want to cry -
Like wheat stalks hit by hail, broken, wilted, bowed -
The children huddled close, without a smile, 
With care and thwarted beams each forehead lined, 
Their ragged, dust_y bundles around them piled -
Those are the emigrants. 59 
III. Settling in Winnipeg 
Irrmigrants who came to Winnipeg were directed by agents and officials to 
gover:nrnent irrmigration sheds as soon as they arrived by steamboat or by train. 
J. S. Wooc::lsworth once described the role of such facilities: 
Arrived at Winnipeg, all go into the Irrmigration 
Hall for rest and refreshrrent, and from there in 
due time find their CJWil. place in the new land. 
The majority are bent on fanning, and those who 
have :rreans and experience to IIBke an i.mre::iiate 
start on their CJWil. account are told about vacant 
lands, and helped to a decision upon the m:mentous 
question of "where to settle." Others are. directed 
to emplaymant of various kinds, and in various 
directions, and so party succeeds party from day 
to day. 60 -
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'Ihrough Wocx:lsworth' s description was in reference to the Hall near the CPR 
station in the 1900s, in the heyday of Sifton's administration, the sheds at 
the Forks in the 1870s and 1880s were intended to function in a similar 
manner. For the inmigrant "Who had just spent -weeks travelling overseas from 
Europe, this sm::::>oth transition from destitution to Canadian fanner or lal::ourer 
did not take place in the ~grant sheds. From the very beginning the 
facilities were inadequate as accommodations. Two years after they -were 
constructed, men the first arriv-:>.....ls were accorrro:x:1ated in 1874, the Wi.rlr'lir:eg 
agent reported that the buildings -were overcrowded. The situation continued 
through the remainder of the 1870s and were, no doubt, a contributing factor 
to successive outbreaks of scarlet fever and measles from 1876 to 1878.61 
Because of the disease, the gaverrrrnent was forced to use other buildings to 
shelter the newcomers. At any rate, rrDst of these people appear to have found 
errg;>loyment, either as fa:rners or as labourers, leaving the sheds deserted 
during the winter rrDnths. 62 
In 1878 and 1879, during the construction of the branch line from 
Pembina, other imnigrants began to settle at the Forks, near the sheds on the 
area lmown as the 'flats. ' lack of adequate housing forced many carpenters, 
bricklayers, and labourers from England, Ontario, and Italy to pitch tents on 
the flats during the spring and surrmer, and rrDre appeared during the boom of 
1881-1882.63 Many of the skilled immigrants had been attracted to Winnir:eg by 
reports of high wages and later complained "bitterly that the state of affairs 
in the city was greatly misrepresented to them in England ... 64 Several "state 
that" they were "misled by false reports" and "t.hrew" up gcx:xl situations in 
England and come here, only to find the labour market overstocked ... 55 Most of 
these skilled v;orkers carne to Canada without their families and -were able to 
make their way horne or to hospitable clirrates in the U.S. for the winter 
rrDnths. 
Other imnigrants were not so fortunate. In the spring and smnrner of 1882 
p:rrties of Russian Jews began arriving at the Forks. Some found v;ork in 
Winnipeg and were able to leave the sheds, but by .August there -were still 
several families, comprising a total of twenty-five people at the sheds. They 
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spent the winter in buildings 'Which wo--re designed only for summer use. One 
observer described t.h.e living conditions in January 1883: 
The old irrmigration shed has bee.Tl. divided into 
little roans about 10 x 12, like so many pens 
in a pig stye. There are about twenty-five 
families. Tv;o or three married couples have 
no children. The others have families of about 
two to eight children each. . . . In one comer of 
the shed were found three families .... 6 6 
Some families "are in absolute want of the necessaries of life, and in danger 
of perishing for want of fuel." Men, -women, and children "are huddled 
together in filthy pens, literally starving, ,57 and in "several cases the only 
fumiture is a stove, a bench and a small table, "While beds are made on top 
rough boxes .... "68 Many of these people were suffering from bronchi tis and 
asthma. 69 Some families had abandoned the sheds and erected small shanties 
nearby: 
The first place called at [by a local newspaper 
reporter] was the shanty near the shed owned to 
Isaac Iayovski, who has a wife and three children. 
Isaac "WOrked during the summer and saved $130. 
With this he purchased a store and erected his 
shanty .... 70 
The Daily Sun reporter also visited a shanty close to the Broadway Bridge 
"Which two families occupied: 
The IIDther of the first family was suffering 
greatly from erysipilis [sic] in both hands. 
She was lying on a piece of board on which 
was an apology for a rna.ttress ... and groaned 
and cried piteously from the pain. The frost 
lay along the walls and on the bed clothes, 
and, though, the fire was kept in the stove, 
the shanty must be a dreadful place for a 
sick woman to be in with-the therm:::rneter 
dawn to 30.71 
During the surrmer of 1883, other visits were made to the Forks. In July, 
as many as 50 families were reported to be living in the "filth and dirt" of 
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the irrmigrant sheds - refuse was "piled up each door inside and eve:r:ywhere 
else inside the sheds. n72 At the end of the month the city health inspector 
threatened to close down the buildings. Fearing prosecution, the Jewish 
refugees then vacated the irrmigrant sheds and built "little miserable 
shanties" on the nearby HBC flats south of the Broadway Bridge. 7 3 
'Ihe imnigration sheds had not been closed dawn, for they were still 
inhabited by English imnigrants in the winter of 1883-84. 'Ihe following 
description of conditions inside appeared in late January 1884: 
Entering the building, a score of able-l:xxlied 
men v.ere observed - same standing listlessly 
around, same probing the depths of a cooking 
utensil in search of the remnants of fcxxi 
supposed to be concealed therein, and others 
looking as though they Jmew not -what to do 
with themselves. .An odour of victuals, 
fragrant and Strong T greeted. • • the [viSitors] r 
and a cloud of steam fled through the doorway ... 
Pushing through the motley den, the visitors 
entered a long corridor. Sleeping apartments 
v;ere ranged along either side, but nearly all 
v;ere empty. 'Ihe reason for this was that the 
frost on the ceilings was melting, and the 
water dripping down in such copious quantities 
that had there been any eccupants they would 
have been subjected to a very disagreeable ... 
shower bath. :Mr. Jackson, the caretaker, 
however, stated that there v;ere enough dry 
rooms in the upper stacy: of the building to 
accom:nodate the present occupants, "Who numbered 
about seventy. Pursuing their way, the [visitors] 
came to a rocm near the end of the corridor in 
"Which a middle-aged man lay suffering with 
rheurratism. He was attended by his daughter, 
a girl of about twenty years of age. 'Ihey v;ere 
umnistakably English .... 'Ihe sick man stated 
that he had ccrre to this country about eight 
months ago, had been prostrated with pleurisy ... 
and having no funds ••• sought admission to the 
shects. 74 








The Forks: Post 1870. 
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The 'shanty town • in winter __ from the 
Broadway Bridg_e.~ By the mid-1880s, this 
area would be inhabited by many of the 
Jewish immigrants who were forced to leave 
the deteriorating immigrant sheds. It was 
also one of the city's first red·1ight 




the h(J[[B of many of the city's destitute population. One source reported as 
many as 2,000 squatters on the site at one time. Aside from the Jewish 
refugees, there "Were also groups of English, Scots, Irish, Italians, and 
Icelanders, 75 S(J[[B of wham had settled as early as 1881 and 1882 in the days 
of the first transient tent ccmmmities. According to the Daily Times, 
Shanty town may be said to be divided into 
three sections. First that lying on the 
Hudson Bay flats along the Red River, second 
those lying in the triangle found by Portage 
Avenue and Notre Dame Streets in the vicinity 
of Knox and Congregational Churches, and the 
third the lawyer colony in the north end of 
the city, principally located along Fonseca 
Street and around the CPR ya:rd. 7 6 
The tents and shanties of the Forks "Were washed away in the ilocx:i of 1882, but 
this part of the town was re-built in the surrmer of 1883 with the resurrption 
of building construction and immigration to the city. 
The population at the Forks was increasing in 1884. Shacks and tents 
were erected daily by carpenters, masons, unskilled 'WOrkers, and the 
unerrq;>loyed who could not afford to rent accorrm:x:1ations elsewhere in the 
city. 77 By the end of the year the flats had became well-known for 
prostitution and general disorderliness. From September to November the area 
was raided repeatedly by police. On one occasion, according to the Free 
Press, a "disorderly house on the Hudson's Ba.y flats was raided .... Two men and 
t'MJ ~," all Metis, ""Were captured ... 78 During another raid four people 
were found "in a beastly state of intoxication" 79 after they had "stolen a keg 
of rum from one of the Hudson's Bay Company's delivery wagons ... so By May 1885 
many of the fonner residents of the flats had left the Hudson's Bay Reserve; 
Lately shanty town has been attaining an 
unenviable sobriety in police circles as 
the resort of criminals and [Metis] 
prostitution. In many instances the :rrore 
·respectable class have deserted it, having 
been enabled to do so by the fall in rents 
and their places have been taken by the 
scum of society .... At present the city is 
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grea.tl y disfigured by the huts of tar paper 
and slab and the traveller on entering the 
city is given a very unfavourable ilnpression 
by passing through the heart of the slums. 81 
IV. Adaptation and Assimilation 
Of all the settlers v";no carne to Winni:r;:eg in the 1870s and 1880s, the 
Anglo-Saxons from Ontario were by far the largest group. They brought with · 
them capital, cultural values, and traditions which by the mid 1870s carne to 
dominate the cultural and economic life of W.inni:peg. The early immigrants to 
the west were expected to share in the aspirations for growth and developnent 
that were held by these transplanted Ontarians; to contribute to rural 
settlement and agriculture1 or to adapt to the customs of .Anglo-Saxon working-
class society men they rernainoo in the city. '!he early Mermonites and 
Icelanders vvho settled in fanning camnm.ities outside Winnipeg proba.bly 
fulfilled TIDSt of the expectations held by the canadians 1 but the immigrants 
vvho carne at the t.iire of the l::x:x:m of the 1880s and settled at the Forks were 
much m:Jre difficult to assimilate. As the Jews and other European immigrants 
sank deeper into poverty 1 local residents of Winni:peg began to identify 
between vvhat they perceived as different types of immigrants. '!here were the 
industrious people vvho could adapt to a new way of life through virtuous hard 
work, and they might be rewarded some day with a prominent social or economic 
position in the camnm.ity. Conversely there were those vvhose refusal to 
accept responsibility led them further into economic obscurity until they 
eventually become a social and civic liability. '!he growth of these 
perceptions coincided with a shift in attitude first towards the Jews, then 
towards the other people living in the shanties on the HBC flats. 
-
Initially the Jewish immigrants were welcomed by local residents into the 
camnm.ity. Most of the ne;.;rcarrers were tradespeople vvho were "expected to 
become fanners ... 82 Civic authorities helped to make arrangements for their 
stay at the imnigration sheds at the Forks, while local businessmen promise:i 
to find errplayment for them. 83 "When: the first party of nineteen Russian Jews 
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arrived. in May 1882, the tiny Winni:peg Jewish cc::mrnmity organized a welcome 
supper for them. At the sheds the "Jewish women of Winni:peg provided a fine 
dinner"84 where "all the delicacies of the season were served in abundancer 
and were thm:oughly enjoyed ... 85- The Winnipeg Jews also found work and 
clothing for the refugees. 
larger parties of refugees, numbering as many as 340, arri ve:i throughout 
the surrmer of 1882. Winnipeg's Jewish population as well as non-Jewish 
voluntary and civic l:x:xlies took up their cause with appeals for charity. 
These l:::ecame rrore urgent during the winter of 1882-1883 when some of the 
people who "are living huddled together in squalor in the irrmigrant sheds, or 
in miserable shanties at different parts of the city. "86 In January a meeting 
was held to consider the establishment of a charitable fund sponsored by City 
Council. The YMCA also l:::ecame active to aid the efforts of the Winnipeg Jews 
who "have been aiding their brethren, but find the work too great for them to 
do alone. n87 Many citizens responded, having "expressed themselves willing to 
give rroney, fcx::xi, clothes, etc. if satisfactory arrangements can be made for 
their judicious distribution. "88 Respectable members of the carnmuni ty also 
offered rroral and spiritual encoui:agement as well as economic assistance: 
In one shanty the Respected Mr. Pitblado was 
found. He was naking a tour of the shanties 
enquiring into the conditions of the families 
and seeking out cases of want in or:der to affo:rd 
relief. In his company the tour was carrpleted. 
The res. gentlem:m ... enquired how the folks were 
"naking out, " how they liked the country, if the 
"gcx::xi men" had plenty of work, and in all cases 
wound up by urging all to go to church, no 
matter to what denc:rnination they belonged. 89 
One of the rrost ambitious organized carnp:llgns to aid the irrmigrants was made 
by J.S. Coolican of the St. Patrick's Benevolent Society. Coolican regularly 
visited the immigrant sheds and the shanty tCM'O.S all over the city, then 
publicized his often horrifying discoveries in the local press. In January 
1884, the Free Press reported that the St. Patrick's Benevolent Society "is 
doing gcx::xi work, and its efforts are being to a certain extent supplemented by 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --- --
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the other charitable natio11..a.l societies. "90 A soup kitchen was set up on 
McDe:r:rrot Street where: 
scores of people are fed. daily .... Most of them 
are im:nigrants out of VJOrk and out of noney -
people who have becc:lrre objects of charity for 
the first time in their lines - but hunger and 
cold are merciless, and struggle as they may, 
they are ultimately ~lied. to accept the help 
that is extended. to them by willing hands and 
sympathetic hearts. 91 
As the situation VJOrsened. in the im:nigration sheds and the shanties 
l::etween 1883 and 1885 there were growing fears that the slums would soon 
beco:rre the sources of small pox or diphtheria epidemics. 9 2 'While various 
charitable and benevolent organizations sought relief for the destitute, a 
group of "tax payers" and "sanitarians flooded. the colUimlS of the newspapers" 
with argmnents "pointing out the danger was in frr:m an outbreak of disease. "9 3 
The JeNish im:nigrants were singl_~ out as the cause of Irnlch of the squalor. 
In one newspaper article they were l::elieved to l::e responsible for the 
condition of the im:nigrant sheds: 
The outbuildings were in a disgusting state of 
filthiness. It is not long·since they were 
cleaned out but the inveterate recklessness and 
uncleanliness of m:my of denizens of the sheds 
were manifest everywhere. There appears to l::e 
no thought for present appearance or future 
consequences. There was filth, filth, filth, 
till one turned away sickened. and discouraged.94 
Much of the noral outrage against the squalor of the shanty towns, the 
prostitution, and intoxication was directed. at the Jews. In September 1884 a 
Jewish rE!sident of the shanty tONil near the CPR station was tarred and 
feathered after having teen accused. of keeping a "WCliTlail for prostitution. 9 5 
Throughout the spring and surrmer of 1884 the sanitarians argued that the 
shanties at the Forks were a dangerous source of disease and that the 
appearance of huts on the unused. roads of the HBC petitioned City Council "to 
take same action to evict the squatters. "9 6 
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By October 1884 1 the City of Winnipeg was prepared to clear the Forks of 
the shanties with law suits against the residents v.-ho VP.....re breaking fire 
regulations. 97 In response to this a group of Iceland<=>.....rs presente:::l. the 
following petition before City Council: 
We 1 the undersigne:::l. Icelanders 1 who reside on 
the H. B. reserve in this city 1 between the Re:::l. 
River and Main Street, north and south of 
Broadvvay r and who have been notifie:::l. by said 
company that the rerroval of ·our shanties from 
their site is irrlrn::;cli_ately required1 and whereas 
we have reason to believe from what we have seen 
in yesterday's papers that we have now to treat 
with you in the rratter we beg to state that we 
do not feel ourselves to be in a position to 
rerrove our shanties from their present site on 
such short notice 1 but do hereby faithfully 
promise to rerrove them at first opportunity not 
later than the first of May next. 
We promise to pay to the owners of the land such 
fair ground rent as they rray dem:md until the day 
of our raroval. 
Those of us who reside north of Broadway propose 
rerroving away from our present sites within the 
given tine as set forth in the notice of the 
Hudson's Bay Company but we request that we be 
alloweci to rerrove south of Broadway or some other 
part of the plains as vvould secure the safety of 
the fanner should our shanties burn. 
It was subsequently resolved that no doubts arise 
as to the power of the city engineer to pull down 
or destroy buildings obstructing some of the public 
streets 1 be it received that the city engineer be 
instructe:::l. to notify all owners of shanties 
obstructing such streets 1 that on the 1st day of 
May, 1885 1 all buildings found on the streets shall 
be pulle:::l. down 1 reroved or sold by public auction, 
and that the by-law be amended to rreet the different 
cases in the :rreantine 1 provided that the city 
engineer see the parties living on the street near 
the lumber yard of the Winnipeg Lumber Cclrr[lany, 
and1 if possible 1 :rrake arrangements with them to 
rerrove the south of Broadway. 98 
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The :petition succeed.e:::l in :rroving the hmnani tarians on City Council to delay 
the evictions until :May 1885. The residents of the shanty town at the Forks 
were then force:::l to :rrove to the huts in Point D::mglas and in North Winni:peg. 
In later decades the efforts of Winni:peg's dominant elite to assimilate 
irrrnigrants and to deal with the 'irrrnigrant problems' of disease, iinrrorali ty, 
and crime would be undertaken by cultural institutions as -well as by 
government. Immigrants would be encouraged. to adopt Canadian value th.._rough 
the school system. Indeed., one of the many problems of the sheds in the early 
1880s was that the rules and regulations regarding the duties of tenants were 
poste:::l only in English.99 By the 1890s and 1900s notices would read in four 
or five languages and would serve the purposes of directing people to jobs and 
boarding houses until they lea:r::n.e::l English in the schools. The role of 
charitable and voluntary organizations 'M:>uld continue - in the 1900s people 
like J. S. Coolican would be replaced. by urban refonners such as James S. 
Woodsworth or Margaret Scott. 
In the 1870s and 1880s the destitute irrrnigrants could respond only in 
limite:::l ways to their circumstances at the Forks, either by enduring their 
conditions, or by appealing to the goodwill of their fellows and benefactors. 
One consequence of the events of 1885 was that the .imnigrant carnnrunities 
became :rrore centralized. in one area than before. Subsequent influxes of 
settlers concentrated. in the North End in the 1890s and 1900s contributed to 
the creation of cohesive etlmic neighbourhoods that remained "separated on the 
basis of etlmicity, religion and class, .. 100 from the dominant .Anglo-Saxon 
culture By 19 23 these cOliiiTilllli ties had fashioned. their own ethnic clubs, 
benevolent societies, and meeting halls. 
:Many of the changes wrought by capitalist responses to urban industrial 
growth produce:::l challenges to the fabric of middle and vvork:ing class life. 
Throughout the 1890s, and increasingly in the 1900s, Winnipeg's workers 
attempted to defend themselves from deteriorating vvorking and living 
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social conditions of Winnipeg's North End in the early 1900s and they 
established missions to aid the nee::iy. Such institutions helped some of the 
i:rmtigrants, who had settled in Winnipeg, assimilate into the daninant .Anglo-
Saxon culture, but TIBilY v.=.....re able to preserve traditional values and customs 
that were centred around churches, labour halls, or benevolent clubs and 
societies. At the same time, working-class Anglo-Saxon .im:nigrants :rraintained 
their ow.n cultural traditions in similar institutions. In either case, these 
various cultural activities often allowed groups to survive TIBilY of the 
econc::mic crises (i.e. , falling wages, periodic depressions) that \-Jere the 
offspring of capitalist consolidation. In addition to this, cultural gnuwth 
stimulated defensive responses to urban industrial expansion.lOl 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 
The Forks was an entrepot for inmigration in the 1870s and early 1880s. 
After the completion of the CPR yards by mid-decade, the entrepot shifted 
closer to the core of the city - to the midst of cc:mnercial and industrial 
activity of the metropolis, and, rrore importantly, closer to the CPR station 
and enlarged federal government facilities nearby. It was at this place that 
rrost inmigrants disembarked from the crow:ied railway cars of the 1890s and . 
1900s, and around this general area that the largest immigrant neighbourhoods 
flourished. Though the railways of the eastyards also transported inmigrants 
to western towns and cities, the Forks had became one of many ur:ban industrial 
sites that was carnparati vel y insignificant in relation to the scale of the 
CPR' s operations. 
This transfonnation was typical of the evolution of the site throughout t..h.e 
p::>st-1870 peric:x:i. Early in the 1870s the Forks was a pre-industrial entrep:>t, 
a locus of trade, cc::mrerce and p:>pulation mere the sounds of the excited 
voices of the :rren, women, and children vmo welcx.:m::rl the river:t:Dats were hea_rd 
above the shouts of HBC servants, the hum of the mill, and the flow of the 
rivers. With these sounds, the clatter of ca:r:penters' ham:ners and buzz of 
sawyers working on the irrmigrants sheds had died away by the time the 1:x::om of 
the 1880s brought with it the sounds, smells and activities of heavy industry. 
'Ihe Forks by this time was on the periphery of metrop:>litan develop:nent, and 
men the NPMR and Canadian Northern brought the steam, clanking and screeching 
of heavy industry to the Forks, it slipped into the background, as one of many 
ur:ban industrial sites in the W'est. In this context, the Forks was no 
different than many other urban sites in places such as 'Ibronto or Hamilton. 
If the Forks is to be highlighted for its significance to metropolitan 
growth, railways, and inmigration, it IIDlSt be relate:i to rrore subtle patterns 
of evolution and drarratic change that affected other sites in Canada. What is 
significant about these processes, and their relation to the National Policy, 
is hc:Nl they reflect the errergence of industrial society in Winnipeg and 
western Canada as a mole. 'Ihe sounds of industry at the Forks in the 1890s 
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social structure as mch as they exerrplL..7 the recession of m::mo:pol y and old 
economic organization. 
'Ihe transfonna.tion of the Forks into an industrial site in an international 
corporatist system took place after 1923, 'When the site entered a new era of 
developnent. After the creation of the CN system in 19 23, the Forks continued 
to play an important role as an industrial site and transportation centre 
within the urban environ:rrent. With the administration offices in the Union 
Station and luxurious hotel near Broadway and Main Street the area around the 
eastyanis, once the nucleus of the fur trade, new became one of many nerve 
centres of a vast transportation network that included rail lines, express 
corrq;xmies, and ocean liners 'Which would soon extend far beyond the borders of 
Canada. 'Ihe consolidation of 1923 thus provided the opportunity for the new 
publicly o;v.n.ed corporation to CClii'p3te in the twentieth century with other 
ml ti-nationals of its kind. 
Alterations to the buildings at- the east yards after 1923 reflect the 
changes in scale of railway operations 'Which accarrpanied the consolidation of 
i;he CNR, the GI'P, and the National Transcontinental. With this transaction, 
the CNR had acquired considerable naintenance facilities at Symington and 
Transcona in addition to the shops and yards already present at Fort Rouge. 
Following the takeover, the company began dismantling the last vestiges of the 
NPMR, leaving only warehouses, freight sheds, administrative offices, and 
r:assenger facilities in the east yards. Portions of the roundhouse, 'Which was 
"in a ruinous state" in 1914, -were rerroved between 1923 and 1925 according to 
Guinn.1 'Ihe vacant 6 stalls of the building -were ton1 down completely, but 
the "vacant and dilapidated" car shops -were left standing. 2 'Ihe latter 
buildings, now- referred to as the-B and B shops -were apparently restored. 'Ihe 
Fire Insurance Plans of 1955 depict an Engine House with a machine shop 
(fonnerly the boiler room) adjacent to it. 'Ihe machine shop was refitted with 
l:::oilers, and tall sheet rretal srrokestacks -were installed either in the late 
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The CNR's cartage and express activities expanded throughout the 1920s. 
Between 1928 and 1930 the company built the National Cartage Building -west of 
the NPMR car shops. The requirEments of the CNR and the arrangements to lease 
the building to the National Cartage Company -were explained in a letter to the 
Deputy Minister of Rail-ways in Otta-wa in 1930: 
Prior to 19 21 The Canadian Northeiil and Grand 
Trunk Pacific Rail-ways each carried on its 
awn cartage and storage business in Winnipeg. 
This -was done "With insufficient equipnent and 
at a loss. Subsequently, a proposal -was made 
to us by the National Storage and Cartage, Ltd., 
that they take over our equipnent and perform 
the service for the rail-ways. .After due 
negotiations, this -was arranged on a resis 
satisfactory to the rail-way, and the cartage 
company -were assigned [in 19 21] certain space 
in our freight shed. 
In 19 27 -we found -we needed the space in our 
freight shed occupied by the Cartage Co. , and 
it -was considered advisable to erect a new 
warehouse and lease it to the Cartage Company, 
they to pay rental at the rate of 5 1/2% on 
the cost of construction, plus the cost of 
heating and taxes. 
Since the construction of the warehouse, [in 
1938] our traffic has increased to such an 
extent that last fall it -was found necessary 
to increase the accarrm:x:lation and an extension 
to the present premises -was authorized to 
provide 30,000 additional square feet of 
storage space. 4 
The National Cartage Building -was built by Carter - Halls-.Addinger and Co. at 
a cost of $134,700 and measured 151'9" x 81'5". .An addition measuring 96' x 
75' was added to the four story structure in 1929.5 The building was 
"designed and used as a warehouse and freight fo:r:warding facility ... 6 Between 
this building and the garages stood a stone resement covered "With a woc:den 
platform; in the 1950s this was $t remained of the warehouse of the Winnipeg 
Transfer Railway, the Canadian Northeiil, and the McLaughlin Fruit Co. 7 
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The GI'P and es:pecia1l y the Canadian Northem Rail-ways had proudly claimed 
to serve the interests of the westem fanner in the 1900s. Neither had made 
significant efforts to transr::ort immigrants to the west. This strategy 
towa._rds immigration -was abandoned "When the CN was fon:ned. In the 1920s the 
company -was. forced to compete directly with the CPR in all aspects of the 
transr::ortation industry. When large numbers of immigrants came to Canada in 
the 1920s the CNR used some of the buildings constructe::! by the NPMR for 
accorrm:xlations. In 1926, the old station along Water Avenue were renovated: 
. "donnitories and dining roams were installed in the former station, thereby 
transfonning it into an Irrmigration Hall for newcomers arriving at Union 
Station. "8 later, this structure became a soup kitchen and hostel for the 
unemployed men in the 1930s ... "9 
In addition to these changes to the railway facilities, the west bank of 
the Red River near the old roundhouse and tumtable -was :rrore extensively used 
by local industrial concems. The City Asphalt Plant -was torn down by the 
1950s, but the area bordered by Provencher and Christie Streets v..rcis occupied 
by the Building Products and Coal Co. Ltd., v;ihich had storage facilities for 
building materials, gravel, coal, cement, liine and supply trucks. Other 
buildings were located on sidings "Which ran from the railway bridge across the 
Assiniboine River, :past the NPMR shops and across the old tumtable site. 
"Numerous" one-sto:r:y "frame storage buildings" were located on the bank 
opposite the tumtable location.10 
Winnipeg in the 1870-1920 period has usually been viewed within the 
context of metror::olitan growth and domination over its regional enviromnent. 
Economists and historians have derronstrated hew Winnipeg came to occupy a 
hegerronic role in the westem economy. Bellan writes, for example, 
Though Winnipeg grew substantially after 1912, that year 
marked the apogee of its p::JWer and influence in the west. Its 
grain traders completely controlled the marketing of the great 
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While this analysis is undoubtedly correct, to portray Winni:I?8J' s develop:nent 
and that of the Forks exclusively in these terms is to ignore the subtler 
nuances of urban and industrial growth in these years. In fact, while 
Winnipeg was rising to metropolitan status, some very irrportant, but 
contradictory changes 'i\72re occurring at its economic base. Itself a product 
of the industrial revolution, producerism was challenged by corporatism, ruJ. 
emergent but not yet dominant form of socio-economic organization. 'These 
changes were the product of human actions, as companies, governments, and 
';oJOrkers attempted to adapt to the evolution of the urban industrial 
enviroiJ.ID2Ilt. At the sane tine, their responses to change initiated new 
possibilities for urban and industrial develop:nent. After 1920 Winnipeg's 
economy was integrated into a global economic network. Perhaps this was 
reflected in the appraisal of the CN system by a local business review in the 
1940s: 
'!he Canadian National Railways offers a complete service to 
Winnipeg, with rail transportation for passengers and freight, 
express service, telegraphic service, and a special department 
which provides assistance in developing and locating 
industrial organizations on good trackage property. Now, 
through its youngest subsidiary, Trans-Canada Air Lines, it 
operates an airline service across Canada, t__rans-Atlantic and 
international, and to many points in the United States.12 
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Public Archives of Canada, RG11, Volume 369, File #23293, from Rodger Guinn, 
The Red-Assiniboine Junction: A Land Use and Structural History, 1770-1980. 
SPECIFICATION 
Of various Works to be done and Materials (except otherwise mentioned) , to be 
furnished in and the , for Erection and Completion of an Immigrant Shed, Cook 
Houses and Closets, to be built at Fort Garry, Manitoba. 
Excavations. Necessary holes to be dug for all pickets or posts, also for 
cess-pools of W.C.; and, "When fixed in place, ground to be well and hard 
ram:rai to sides of or around the same, till top is reached. 
The ground to be levelled so that water mil flow- or fall from the building in 
every direction. If any hollo;.;rs occur, they "Will have to be filled up to the 
level shewn, "With good hard, and dry stuff. 
No earth to be placed under main cills of building closer than six inches; but 
to be fixed against plinth. 
There being no floor boaids to the sheds, i.e. , the ground, if soft, "Will have 
to be rolled over to make it finn. 
Carpenter and Joiner's Work. - The scantling t:irribers for framed work, also 
boaids for sheeting sides of buildings and roofing boaids, will be supplied to 
the contractor on the sport or site of buildings; but in case timbers have to 
be cut up, then contractor to state in his tender a price per thousand feet 
B.M. for sa"Wing same out of lE>gs or squared timber, to suit scantlings 
required; also a price for haulage per 1,000 feet B.M. per mile 
of haulage. As the "MJrk has been arranged so that each part is a duplicate of 
the other (i.e. , each particular kind) , great 
facility in erection is given. 
The "Whole "MJrk to be well framed and put together in the best :manner; and to 
sizes :rrarked; sill plates to be in long lengths, and where butting against 
each other, then to be halved, say 1' 0" 
2 
long, over a picket, and pinned with 2" hard--wocx::l pin. 
Pickets to be fixed at I say average distance centres I of six feet, thick end 
down, well squared off at top, and levelled throughout. 
Posts to be two sticks or pieces of 5" x 1/2" or 5" x 2" each, separated by 
thicJmess of divisional boards, and well pinned together w""i th 1 1/4" thick 
hard "WOCXi pins. B:Jards of divisions to l::e laid on edge or flat, and ends to 
be slipped between posts thus. Where longitudinal and transverse divisions 
meet, the posts to be grooved out on one side 1 inch deep by the thicJmess of 
}::x:)ard; externally the sheeting to be up and down, well and strongly nailed to 
plates, firts, and sill plate; the water table or plinth to be, say one inch 
thicker than }::x:)ards, :be splayed or chamfered on top, and b:::>ards to fit on same 
correctly. Fillets 
2 1/2 x 1/2 inch, to be nailed over joints of b:::>ards; nails driven into one 
}::x:)ard only. 
Roof to :be put together, as shevvn; timbers to :be half dove-tailed to each 
other, checked half inch and pinned, as strength, and not appearance, is 
required; the struts will go on reverse sides of each of these principals; 
these to :be fixed, say 4'0" average centres, but made so to suit length of 
b:::>ards, without extra waste; at bottom to :be firmly spiked on to place. First 
piece to :be half checked and 1/2 shouldered. Portions of roof over dwellings 
No. 7 ,9,23,24, to bridged from plate to ridge, X on plan, with 5" x 2" stuff, 
nailed or spiked at _either side of principals, being butted against but not 
checked into them; horizontal braces, say 10 feet long, of 5" x 2" , to be 
fixed on to, and :between plates, and strutting braces on vertical parts (as 
usually and generally done), at angles of buildings and extra ditto in two 
places on the length, each side. 
The whole of the roofs to :be shingled with :best split shingles, 
not less than 14 inches in length, to shew not rrore than 4 inches to the 
weather, and :be well nailed down with shingle nails, of the proper and 
requisite length. Provide and fix· on ridges and hips proper and good 
cappings. 
Roof }::x:)arding under, to :be laid in bays, or made to break joint, say every 3 
feet in length of spar, so that ends will not all occur on same principal; to 
be v--ell nailed down with 3" cut nails, not less than 7 nails to each board. 
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Provide and fix in each corrrp:rrtment, raised platfonns, as shewn; be---velled on 
top, and enclosed down to floor; boards to be grooved and tongued, nailed on 
to runners or beams; small ditto fixe:::l on to division to carry ends; fix on 
these of inch stuff, a box with loose top, to serve as such, or for a bolster. 
WINIXJWS. - To be inch grooved and tongued boards, with ditto cross-bars 
behind, :rrade to slide sideways on a rib of wood grooved out, "With similar 
eli tto at top; these ribs to be hard wocx:l. Water table to be 2" laid on bevel; 
linings external, to be inch -- all :rrade so, that rain water will not work its 
way in. 
Note. Windows in gables, with lattice blinds, fixed dead. 
IXXJRS. - To be 1 1/4 inch grooved and tongue:::l stuff, with No. 3 rails behind, 
screwed to boaJ:ds, hung upon one pair strong "T11 hinges, -well screwed with 
long screws, and fastened with each, one strong hand :rrade thumb latch; 1 
square hand :rrade bolt; and one good strong iron rirrnned lock; casing to be 2 
inch thick, with stop planted on, and hard wocxi sill weathered, projecting 
-well aver the line of front and throated. 
Internal doors to be similar to above except thumb latch and hard wocxi sill 1 
so far as its projection is concerned. 
At all angles of buildings and around doors and wi_ndCMS, provide and fix 
facings, say 5 wide and one inch j:hick. 
In each cook house build upon 4" x 4 II or similar stuff, a small flue 12 II x 12" 
inside, 8 11 brick all round, set in good :rrortar, "With two rCMS of brick at 
bottom, laid upon 2 inch stuff, 'Which 
will connect uprights together; in each flue insert No. 3 pipe rings with tin 
stoppers fixed at different levels, one of 'Which to serve as a sv;eep door, at 
top to be arranged as shewn; to be plastered inside with :rrortar rnixe:::l with cow 
dung; between uprights fix, say 5 shelves of inch stuff and case two sides. 
No timber of framing to go nearer flue than 4 inches, and boaJ:ds inch. 
JJoors to be the same height as lining shewn, to be hung each upon one pair 
strong 11 T 11 hinges and fastene:::l with good strong hand :rrade thumb latch; (style 
of wor:k equal to outer doors specified) with hard wood capping on top. 
4 
CI:DSEI'S OR PRIVIES. - Box under seats to be out of 2 or 3 inch stuff, -well in 
length. Where it projects as at ends, then to have covers of similar stuff, 
made to take off-and-on this cover to be fixed 1"0' below the level of ground; 
seats and risers to be of hardwood, pierced with holes as shewn, riser not to 
go as low as floor. Divisions to be as shewn, going as high as plate of roof, 
to have good. bevelled and grooved capping, latter for boards to slip into 
Doors to be fixed to each division, to come 'Within 18 inches off the floor, be 
hinged on strong T hinges, and have good. slide bolts of hard-wocxi, fixed 
inside; doors to be as front doors of building but 1 inch thick. Lucarnes, as 
shewn in roof, to have fixed laths. Provide and fix 2 ventilators as shewn of 
inch stuff, made very tight and close, with a division in the centre (dividing 
box into 2 parts) grooved into the sides, one half to go -well into the box at 
one end, and the other to finish under the seat; at top to have inch cover 
falling four ways. 
PAINTER &C., WORK. - Doors and Windows both sides, together with their frames 
or linings to be painted 3 coats good. oil paint, tops and sides of Platfonns 
to be also painted. 
The whole of the external and internal -wood vvork of all the buildings seen, to 
be whitewashed or colored, 2 coats good. vvork; for outside vvork, salt and umber 
to be mixed in. 
NOI'E. - Shingled Roofs to be included.· 
The whole of the vvorks required, to be done and executed to the satisfaction 
and approval of the Honorable the Minister of Public Works or of any person 
that he may appoint, and will have to be finished car:rplete and ready and fit 
for occupation on or before the day of one thousand eight hundred and 
seventy-tv;Q. 
A bulk sum to be named for the completion of the -works. Prices for sawing and 
haulage extra, as before mentioned. 
Department of Public Works 
Ottawa, 22nd March, 1872. 
Thos. S. Scott 
Chief Architect 
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SOURCE: Canada. Sessional PaJ?er #20, Railways and Canals, .Armual Report. 
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Earnings of the 
Canadian Northern Railway 
1900 1910 
Mileage 216.70 mi. 
Passengers $ 51,802.77 $ 2,631,993.57 
Freight 125,738.58 10,105,206.93 
Mail & Express 2,876.81 NA. 
Other 3,055.64 1,095,861.13 
Total 183,473.80 18,833,061.63 
(Gross) 





Cost of R.R. & 
Rolling Stock 
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SOURCE: Canada, Sessional Papers. Sessional Paper :#=20, Railways & Canals, 
Annual Report. 
8 
Earnings of the Northern Pacific & Manitoba RailT,.;ay 
1890 1895 1900 
Mileage 263.30 mi. 265.64 mi. 316.07 mi. 
Passenger $ 37,438.39 $ 44,393.36 $ 96,986.49 
Freight 120,706.96 144,434.04 284,554.18 
Mail & Express 2,046.00 8,753.27 9,229.28 
Other 140.92 1,944.14 1,177.45 
Total 160,332.27 199,524.81 391,947.40 
(Gross) 
SOURCE: Canada, Sessional Papers. Sessional Paper #lOB, Railways & Canada, 
.Annual Rep::>rt. 
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4 1 154,071.28 4,556/698.16 
SOURCE: Canada, Sessional Papers. Sessional Paper #lOB, Railways & Canals, 
.Armual Report. 
10 
Rolling Stock and Freight of the Northern Pacific & Mani tore Railway 
1890 1895 1900 
Length of Line 
- Completed 263.30 265.64 316.07 
- Under Canst. 
- Iron Rails 
- Steel Rails 263.30 265.64 316.07 
Engines 9 9 
1st Class Cars 4 4 
2nd Class Cars & 3 5 
Emigrant Cars Baggage, 
rrail& 
Express - 9 
Cattle & Box Freight 288 286 
Platfonn Cars 180 178 
Other 9 
Mileage 144,621 207,700 273,005 
Passengers 26,668 29,961 93,197 
'Ibns of freight 
of 2000 lbs. 114,402 127,578 306,828 
Flour (tons) 628 641 1,423 
Grain (tons) 16r474 55,119 137,233 
Livestock (no) 427 735 6,820 
Lmnber (tons) 7,619 30,361 
Man. Goods (tons) 7 1 329 25,773 
Firewcxxi (tons) 21,001 40,514 
All other 
articles (tons) 211,500 35,465 67,773 
SOURCE: Canada, Sessional Papers. Sessional Paper #lOB, Railways & Canals, 
Armual Report. 
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